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Please note that: 

■ IHMA Patent Newsletter covers the requests for worldwide patents (WO, US, EP, FR, GB, 
DE, JP, CN, KR, RU…). 

■ Some patents can be indexed in several categories. 

■ Some old patents are sometimes introduced in the databases if they have not been included 
in the previous update. 

■ The full patent information is in the tables at the end of this document (See TABLES WITH 
REFERENCES). 

■ IHMA Patent Newsletter is forwarded at the end of each month and corresponds to the 
patents appearing during the previous month. If at any time, you do not receive your 
newsletter in the usual time span, please contact us, as an electronic transmission problem 
is always possible. 

 
Even though the greatest care is taken in the preparation of this patent surveillance newsletter, 
some errors or oversights could have occurred. We are committed to making all reasonable 
efforts to ensure the reliability and a content of information as complete as possible without 
nevertheless being able to guarantee the exactitude or exhaustive character of the data used. 
We collect data from official or private sources of the best quality which themselves do not 
guarantee that the information provided is complete, up-to-date, pertinent, well-referenced … 
Please also accept our apologies for the poor quality translations of Asian abstracts which are 
machine translation. 
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P35239 SECURITY & OPTICAL EFFECTS’ COLUMN 
 PRINTING – INK – BANKNOTE – LIQUID CRYSTALS – WINDOW 

 

WO2022144258 EPTAINKS 
Priority Date: 29/12/2020 
 
Inventors: COLOMBO ANNALISA | DURINI MARCO | GALLIGANI MATTEO |  
 LAZZERINI MAURIZIO 
 
Application Nber / Date: WOEP2021/087154 2021-12-21 
 
Priority Nber / Date / Country: IT202000032564 2020-12-29 
 
SECURITY ELEMENT FOR DOCUMENTS, PARTICULARLY BANKNOTES, AND METHOD FOR ITS 
PRODUCTION 
A method for providing a security element (1) for documents, particularly banknotes, comprising the steps of: a) providing an at 
least partially transparent base medium (21); b) depositing on the base medium (21) a metallic layer (31), completely covering 
at least one background area (23); c) printing on the metallic layer (31) a series of layers of ink (32, 33, 34, 35, 36) arranged on 
superimposed levels (12, 13, 14, 15, 16) so as to obtain a layered element (1''), the layers of ink (32, 33, 34, 35, 36) comprising: 
at least one first layer of a first insoluble ink (32), at least one layer of a soluble ink (33, 35), and a layer of a second insoluble 
ink (36); d) immersing the layered element (1'') in at least one solution so that a chemical action of the at least one solution 
creates, in the layered element (1''), at least one optically clear hole (4a, 4b, 4c) and at least one dead hole (5a, 5b), so as to obtain 
a perforated layered element (1'); e) fixing over the perforated layered element (1') at least one upper covering layer (38, 22). 
 
ÉLÉMENT DE SÉCURITÉ POUR DOCUMENTS, EN PARTICULIER DES BILLETS DE BANQUE, ET PROCÉDÉ 
POUR SA FABRICATION 
L'invention concerne un procédé pour la fourniture d'un élément de sécurité (1) pour des documents, en particulier des billets de 
banque, comprenant les étapes consistant à : a) fournir un support de base au moins partiellement transparent (21) ; b) déposer 
sur le support de base (21) une couche métallique (31), recouvrant complètement au moins une zone d'arrière-plan (23) ; c) 
imprimer sur la couche métallique (31) une série de couches d'encre (32, 33, 34, 35, 36) agencées sur des niveaux superposés 
(12, 13, 14, 15, 16) de façon à obtenir un élément en couches (1''), les couches d'encre (32, 33, 34, 35, 36) comprenant : au moins 
une première couche d'une première encre insoluble (32), au moins une couche d'une encre soluble (33, 35), et une couche d'une 
seconde encre insoluble (36) ; d) immerger l'élément en couches (1'') dans au moins une solution de telle sorte qu'une action 
chimique de l'au moins une solution crée, dans l'élément en couches (1''), au moins un trou optiquement transparent (4a, 4b, 4c) 
et au moins un trou borgne (5a, 5b), de façon à obtenir un élément en couches perforé (1') ; e) fixer sur l'élément en couches 
perforé (1') au moins une couche de recouvrement supérieure (38, 22). 
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CLAIM 1. A method for providing a security element (1) for documents, particularly banknotes, characterized in that it 
comprises the steps of: a) providing an at least partially transparent base medium (21); b) depositing on said base medium (21) 
a metallic layer (31), completely covering at least one background area (23); c) printing on said metallic layer (31) a series of 
layers of ink (32, 33, 34, 35, 36) arranged on superimposed levels (12, 13, 14, 15, 16), each on a respective level (12, 13, 14, 15, 
16), so as to obtain a layered element (1"), said layers of ink (32, 33, 34, 35, 36) comprising: - at least one first layer of a first 
ink (32) that is insoluble with at least one preset acidic or basic solution, arranged on a lower level (12) and the projection in 
plan view of which on said background area (23) covers only partially said background area (23), so that said lower level (12) 
also comprises areas (42) that are free from the insoluble ink, - at least one layer of an ink (33, 35) that is soluble with said at 
least one predetermined solution, which is arranged on a respective intermediate level (13, 15) which lies above said first level 
(12) and is extended so that its projection in plan view on said background area (23) completely covers said background area 
(23), - a layer of a second ink (36) that is insoluble with said at least one predetermined solution, which is arranged on an upper 
level (16) which lies above said intermediate level (13, 15), and the projection in plan view of which on said background area 
(23) covers only partially said background area (23) so that said upper level (16) also comprises areas (46) that are free from the 
insoluble ink; d) immersing said layered element (1") in said at least one solution so that a chemical action of said at least one 
solution capable of removing said soluble inks and said metal creates, in said layered element (1"), at least one optically clear 
hole (4a, 4b, 4c) and at least one dead hole (5a, 5b), said optically clear hole (4a, 4b, 4c) being extended from said upper level 
(16) to said background area (23), said dead hole (5a, 5b) being limited in a lower region by said first layer of an insoluble ink 
(32), so as to obtain a perforated layered element (1'); e) fixing over said perforated layered element (T) at least one upper 
covering layer (38, 22) on a face that is opposite with respect to said base medium (21) so as to close said holes (4a, 4b, 4c, 5a, 
5b), said upper covering element comprising an external layer (22) that is at least partially transparent. 
 
No equivalent 
 
Status: Pending 
 
Research Report: 
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P35230 PRINTING – BANKNOTE – CARD – LUMINESCENCE – INFRARED 

 

WO2022154087 DAI NIPPON PRINTING 
Priority Date: 14/01/2021 
 
INFORMATION DISPLAY MEDIUM MEMBER, INFORMATION DISPLAY MEDIUM, BOOKLET, LAMINATE, 
METHOD RELATED THERETO, METHOD FOR FORMING LATENT IMAGE CORRESPONDING TO PRINTED 
IMAGE ON LAMINATE, DEVICE THEREFOR, AND LAMINATE MANUFACTURED BY SAME 
The present invention addresses the problem of: providing an information display medium, a laminate, or the like having an 
advantage such as high security; and reliably forming a latent image on a laminate such that, although the latent image is not 
recognizable to a general camera or the naked eye, said image is visible when an infrared visualization device, such as an infrared 
camera, is employed. The present invention provides: an information display medium member or the like containing a cesium 
tungsten oxide or lanthanum hexaboride; a laminate or the like including a first-surface-side laser color-developing layer having 
an opening region, and a near-infrared absorption layer that is formed on a first surface side, that is positioned, at least in a 
portion thereof, in the opening region or that at least partially overlaps with the opening region, and that contains the cesium 
tungsten oxide or the lanthanum hexaboride; and a method or the like in which a target section is scanned while laser light is 
radiated and the resolution is set so that a latent image can be formed by reducing, in a near-infrared absorption layer, near-
infrared absorption at least in a prescribed wavelength range without causing a base material layer to develop color in the visible 
light range. 
 
ÉLÉMENT SUPPORT D'AFFICHAGE D'INFORMATIONS, SUPPORT D'AFFICHAGE D'INFORMATIONS, 
LIVRET, STRATIFIÉ, PROCÉDÉ ASSOCIÉ, PROCÉDÉ DE FORMATION D'UNE IMAGE LATENTE 
CORRESPONDANT À UNE IMAGE IMPRIMÉE SUR UN STRATIFIÉ, DISPOSITIF ASSOCIÉ ET STRATIFIÉ 
FABRIQUÉ PAR UN TEL DISPOSITIF 
La présente invention aborde le problème de fourniture d'un support d'affichage d'informations, d'un stratifié ou autre présentant 
certains avantages tels qu'une sécurité élevée ; de formation fiable d'une image latente sur un stratifié de sorte que, bien que 
l'image latente ne soit pas reconnaissable par une caméra classique ou l'œil nu, ladite image est visible lorsqu'un dispositif de 
visualisation infrarouge, tel qu'une caméra infrarouge, est employé. La présente invention concerne : un élément support 
d'affichage d'informations ou autre contenant un oxyde de césium-tungstène ou un hexaborure de lanthane ; un stratifié ou autre 
comprenant une couche de développement couleur au laser côté première surface ayant une région d'ouverture, et une couche 
d'absorption dans le proche infrarouge qui est formée sur un côté première surface, qui est positionnée, du moins pour une partie 
de cette dernière, dans la région d'ouverture ou qui chevauche au moins partiellement la région d'ouverture, et qui contient l'oxyde 
de césium-tungstène ou l'hexaborure de lanthane ; un procédé ou autre dans lequel une section cible est balayée pendant que la 
lumière laser est émise et la résolution est réglée de sorte qu'une image latente peut être formée par réduction, dans une couche 
d'absorption dans le proche infrarouge, d'une absorption dans le proche infrarouge au moins dans une plage de longueurs d'onde 
prescrite sans amener une couche de matériau de base à développer une couleur dans la plage de lumière visible. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A member for an information display medium, comprising: a transmissive material having visible light transmissivity 
and near infrared light transmissivity; and a near infrared light absorbent material, wherein the near infrared light absorbent 
material contains cesium tungsten oxide or lanthanum hexaboride, Wherein near-infrared absorbency in at least a predetermined 
wavelength range of a target portion of the member for information display media is reduced by irradiating the target portion 
with a laser beam. 
  

PATENT REFERENCE – See the table at the end of this document 
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P35231 CARD – PASSPORT – LABEL 

 

WO2022154042 DAI NIPPON PRINTING 
Priority Date: 18/01/2021 
 
VOLUME HOLOGRAM LAMINATE, VOLUME HOLOGRAM TRANSFER FOIL, VOLUME HOLOGRAM 
LABEL, CARD, DATA PAGE AND BOOK 
The present disclosure provides a volume hologram laminate which has a substrate and a volume hologram laminate section 
positioned on one surface of the substrate, wherein: the volume hologram laminate section has a volume hologram layer which 
contains a polymer of a photopolymerizable compound and on which an interference fringe is recorded, and also has a resin layer 
containing a transparent resin and positioned next to the volume hologram layer, said layers being arranged in random order; and 
the read-out wavelength of the volume hologram layer changes according to the observation angle and incidence angle of the 
reproduced illuminating light, and the color of the reproduced image from the volume hologram layer also changes according 
thereto. 
 
STRATIFIÉ D'HOLOGRAMME VOLUMIQUE, FEUILLE DE TRANSFERT D'HOLOGRAMME VOLUMIQUE, 
ÉTIQUETTE D'HOLOGRAMME VOLUMIQUE, CARTE, PAGE DE DONNÉES ET LIVRE 
La présente invention concerne un stratifié d'hologramme volumique qui comporte un substrat et une section de stratifié 
d'hologramme volumique positionnée sur une surface du substrat. La section de stratifié d'hologramme volumique comporte une 
couche d'hologramme volumique qui contient un polymère d'un composé photopolymérisable et sur laquelle une frange 
d'interférence est enregistrée, et elle comporte également une couche de résine qui contient une résine transparente et qui est 
positionnée à côté de la couche d'hologramme volumique, lesdites couches étant agencées dans un ordre aléatoire ; et la longueur 
d'onde de lecture de la couche d'hologramme volumique change selon l'angle d'observation et l'angle d'incidence de la lumière 
d'éclairage reproduite, et la couleur de l'image reproduite à partir de la couche d'hologramme volumique change également selon 
les mêmes facteurs. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A volume hologram laminate comprising: a base material; and a volume hologram laminate portion disposed on one 
surface of the base material, wherein the volume hologram laminate portion includes a polymer of a photopolymerizable 
compound and includes interference fringes recorded therein, and a volume hologram layer disposed in contact with the volume 
hologram layer, A resin layer containing a transparent resin, wherein a reproduction wavelength of the volume hologram layer 
changes and a color of a reproduced image from the volume hologram layer changes in accordance with an incident angle and 
an observation angle of reproduction illumination light. 
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P35258 PRINTING – CARD 

 

JP2022098151 DAI NIPPON PRINTING 
Priority Date: 21/12/2020 
 
COMPUTER PROGRAM, AUTHENTICITY DETERMINATION METHOD, AND AUTHENTICITY 
DETERMINATION APPARATUS 
TOPIC: To provide a computer program capable of easily performing authenticity 
determination without requiring special skill. INVENTION: a computer program 
for causing a computer to execute processing for determining authenticity of an 
object provided with a light modulation element that produces, by light from a 
point light source, a reproduced image in a central portion of a portion irradiated 
with light, the computer program comprising: Acquire a plurality of images 
obtained by capturing images with different positions of the point light sources 
with respect to the light modulation element, determine authenticity of the target 
object based on the positions of the reproduced images in the plurality of acquired 
images, and output the determination result. 
 
CLAIM 1. A computer program for causing a computer to execute a process of 
determining authenticity of a target object provided with a light modulation 
element, the light modulation element causing light from a point light source to 
generate a reproduced image in a central portion of a portion irradiated with the 
light, the computer program comprising: Acquiring a plurality of images obtained by capturing images at different positions of 
the point light sources with respect to the light modulation element, determining authenticity of the object based on positions of 
the reproduced images in the plurality of acquired images, and outputting a result of the determination. 
 
 

 

 
P35276 

 

CN216969112U WUHAN HUAGONG IMAGE TECHNOLOGY & DEVELOPMENT 
Priority Date: 11/01/2022 
 
ELECTRIC ALUMINUM CAPABLE OF HIGH-SPEED GOLD STAMPING 
The application discloses but high speed gilt electrochemical aluminium, this electrochemical aluminium includes base film 
layer, from type layer, image layer, coating film layer and glue film. The image layer comprises a first color layer, a toughening 
layer and a second color layer which are sequentially stacked; one sides of the first color layer, the toughening layer and the 
second color layer, which are close to the coating layer, are provided with microstructures capable of displaying holographic 
patterns under the action of the coating layer; the first color layer, the toughening layer and the second color layer form an image 
layer with a sandwich structure, the toughening layer arranged between the first color layer and the second color layer is used 
for improving the flexibility of the image layer, and buffer thermal stress is provided for the first color layer and the second color 
layer in the heating and pressing process of the alumite; the utility model compensates the product defect caused by the 
insufficient performance of the glue layer by regulating and controlling the structure of the image layer, solves the phenomenon 
of pocking mark or leakage point in high-speed hot stamping, and can reach the standard of high-speed hot stamping under the 
condition of glue with slightly low use performance. 
 
CLAIM 1. The alumite capable of being gilded at high speed comprises a 
base film layer, a release layer, an image layer, a coating layer and a glue 
layer, and is characterized in that the image layer comprises a first color 
layer, a toughening layer and a second color layer which are sequentially 
stacked; one side of the first color layer, the toughening layer and the second 
color layer, which is close to the film coating layer, is provided with a 
microstructure capable of displaying holographic patterns under the action 
of the film coating layer; this first chromatograph, toughening layer and 
second chromatograph constitute the image layer that has the sandwich structure, set up between first chromatograph and second 
chromatograph toughening layer is used for promoting the pliability on image layer, provides buffering thermal stress for first 
chromatograph and second chromatograph in the pressurized process that is heated at electrochemical aluminium. 
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P35280 PRINTING – BRAND PROTECTION – MAGNETISM 

 

CN216917018U SHANDONG TAIBAO PACKAGING PRODUCT 
Priority Date: 30/03/2022 
 
MULTIPLE ANTI-FAKE FRAME PAPER AND FRAME BOX MADE OF SAME 
The utility model belongs to the technical field of packaging materials, and particularly relates to a multi-anti-counterfeiting 
frame paper and a frame box made of the same. The frame box is characterized in that a plurality of groups of vertical slot groups 
which equally divide the box body are arranged on the inner side of the box body along the width direction, and matched movable 
partition plates are inserted in at least one group of slot groups. The frame paper of the utility model has the advantages of 
multiple anti-counterfeiting functions, good anti-counterfeiting performance and good decoration. The frame box not only has 
all the advantages of the frame paper, but also has reasonable structure and good protection effect on cigarettes. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. The multiple anti-counterfeiting frame paper comprises a base paper layer and is characterized in that an environment-
friendly water-based glue layer, a color printing layer, a ZnS dielectric layer, a magnetic ink identification layer, a holographic 
pattern layer and a holographic transfer coating are sequentially arranged on the outer surface of the base paper layer from inside 
to outside, and the magnetic ink identification layer and the holographic pattern layer are both positioned on the holographic 
transfer coating. 
 

 
P35283 OVD – BRAND PROTECTION 

 

CN216915162U ANHUI ZIJIANG ALUMINIUM SPRAY ENVIRONMENTAL PROT 
Priority Date: 24/01/2022 MATERIAL | SHANGHAI ZIJIANG METALLIZATION ENV PROT MAT 
 
NOVEL MANY RADIUSES TRANSFER SPOUTS ALUMINIUM PAPER 
The application discloses novel many radium-shine transfer spouts aluminium paper relates to the transfer and spouts the 
aluminium paper field, and it is including compound film in proper order, transfer dope layer, UV gloss oil layer, multistage 
radium-shine layer, glue layer and base paper layer. This application has the third dimension that promotes radium-shine pattern 
to can show the effect of the three-dimensional radium-shine pattern of relief (sculpture), radium-shine pattern information is 
observed to the convenient to use person multi-angle. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a novel many radiuses transfer spouts aluminium paper which characterized in that: the 
transfer coating comprises a film (1), a transfer coating layer (2), a UV gloss oil layer (3), a multi-stage laser layer, a glue layer 
(8) and a base paper layer (9) which are sequentially compounded. 
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P35286 BRAND PROTECTION – IRISATION 

 

CN216885949U ZHEJIANG RONGYIN NEW MATERIAL TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 09/11/2021 
 
PEARLESCENT HOLOGRAPHIC ANTI-COUNTERFEITING BINDING PAPER 
The utility model discloses pearlescent holographic anti-counterfeiting binding paper, which comprises a base paper layer, 
wherein a base film layer is compositely bonded on one side of the base paper layer through glue, a pearlescent coating layer 
prepared by coating pearlescent coating is arranged on the surface of one side, far away from the base paper layer, of the base 
paper layer, an anti-counterfeiting layer is compositely bonded on one side, far away from the base film layer, of the base paper 
layer through glue, and a plurality of thermosensitive anti-counterfeiting patterns formed by spraying thermosensitive coating 
are arranged on the surface of the anti-counterfeiting layer. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. The pearlescent holographic anti-counterfeiting binding paper comprises a base paper layer (1), and is characterized 
in that: the anti-counterfeiting paper is characterized in that a base film layer (2) is compositely bonded on one side of the base 
paper layer (1) through glue, a pearl coating layer (3) is arranged on the surface of one side, far away from the base paper layer 
(1), of the base film layer (2), an anti-counterfeiting layer (4) is compositely bonded on one side, far away from the base film 
layer (2), of the base paper layer (1) through glue, and a plurality of thermosensitive anti-counterfeiting patterns formed by 
spraying thermosensitive paint are arranged on the surface of the anti-counterfeiting layer (4). 
 
 

 

 
P35294 PRINTING – LABEL 

 

CN216849098U SHANDONG TAIBAO INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY GROUP 
Priority Date: 28/01/2022 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC POSITIONING PRINTING ANTI-COUNTERFEITING MARK 
The utility model relates to an anti-counterfeit label, concretely relates to holographic 
location printing anti-counterfeit label. The holographic positioning printing anti-
counterfeiting mark comprises a plastic film layer, a laser coating, a positioning die-
pressing information layer, a positioning printing layer, an aluminum-plated layer, a 
release layer, an adhesive layer and a silicone oil paper layer which are sequentially 
arranged from top to bottom, wherein the anti-counterfeiting mark can be uncovered 
and is divided into a stripping part and a bottom-remaining part, and the stripping part 
sequentially comprises the plastic film layer, the laser coating, the positioning die-
pressing information layer, the positioning printing layer and the aluminum-plated 
layer from top to bottom; the bottom-retaining part is sequentially provided with a 
release layer, an adhesive layer and a silicone oil paper layer from top to bottom. The 
utility model discloses sign simple structure, the anti-fake information who contains 
is abundant, combines holographically with the location printing, and the printing 
information top need not the volume and covers the protective layer outward, can 
realize the commodity circulation and trace back etc. and open the back and can 
realize the point and convert functions such as award, anti-fake inquiry. 
 
CLAIM 1. A holographic positioning printing anti-counterfeiting mark is characterized in that: comprises a plastic film layer 
(1), a laser coating layer (2), a positioning mould pressing information layer (3), a positioning printing layer (4), an aluminum 
plating layer (5), a release layer (6), an adhesive layer (7) and a silicone oil paper layer (8) which are arranged from top to bottom 
in sequence; the anti-counterfeiting mark can be uncovered and is divided into a stripping part and a bottom-remaining part, 
wherein the stripping part comprises a plastic film layer (1), a laser coating layer (2), a positioning mould pressing information 
layer (3), a positioning printing layer (4) and an aluminum-plated layer (5) from top to bottom in sequence; the bottom-retaining 
part is sequentially provided with a release layer (6), an adhesive layer (7) and a silicone oil paper layer (8) from top to bottom. 
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P35313 PRINTING – LABEL – BRAND PROTECTION 

 

CN114708788 ZHAO LEI | WANG FEIYA 
Priority Date: 30/03/2022 
 
TEXTURE SHEET, LABEL/PACKAGING MATERIAL CONTAINING TEXTURE SHEET AND 
MANUFACTURING METHOD OF LABEL/PACKAGING MATERIAL 
The invention provides a novel random texture sheet which is made of a metal film evaporated with metal, wherein the texture 
sheet is provided with a random pattern formed by cutting or covering or removing a metal coating of the metal film evaporated 
with metal, or/and the edge of the texture sheet is provided with random edge lines; the texture sheet is also provided with 
holographic pictures and texts with high repetition frequency or/and random pictures and texts consisting of non-repeated 
pictures and texts with low repetition frequency or/and random pictures formed by cutting or covering or removing the random 
pictures and texts, and the pictures and texts are positioned on the surface or inside the texture sheet. The method for preparing 
the texture sheet is also provided, the texture sheet can be produced by using the existing process, the texture sheet can be 
attached to the package and the label base material by using common high-speed printing equipment without equipment 
investment or changing the existing process flow, the integration of the texture anti-counterfeiting technology and the package 
material is realized, the anti-counterfeiting label and the integrated package made of the texture sheet have no obvious convex 
area, are attractive, and have higher anti-counterfeiting performance. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A textured sheet formed using a vapor deposited metal film having one or more random patterns formed by cutting 
or covering or removing a metal coating of the vapor deposited metal film; or/and the edge of the texture sheet is also provided 
with a random edge line. 
 
 

 

 
P35318 PRINTING – BRAND PROTECTION – RELIEF 

 

CN114701288 LAI ZHANGJIA 
Priority Date: 07/04/2022 
 
PRODUCTION PROCESS OF COLOR BRONZING FILM 
The invention relates to a production process of a color bronzing film, which sequentially comprises the following steps: (1) 
preparing a release layer on the upper surface of the base film; (2) preparing a pattern layer on the upper surface of the release 
layer; (3) vacuum aluminizing is carried out on the upper surface of the base layer formed by the base film and the pattern layer 
to form an aluminized layer; (4) coating an adhesive layer on the upper surface of the aluminum coating; the method is 
characterized in that: in the step (2), the pattern layer is manufactured by the following steps: (2-1) coating a polyurethane coating 
on the upper surface of the release layer to form an ink absorption layer; (2-2) printing a color printing layer on the upper surface 
of the ink absorption layer; and (2-3) coating a layer of gloss oil on the upper surface of the color printing layer, and carrying 
out die pressing after the gloss oil is solidified to form a die pressing gloss oil layer with texture. The invention can produce the 
colorful bronzing film with bright colorful relief effect and metal laser effect, has strong stereoscopic impression and good anti-
counterfeiting property, and can reduce the process difficulty and the production cost. 
 
CLAIM 1. A production process of a color bronzing film sequentially 
comprises the following steps: (1) preparing a release layer on the upper 
surface of the base film; (2) preparing a pattern layer on the upper surface of 
the release layer; (3) vacuum aluminizing is carried out on the upper surface 
of the base layer formed by the base film and the pattern layer to form an 
aluminized layer; (4) coating an adhesive layer on the upper surface of the 
aluminum-plated layer; the method is characterized in that: in the step (2), 
the pattern layer is manufactured by the following steps: (2-1) coating a 
polyurethane coating on the upper surface of the release layer to form an ink absorption layer; (2-2) printing a color printing 
layer on the upper surface of the ink absorption layer; and (2-3) coating a layer of gloss oil on the upper surface of the color 
printing layer, and carrying out die pressing after the gloss oil is solidified to form a die pressing gloss oil layer with texture. 
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P35319 BRAND PROTECTION 

 

CN114701281 GUANGDONG RUIXIANG SHANGCAI TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 24/12/2021 
 
LASER HOLOGRAPHIC ANTI-COUNTERFEITING HOT STAMPING FILM AND PREPARATION METHOD 
THEREOF 
The invention discloses a laser holographic anti-counterfeiting hot stamping film and a preparation method thereof, belonging 
to the technical field of package anti-counterfeiting and preparation methods thereof, wherein the laser holographic anti-
counterfeiting hot stamping film sequentially comprises a PET film, a release layer, an information layer, a protective layer, an 
aluminum-plated layer and a gum layer from top to bottom, wherein the protective layer is obtained by heating aqueous high-
molecular film-forming resin, aqueous acrylic copolymer emulsion, aqueous polyurethane dispersion, aqueous auxiliary agent 
and distilled water composition to 150-160 ℃ by short-wave infrared light and drying for 10-15s, and can solve the problems 
caused by overhigh temperature and excessive melting; the problems of low temperature, insufficient melting and the like can 
be prevented. 
 
CLAIM 1. The laser holographic anti-counterfeiting hot stamping film is characterized in that: the protective layer is prepared 
by heating 10-15 parts by weight of waterborne polymer film-forming resin, 10-20 parts by weight of waterborne acrylic 
copolymer emulsion, 60-80 parts by weight of waterborne polyurethane dispersoid, 1.5-2 parts by weight of waterborne auxiliary 
agent and 10-15 parts by weight of distilled water composition to 150-160  by short wave infrared light and drying for 10-15 s. 
 
 

 

 
P35325 LABEL 

 

CN114675518 NANJING VOCATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF INDUSTRY TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 31/03/2022 
 
HIDDEN ANTI-COUNTERFEIT LABEL EXPOSURE DEVICE AND PREPARATION METHOD 
The invention discloses a hidden anti-counterfeiting label exposure device and a preparation method thereof, wherein the device 
comprises a laser generator, a light splitting structure, a beam expanding structure, a light path conducting structure and an object 
space light modulator, wherein the laser generator generates a laser beam, the laser beam passes through a spectroscope, a beam 
expanding lens and a collimating lens to obtain more than two beams of coherent laser including object light and reference light, 
the object light generates anti-counterfeiting information through the object space light modulator, so that the reference light and 
the object light with the anti-counterfeiting information generate interference on a photosensitive material layer to form an anti-
counterfeiting hologram, and the wavelength and angle selectivity of a reflection type grating and a transmission type grating 
are introduced into the anti-counterfeiting hologram to obtain a hidden anti-counterfeiting label. According to the device and the 
preparation method, the difficulty of pattern display can be further increased, and the anti-counterfeiting performance of the label 
is improved. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a hidden antifalsification label exposure device which characterized in that: the device 
comprises a laser generator, a light splitting structure, a beam expanding structure, a collimating structure, a light path conducting 
structure and an object spatial light modulator; the light splitting structure comprises two or more beam splitters, each beam 
splitter is correspondingly provided with a beam expanding structure and a collimating structure, the laser beam generated by 
the laser generator is split by the beam splitting structure to obtain two or more coherent laser beams, the coherent laser beams 
are expanded by the beam expanding structure, the expanded coherent laser beams are collimated and transmitted by the 
collimating structure and are reflected and transmitted by the light path conducting structure, one of the coherent laser beams is 
set as a reference beam, the other coherent laser beams are object light, and one of the object light forms a divergent light beam 
with anti-counterfeiting information after passing through the object spatial light modulator. 
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P35323 PRINTING 
 

CN114690304 ZHEJIANG UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 31/03/2022 
 
NEAR-FAR FIELD DUAL-CHANNEL IMAGE DISPLAY METHOD BASED ON SUPER SURFACE MATERIAL 
The invention discloses a near-far field dual-channel image display method based on a super surface material, which utilizes 
two-dimensional code image identification redundancy, intensity modulation redundancy and holographic design redundancy, 
and additional design freedom degrees given by various redundancies. The method has strong expansibility and robustness, is 
not only expanded to other optical platforms and working bands, but also is suitable for large-area processing and production. 
And because the near field and far field imaging modes are different, the decoding conditions are different, so the invention has 
wide application prospect in the fields of high-end anti-counterfeiting, image display and the like. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A near-far field dual-channel image display method based on a super surface material is characterized by comprising 
the following processes: 1) the super surface is formed by arraying a plurality of nano-brick structure units on a plane, and the 
corresponding relation between the emergent light intensity and the steering angle of the nano-brick structure units within the 
value range of [0,180 DEG ] is obtained by utilizing the emergent light intensity modulation function of the nano-brick structure 
units and the gray information of the two-dimensional code image; 2) the method comprises the steps that a two-dimensional 
code image is coded in a super-surface near field by utilizing a nano brick structure unit, due to the fact that the two-dimensional 
code has the redundancy of recognition and detection, white pixels in the two-dimensional code image obtained through coding 
are led in to enable the gray value of the white pixels to be converted into noise pixels between (0 and 1), the two-dimensional 
code image can be still recognized and detected, and the modulated two-dimensional code image is obtained; 3) because the 
emergent light intensity modulation function has redundancy, namely the emergent light intensity modulation function is a non-
monotonic function in the value range of the turning angle [0,180 degrees ] of the nano-brick, and the same emergent intensity 
corresponds to the turning angles of a plurality of nano-bricks; according to the method in the step 2), the coding of the modulated 
two-dimensional code image is realized by utilizing the emergent light intensity modulation function of the nano-brick structure 
unit, and noise pixels are introduced into the two-dimensional code image, so that the gray value types of white pixels in the 
two-dimensional code image are increased, and candidate information of various nano-brick steering angles is obtained by 
correspondingly introducing; when circularly polarized light is incident, correspondingly introducing candidate information of 
various geometric phase distributions; 4) based on the redundancy of holographic design, the same holographic image 
corresponds to a plurality of geometric phase distributions; and selecting a most suitable noise point introduction mode from 
multiple candidate nano brick steering angle values by using the fidelity of the holographic design and the fidelity of the two-
dimensional code image as evaluation indexes and utilizing a simulated annealing optimization algorithm, thereby realizing the 
design and realization of the holographic image of the near-field two-dimensional code image and the far-field twinning-free 
image. 
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P35328 PRINTING – BRAND PROTECTION 

 

CN114670564 SHENZHEN XINHONGZE PACKAGING 
Priority Date: 28/03/2022 
 
INTELLIGENT PRINTING METHOD FOR PACKING BOX WITH ANTI-COUNTERFEITING HOLOGRAM 
The invention discloses an intelligent printing method of a packing box with an anti-counterfeiting hologram, wherein a computer 
terminal controls an intelligent printing surface to generate corresponding information by utilizing a holographic watermark 
technology to form an intelligent holographic plate; introducing a holographic anti-counterfeiting pattern to a hidden image area 
in the intelligent holographic plate making through a computer terminal to form an intelligent holographic positioning plate 
making; and printing the holographic anti-counterfeiting pattern on the intelligent holographic positioning plate-making at the 
designated position of the packaging box by using an automatic typesetting technology. Accurate printing is achieved through 
an intelligent printing mode, and the safety and reliability of the packaging box are guaranteed through the anti-counterfeiting 
hologram. 
 
CLAIM 1. An intelligent printing method for a packing box with an anti-counterfeiting hologram is characterized by comprising 
the following steps: s101: the computer terminal controls the intelligent printing surface to generate corresponding information 
by utilizing the holographic watermarking technology to form intelligent holographic plate making; s102: introducing a 
holographic anti-counterfeiting pattern to a hidden image area in the intelligent holographic plate making through a computer 
terminal to form an intelligent holographic positioning plate making; s103: and printing the holographic anti-counterfeiting 
pattern on the intelligent holographic positioning plate-making at the designated position of the packaging box by using an 
automatic typesetting technology. 
 

 
P35331 

 

CN114654917 WUHAN HUAGONG IMAGE TECHNOLOGY & DEVELOPMENT 
Priority Date: 02/03/2022 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC MULTICOLOR OPTICALLY VARIABLE ANTI-COUNTERFEITING FILM, PREPARATION 
METHOD THEREOF AND ANTI-COUNTERFEITING PRODUCT 
The invention provides a holographic multicolor optically variable anti-counterfeiting film, a preparation method thereof and an 
anti-counterfeiting product, wherein the holographic multicolor optically variable anti-counterfeiting film comprises a 
holographic optically variable layer, the holographic optically variable layer comprises a semitransparent reflecting layer and at 
least two optically variable unit layers which are sequentially overlapped from top to bottom, each optically variable unit layer 
comprises a resin layer and a reflecting layer which are arranged from top to bottom, each reflecting layer above the lowermost 
optically variable unit layer consists of reflecting areas which are arranged at intervals, hollow areas are arranged between the 
reflecting areas, at least part of the reflecting area of each reflecting layer can penetrate through all the resin layers above the 
reflecting layer and project on the semitransparent reflecting layer, and holographic grooves are arranged on the lower surface 
of the resin layer of at least one optically variable unit layer. The invention can realize different forms of light variation effects 
and holographic multicolor light variation effects in different areas. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a holographic polychrome light becomes anti-counterfeiting film, becomes the layer 
including holographic light, its characterized in that, holographic light becomes the layer including the semi-transparent 
reflection stratum that from top to bottom superposes in proper order and sets up, at least two-layer light becomes unit layer, 
every layer light becomes unit layer and includes the resin layer and the reflection stratum that set up from top to bottom, the 
lower floor every layer of light becomes unit layer top the reflection stratum all comprises the reflection zone of interval setting, 
be fretwork region between the reflection zone, every layer the at least partial reflection zone of reflection stratum all can see 
through all of its top the resin layer and projection in on the semi-transparent reflection stratum, at least one deck light becomes 
unit layer the lower surface of resin layer is provided with holographic groove. 
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P35233 CARD – PASSPORT 

 

WO2022152978 IMPRIMERIE NATIONALE 
Priority Date: 31/12/2020 
 
SMART CARD WITH INCREASED TRANSPARENT EDGE 
The invention relates to a security document, comprising a multilayer complex or coupon (30) having mainly an opaque zone 
and surrounded by a transparent frame (4), characterised in that the coupon (30) comprises a cut-out (21) in at least one of its 
corners and in that the transparent frame (4) comprises at the level of this cut-out (21) a swelling zone (22) complementary to 
said cut-out (21), and the boundary line (23) between said cutout (21) and said bulge (22) having an asymmetrical curved shape 
with respect to the bisector (B) of the corner angle corresponding to the bulge (22) of the transparent frame (4). Figure for 
abstract: Figure 8 
 
CARTE À PUCE À BORD TRANSPARENT AUGMENTÉ 
Carte à puce à bords transparents augmentés L'invention concerne un document de sécurité, comportant un complexe 
multicouche ou coupon (30) présentant principalement une zone opaque et entouré par un cadre transparent (4), caractérisé en 
ce que le coupon (30) comporte une découpe (21) dans au moins l’un de ses coins et en ce que le cadre transparent (4) comporte 
au niveau de cette découpe (21) une zone de renflement (22) complémentaire de ladite découpe (21), et la ligne de frontière (23) 
entre ladite découpe (21) et ledit renflement (22) ayant une forme incurvée dissymétrique par rapport à la bissectrice (B) de 
l’angle du coin correspondant au renflement (22) du cadre transparent (4). 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. Security Document, comprising a multilayer complex or coupon (30) having mainly an opaque zone and surrounded 
by a transparent frame (4), characterized in that: - the coupon (30) comprises a cutout (21) in at least one of its corners and - the 
transparent frame (4) comprises at the level of this cutout (21) a swelling zone (22) of complementary shape to that of said cutout 
(21), and - the boundary line (23) between said cutout (21) and said bulge (22) has an asymmetrical curved shape with respect 
to the bisector (B) of the angle of the corner corresponding to the bulge (22) of the transparent frame (4). 
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P35234 BANKNOTE – PASSPORT – THREAD – WINDOW 

 

WO2022148977 DE LA RUE INTERNATIONAL 
Priority Date: 11/01/2021 
 
OPTICAL DEVICES AND METHODS OF MANUFACTURE THEREOF 
An optical device is provided that exhibits a variable optical effect upon illumination. The optical device has a diffractive 
structure comprising: a portion of a first kinoform diffractive structure that encodes a first image, arranged to form a first 
diffractive region (11) of the diffractive structure; and a portion of a second kinoform diffractive structure that encodes a second 
image, arranged to form a second diffractive region (13) of the diffractive structure; wherein the first diffractive region and the 
second diffractive region are laterally separate; and each of the first diffractive region and the second diffractive region are 
discernible by the naked human eye. Methods of manufacture of such optical devices are also disclosed.. 
 
DISPOSITIFS OPTIQUES ET LEURS PROCÉDÉS DE FABRICATION 
L'invention concerne un dispositif optique qui présente un effet optique variable lors de l'éclairage. Le dispositif optique 
comporte une structure de diffraction comprenant : une partie d'une première structure de diffraction de kinoforme qui code une 
première image, conçue pour former une première région de diffraction (11) de la structure de diffraction; et une partie d'une 
seconde structure de diffraction de kinoforme qui code une seconde image, conçue pour former une seconde région de diffraction 
(13) de la structure de diffraction; la première région de diffraction et la seconde région de diffraction étant séparées latéralement; 
et la première région de diffraction ainsi que la seconde région de diffraction étant discernables à l'œil nu humain. L'invention 
concerne également des procédés de fabrication de tels dispositifs optiques. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. An optical device that exhibits a variable optical effect upon illumination, the optical device having a diffractive 
structure comprising: a portion of a first kinoform diffractive structure that encodes a first image, arranged to form a first 
diffractive region of the diffractive structure; and a portion of a second kinoform diffractive structure that encodes a second 
image, arranged to form a second diffractive region of the diffractive structure; wherein the first diffractive region and the second 
diffractive region are laterally separate; and each of the first diffractive region and the second diffractive region are discernible 
by the naked human eye. 
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P35237 BRAND PROTECTION 

 

WO2022146165 SKOLTECH - SKOLKOVO INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 30/12/2020 
 
METHOD OF LABELLING AND IDENTIFICATION OF GOODS 
The invention we propose is a polymer -based data storage solution for the identification (marking), tracing, and logistics 
following of delivery and use of goods where the physical implementation of such solution would be technically possible. Our 
solution is technically articulated through a thin sheet or film of stable to an environment of use or bio-degradable polymer 
(including the possibility of being an edible polymer) with periodic or non-periodic indentations or surface-reliefs, which alter 
its optical thickness, to use it to encode and store the data. The information can be retrieved by analysis of the diffraction pattern 
formed on a light detector due to laser beam passes through the polymer film or is reflected on it. A polymer thin film is directly 
embedded (or firmly associated) into the good, in which the technical design of the physical product would allow a laser beam 
passage. 
 
PROCÉDÉ DE MARQUAGE ET D'IDENTIFICATION DE MARCHANDISES 
L'invention que nous proposons est une solution de stockage de données à base de polymère pour l'identification (marquage), le 
suivi et la logistique suite à la livraison et à l'utilisation de marchandises, la mise en œuvre physique d'une telle solution pouvant 
être techniquement possible. Notre solution est techniquement articulée au moyen d'une feuille mince ou d'un film stable à un 
environnement d'utilisation ou d'un polymère biodégradable (y compris la possibilité qu'il s'agisse d'un polymère comestible) 
avec des indentations périodiques ou non périodiques ou des reliefs de surface, qui modifient son épaisseur optique, afin de 
l'utiliser pour coder et stocker les données. Les informations peuvent être récupérées par analyse du motif de diffraction formé 
sur un détecteur de lumière en raison du passage d'un faisceau laser à travers le film polymère ou sont réfléchies sur ce dernier. 
Un film mince polymère est directement intégré (ou associé fermement) dans la marchandise, dans laquelle la conception 
technique du produit physique permettrait un passage de faisceau laser. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1.The method for identifying objects, comprising at least the following steps: obtaining identifying information, 
converting the identifying information into a microrelief structure or structured pattern, applying said microrelief structure or 
pattern to an information carrier, placing said information carrier on an identifiable object. 
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P35239 PATENT OF THE MONTH 
 PRINTING – INK – BANKNOTE – LIQUID CRYSTALS – WINDOW 

 

WO2022144258 EPTAINKS 
Priority Date: 29/12/2020 
 
SECURITY ELEMENT FOR DOCUMENTS, PARTICULARLY BANKNOTES, AND METHOD FOR ITS 
PRODUCTION 
A method for providing a security element (1) for documents, particularly banknotes, comprising the steps of: a) providing an at 
least partially transparent base medium (21); b) depositing on the base medium (21) a metallic layer (31), completely covering 
at least one background area (23); c) printing on the metallic layer (31) a series of layers of ink (32, 33, 34, 35, 36) arranged on 
superimposed levels (12, 13, 14, 15, 16) so as to obtain a layered element (1''), the layers of ink (32, 33, 34, 35, 36) comprising: 
at least one first layer of a first insoluble ink (32), at least one layer of a soluble ink (33, 35), and a layer of a second insoluble 
ink (36); d) immersing the layered element (1'') in at least one solution so that a chemical action of the at least one solution 
creates, in the layered element (1''), at least one optically clear hole (4a, 4b, 4c) and at least one dead hole (5a, 5b), so as to obtain 
a perforated layered element (1'); e) fixing over the perforated layered element (1') at least one upper covering layer (38, 22). 
 
ÉLÉMENT DE SÉCURITÉ POUR DOCUMENTS, EN PARTICULIER DES BILLETS DE BANQUE, ET PROCÉDÉ 
POUR SA FABRICATION 
L'invention concerne un procédé pour la fourniture d'un élément de sécurité (1) pour des documents, en particulier des billets de 
banque, comprenant les étapes consistant à : a) fournir un support de base au moins partiellement transparent (21) ; b) déposer 
sur le support de base (21) une couche métallique (31), recouvrant complètement au moins une zone d'arrière-plan (23) ; c) 
imprimer sur la couche métallique (31) une série de couches d'encre (32, 33, 34, 35, 36) agencées sur des niveaux superposés 
(12, 13, 14, 15, 16) de façon à obtenir un élément en couches (1''), les couches d'encre (32, 33, 34, 35, 36) comprenant : au moins 
une première couche d'une première encre insoluble (32), au moins une couche d'une encre soluble (33, 35), et une couche d'une 
seconde encre insoluble (36) ; d) immerger l'élément en couches (1'') dans au moins une solution de telle sorte qu'une action 
chimique de l'au moins une solution crée, dans l'élément en couches (1''), au moins un trou optiquement transparent (4a, 4b, 4c) 
et au moins un trou borgne (5a, 5b), de façon à obtenir un élément en couches perforé (1') ; e) fixer sur l'élément en couches 
perforé (1') au moins une couche de recouvrement supérieure (38, 22). 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A method for providing a security element (1) for documents, particularly banknotes, characterized in that it 
comprises the steps of: a) providing an at least partially transparent base medium (21); b) depositing on said base medium (21) 
a metallic layer (31), completely covering at least one background area (23); c) printing on said metallic layer (31) a series of 
layers of ink (32, 33, 34, 35, 36) arranged on superimposed levels (12, 13, 14, 15, 16), each on a respective level (12, 13, 14, 15, 
16), so as to obtain a layered element (1"), said layers of ink (32, 33, 34, 35, 36) comprising: - at least one first layer of a first 
ink (32) that is insoluble with at least one preset acidic or basic solution, arranged on a lower level (12) and the projection in 
plan view of which on said background area (23) covers only partially said background area (23), so that said lower level (12) 
also comprises areas (42) that are free from the insoluble ink, - at least one layer of an ink (33, 35) that is soluble with said at 
least one predetermined solution, which is arranged on a respective intermediate level (13, 15) which lies above said first level 
(12) and is extended so that its projection in plan view on said background area (23) completely covers said background area 
(23), - a layer of a second ink (36) that is insoluble with said at least one predetermined solution, which is arranged on an upper 
level (16) which lies above said intermediate level (13, 15), and the projection in plan view of which on said background area 
(23) covers only partially said background area (23) so that said upper level (16) also comprises areas (46) that are free from the 
insoluble ink; d) immersing said layered element (1") in said at least one solution so that a chemical action of said at least one 
solution capable of removing said soluble inks and said metal creates, in said layered element (1"), at least one optically clear 
hole (4a, 4b, 4c) and at least one dead hole (5a, 5b), said optically clear hole (4a, 4b, 4c) being extended from said upper level 
(16) to said background area (23), said dead hole (5a, 5b) being limited in a lower region by said first layer of an insoluble ink 
(32), so as to obtain a perforated layered element (1'); e) fixing over said perforated layered element (T) at least one upper 
covering layer (38, 22) on a face that is opposite with respect to said base medium (21) so as to close said holes (4a, 4b, 4c, 5a, 
5b), said upper covering element comprising an external layer (22) that is at least partially transparent. 
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P35243 PRINTING – ANTIMICROBIAL TREATMENT 

 

WO2022136283 LEONHARD KURZ STIFTUNG 
Priority Date: 23/12/2020 
 
TRANSFER FILM, USE OF A TRANSFER FILM, METHOD FOR PRODUCING A TRANSFER FILM, METHOD 
FOR DECORATING A PLASTIC ARTICLE, AND PLASTIC ARTICLE 
The invention relates to a transfer film (1), the use of a transfer film (1), a method for producing a transfer film (1), a method for 
decorating a plastic article (10), and a plastic article (10). The transfer film (1), which is intended for application onto a base 
body (9), comprises a carrier layer (2), a transfer layer (3) and a first layer (4), wherein the surface of the first layer (4) after 
application onto the base body (9) can be touched at least in regions by a person, and wherein the first layer (4) has at least one 
substance having an antimicrobial effect. 
 
FILM DE TRANSFERT, UTILISATION D'UN FILM DE TRANSFERT, PROCÉDÉ DE FABRICATION D'UN FILM 
DE TRANSFERT, PROCÉDÉ DE DÉCORATION D'UN ARTICLE EN MATIÈRE PLASTIQUE AINSI QUE 
ARTICLE EN MATIÈRE PLASTIQUE 
L'invention concerne un film de transfert (1), l'utilisation d'un film de transfert (1), un procédé de fabrication d'un film de transfert 
(1), un procédé de fabrication d'un film de transfert (1), un procédé de décoration d'un article en matière plastique (10) ainsi 
qu'un article en matière plastique (10). Ce film de transfert (1), qui est destiné à être appliqué sur un corps de base (9), comprend 
une couche support (2) et une couche de transfert (3) et une première couche (4), la surface de la première couche (4) pouvant 
être au moins partiellement touchée par une personne après application sur le corps de base (9), et la première couche (4) 
renfermant au moins une substance à action antimicrobienne. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A transfer film (1 ) for application to a base body (10 ) and comprising a carrier layer (2) and a transfer layer (3), 
characterized in that the transfer film (1 ) has a first layer (4 ), the surface of which can be touched at least in regions by a Person 
after application to the base body (10), and in that the first layer (4) has at least one substance with an antimicrobial effect. 
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P35247 BANKNOTE – CARD – RELIEF – MICROLENS 

 

RU-212103 SOCIETY WITH LIABILITY COMPUTER HOLOGRAPHY CENTER 
Priority Date: 09/12/2021 
 
MICROOPTICAL IMAGING IMAGING DEVICE 
The microoptical device, declared as a useful model, for visual imaging is primarily used to 
authenticate products and can be used effectively to protect banknotes, securities, documents, 
plastic cards, excise stamps, and various products from forgery. The microoptical system is 
designed to produce visual contour symbols. The microoptical system, according to the useful 
model, consists of intersecting extra-axial lenses Frenel with a saddle-shaped phase function. The 
phase functions of Francis's lens depend both on spatial coordinates on the plane and on the status 
quo to the outline. When the microoptical system is tilted, the size of the symbols is changed. The 
implementation of the microoptical imaging system is possible using existing equipment. 
 
CLAIM 1. A microoptical visual imaging device consisting of a flat pan of a flat diffraction optical 
unit that is made up of N, which consists of circular cross-axial frenel lenses of Frenel whose 
centers O[i], i = 1, 2 N lies on the line of the image at equal intervals; the phase function of each 
lens of Frenel ϕ[i], i = 1, 2 N depends on the decaretic coordinates x and direction towards the 
contour at point O[i] and is calculated according to the formula ϕ[i] (x y, α[i]) = Ctgα[i] x (2) to 
Ctgα[i]・ y (2) + C⋅xy, where x and decartovs coordinates on plane α[i] - angle between normal 
to contour at point O[i] and axis Ox, C - specified constant, parameter i = 1, 2 N; In the intersection 
of the two lenses of Frenel, the microrelays consist of both the first lens and the second lens; The 
microoptical system, when illuminated by a point source light source, forms a contour image 
consisting of bright points which are shifted towards the direction of the outline when the optical 
element is inclined around the Ox axis. 
 
 

 
 
P35249 LABEL 
 

KR20220090093 KRICT KOREA RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 22/12/2020 
 
MONOLITHIC, MULTI-SIDED METASURFACE STRUCTURES AND METHODS OF MAKING THE SAME 
USING THREE-DIMENSIONAL PHOTO-INGRAVES 
The present invention relates to a three-dimensional photo-engrave 
method capable of integrating various metasurfaces into composite 
monolithic structures. Specifically, the present invention relates to a 
method for manufacturing a three-dimensional monolithic structure, 
comprising the steps of: preparing a polymer metasurface including a 
substrate and an array of three-dimensional monolithic structures 
including at least two or more surfaces on the substrate; And 
patterning at least two or more surfaces of the three-dimensional 
monolithic structure by inducing photofluidization of the polymer by 
interference laser irradiation, Exhibit independent and high 
throughput, and facilitate micro/nanoscale patterning of the 
metasurface to individual sides in a wide range of 3 D scaffolds. 
 
CLAIM 1. A method of manufacturing a three-dimensional 
monolithic structure, comprising: preparing a polymeric metasurface 
including a substrate and an array of three-dimensional monolithic 
structures including at least two surfaces on the substrate; And 
patterning at least two or more surfaces of the three-dimensional 
monolithic structure by inducing photofluidization of the polymer by 
interference laser irradiation. 
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P35255 

 

JP2022102699 DAI NIPPON PRINTING 
Priority Date: 25/12/2020 
 
COMPUTER PROGRAM, AUTHENTICITY DETERMINATION METHOD, AUTHENTICITY DETERMINATION 
APPARATUS, AND ANTI-COUNTERFEITING MEDIUM 
TOPIC: To provide a computer program capable of easily performing authenticity determination without requiring special skill. 
INVENTION: a computer program for causing a computer to execute processing for determining authenticity of an object 
provided with an anti-counterfeiting medium including a light diffraction structure that diffracts incident light, the computer 
program causing the computer to execute processing for: acquiring a spatial intensity distribution of diffracted light from a two-
dimensional light receiving element that receives the diffracted light from the anti-counterfeiting medium; Converting the 
detected spatial intensity distribution into a spatial frequency distribution; determining authenticity of the target object based on 
the converted spatial frequency distribution; and outputting a result of the determination. 
 
CLAIM 1. A computer program for causing a computer to execute processing for determining authenticity of a target object 
provided with an anti-counterfeiting medium including an optical diffraction structure that diffracts incident light, the computer 
program comprising: acquiring a spatial intensity distribution of diffracted light from a two-dimensional light receiving element 
that receives the diffracted light from the anti-counterfeiting medium; Converting the acquired spatial intensity distribution into 
a spatial frequency distribution; determining authenticity of the target object based on the converted spatial frequency 
distribution; and outputting a result of the determination. 
 
 
 

 

 
 
P35265 PRINTING – BANKNOTE – THREAD – MAGNETISM 

 

IN202021056600 PATEL SHILPAN PRAVINCHANDRA 
Priority Date: 28/12/2020 
 

THINNER MONO-STRUCTURE SECURITY THREAD FOR INSERTION 
INTO HIGH SECURITY PAPER AND METHOD OF MANUFACTURING 
THEREOF 
The present invention relates to an improved thinner mono-structure security thread for 
insertion into high security paper and method of manufacturing the mono-structure 
filmic construction, thereby avoiding the additional film lamination process. 
Particularly, the method comprises generating a web in a first process which further 
comprises the steps of printing a first layer of a resist lacquer on an aluminum metalized 
polyester film having a thickness of 10-30 microns, passing the metalized polyester 
film coated with first resist lacquer through acidic or alkaline solution; de-metallizing 
the web by washing to expose the non coated area; washing the web with water to 
remove any residual waste ; printing a magnetic elements on the washed web; printing 
a second layer of the resist lacquer on the printed magnetic layer; drying the second 
layer of the resist lacquer using hot air; curing the second layer of the resist lacquer by 
U. V cast and curing process; providing a layer of camouflaging print coat over the 
second layer of the resist lacquer; and attaching a PET layer to the camouflaging print 
coat using tie coat, wherein the thickness of the PET will be in a range of 5-10 microns. 
 
CLAIM 1. A method of manufacturing a thinner mono-structure security thread for insertion into high security papers, 
comprising the steps of: generating a thinner mono-structure security thread comprising the steps of: printing a first layer of a 
resist lacquer on an aluminum metalized polyester film with a pre-defined thickness; passing the metalized polyester film coated 
with first resist lacquer through acidic or alkaline solution; de-metallizing the web by washing to expose the non coated area 
washing the web with water to remove any residual waste; printing a magnetic elements on the washed web; printing a second 
layer of the resist lacquer on the printed magnetic layer; drying the second layer of the resist lacquer using hot air; curing the 
second layer of the resist lacquer by U. V cast and curing process; providing a layer of camouflaging print coat over the second 
layer of the resist lacquer; and attaching a PET layer to the camouflaging print coat using tie coat, wherein the thickness of the 
PET will be in a range of 5-10 microns. 
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P35271 PRINTING – PASSPORT – RELIEF – MICROLENS 

 

EP4019270 THALES DIS 
Priority Date: 23/12/2020 
 
A SECURITY ASSEMBLY AND METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING THE SAME 
A security assembly 10 includes at least one substrate element 11, 120, 130, 140 at least one first pattern 121, 131; 22 and at 
least one second pattern 14; 24. The at least one first pattern is associated with the at least one substrate element. The at least one 
first pattern is at least in part translucent or transparent. The at least one second pattern is associated with the at least one substrate 
element. Each of the at least one first pattern overlaps at least in part the at least one second pattern. Upon viewing the assembly, 
the at least one first pattern 22 and the at least one second pattern 24 are configured to generate, at at least one side of the 
assembly, at least one third pattern 26, each of the at least one third pattern including an optically variable image. 
 
ENSEMBLE DE SÉCURITÉ ET SON PROCÉDÉ DE FABRICATION 
La présente invention concerne un ensemble de sécurité (10) comprenant au moins un élément substrat (11, 120, 130, 140), au 
moins un premier motif (121, 131 ; 22) et au moins un deuxième motif (14 ; 24). Le ou les premiers motifs sont associés à 
l'élément ou aux éléments substrats. Le ou les premiers motifs sont au moins en partie translucides ou transparents. Le ou les 
deuxièmes motifs sont associés à l'élément ou aux éléments substrats. Chacun du ou des premiers motifs chevauche au moins en 
partie le ou les deuxièmes motifs. Lors de la visualisation de l'ensemble, le ou les premiers motifs (22) et le ou les deuxièmes 
motifs (24) sont conçus pour générer, sur au moins un côté de l'ensemble, au moins un troisième motif (26), chacun du ou des 
troisièmes motifs comprenant une image optiquement variable. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A security assembly (10), including at least one substrate element (11, 120, 130, 140), at least one first pattern (121, 
131; 22) and at least one second pattern (14; 24), the at least one first pattern being associated with the at least one substrate 
element, the at least one first pattern being at least in part translucent or transparent, the at least one second pattern being 
associated with the at least one substrate element, each of the at least one first pattern overlapping at least in part the at least one 
second pattern, wherein, upon viewing the assembly, the at least one first pattern (22) and the at least one second pattern (24) 
are configured to generate, at at least one side of the assembly, at least one third pattern (26), each of the at least one third pattern 
including an optically variable image. 
 

 
P35283 HOLOGRAM – BRAND PROTECTION 

 

CN216915162U ANHUI ZIJIANG ALUMINIUM SPRAY ENVIRONMENTAL PROT 
Priority Date: 24/01/2022 MATERIAL | SHANGHAI ZIJIANG METALLIZATION ENV PROT MAT 
 
NOVEL MANY RADIUSES TRANSFER SPOUTS ALUMINIUM PAPER 
The application discloses novel many radium-shine transfer spouts aluminium 
paper relates to the transfer and spouts the aluminium paper field, and it is including 
compound film in proper order, transfer dope layer, UV gloss oil layer, multistage 
radium-shine layer, glue layer and base paper layer. This application has the third 
dimension that promotes radium-shine pattern to can show the effect of the three-
dimensional radium-shine pattern of relief (sculpture), radium-shine pattern 
information is observed to the convenient to use person multi-angle. 
 
CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a novel many radiuses transfer spouts 
aluminium paper which characterized in that: the transfer coating comprises a film 
(1), a transfer coating layer (2), a UV gloss oil layer (3), a multi-stage laser layer, a 
glue layer (8) and a base paper layer (9) which are sequentially compounded. 
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P35288 

 

CN216885922U SVG TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 18/01/2022 
 
MOULD AND PRODUCT WITH CONCENTRIC RING CONSTITUTIONAL UNIT 
A mould with concentric ring structure units is formed by arranging and combining a plurality of unit mould plates, and the 
surface of each unit mould plate is respectively provided with a concentric ring structure. At least one surface of the product is 
formed by arranging and combining a plurality of unit modules, and the surface of each unit module is provided with a concentric 
ring structure. According to the die and the product with the concentric ring structures, the concentric ring structures are 
respectively arranged on the surfaces of the unit die plates/the unit modules, the arcs of the concentric ring structures are convex 
or concave structures, and the period of the convex or concave structures is controlled to be between 2um and 200um, so that 
light is diffracted in the convex or concave structures, a 360-degree annular visual angle can be formed, the anti-counterfeiting 
effect is good, and the user experience can be obviously improved. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. The die with concentric circular ring structural units is characterized by being formed by arranging and combining a 
plurality of unit templates, wherein each unit template is provided with a concentric circular ring structure. 
7. A product with concentric ring structure units is characterized in that at least one surface of the product is formed by arranging 
and combining a plurality of unit modules, and the unit modules are provided with concentric ring structures. 
 

 
P35289 BRAND PROTECTION 

 

CN216885632U SHANGHAI SHUNHO NEW MAT TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 22/12/2021 
 
HIGH-BARRIER ENVIRONMENT-FRIENDLY FULL PACKAGING FILM 
The utility model discloses a high-barrier environment-friendly full-information 
packaging film which comprises a base film, a barrier coating layer, an adhesive layer, 
an aluminum layer, a micro-structural layer and a back coating. The base film is a PP 
film made of polypropylene resin; the barrier coating layer is coated on the upper surface 
of the base film; the adhesive layer is solvent-free adhesive and is coated on the upper 
surface of the barrier coating layer; the aluminum layer is deposited on the upper surface 
of the adhesive layer through a vacuum evaporation method; the microstructure layer is 
arranged on the upper surface of the aluminum layer; the back coating is coated on the 
lower surface of the base film. The high-barrier environment-friendly breath-hold 
packaging film disclosed by the utility model not only has better waterproof and oilproof 
barrier properties, but also has good visual and anti-counterfeiting effects, and can 
reduce environmental pollution. 
 
CLAIM 1. A high-barrier environment-friendly full packaging film comprises a base 
film, a barrier coating layer, an adhesive layer, an aluminum layer, a microstructure layer 
and a back coating; it is characterized in that the preparation method is characterized in 
that, the base film is a PP film made of polypropylene resin; the barrier coating layer is coated on the upper surface of the base 
film; the adhesive layer is solvent-free adhesive and is coated on the upper surface of the barrier coating layer; the aluminum 
layer is deposited on the upper surface of the adhesive layer through a vacuum evaporation method; the microstructure layer is 
arranged on the upper surface of the aluminum layer; the back coating layer is coated on the lower surface of the base film. 
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P35290 PRINTING – LABEL – RELIEF 

 

CN216871473U WUXI YIXIN LABEL TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 25/03/2022 
 
LIGHT-VARIABLE EMBOSSED INK ANTI-COUNTERFEITING LABEL 
The utility model discloses an optically variable relief printing ink anti-counterfeit label, which comprises a label body, wherein 
a two-dimensional code is fixedly arranged on the right part of the upper end of the label body, a display device is arranged in 
the middle of the upper end of the label body, a first adhesive layer is fixedly arranged on the right part of the upper end of the 
label body, a cavity is formed in the label body, a reinforcing device is arranged in the label body, and an adhesive device is 
arranged at the lower end of the label body. According to the optically variable embossed ink anti-counterfeiting label, the 
flexible plate is made to move in the opposite direction by swinging the flexible plate, so that the first adhesive layer and the 
second adhesive layer are contacted and adhered to each other, the flexible plate is arranged to protect the two-dimensional code, 
so that the two-dimensional code is prevented from being collided and scratched, the using effect of the two-dimensional code 
is guaranteed, meanwhile, the magnifier moves to be positioned above the two-dimensional code, the magnifier plays a role in 
amplification, and the two-dimensional code can be displayed better. 
 
CLAIM 1. The utility model provides an optical change relief (sculpture) 
printing ink antifalsification label, includes label body (1), its characterized in 
that: the utility model discloses a label, including label body (1), upper end 
right part fixed mounting have two-dimensional code (2), the upper end 
middle part of label body (1) is provided with display device (3), the upper 
end right part fixed mounting of label body (1) has first layer (4) of pasting, 
cavity (5) have been seted up to the inside of label body (1), the inside of label 
body (1) is provided with strengthens device (6), the lower extreme of label body (1) is provided with and pastes device (7). 
 

 
P35314 PRINTING – LABEL – RELIEF – MICROLENS 

 

CN114708787 WUHAN HUAGONG IMAGE TECHNOLOGY & DEVELOPMENT 
Priority Date: 14/03/2022 
 
3D ANTI-COUNTERFEITING FILM, MANUFACTURING METHOD OF 3D ANTI-COUNTERFEITING FILM AND 
3D ANTI-COUNTERFEITING LABEL 
The invention relates to a 3D anti-counterfeiting film, a manufacturing method of the 3D anti-counterfeiting film and a 3D anti-
counterfeiting label, wherein the 3D anti-counterfeiting film comprises an adhesive layer, a first anti-counterfeiting composite 
layer and a second anti-counterfeiting composite layer, the first anti-counterfeiting composite layer comprises a micro-lens array 
layer, a first PET layer and a first micro-image-text layer which are sequentially stacked, a first micro-image-text groove is 
formed in the surface of the first micro-image-text layer, and a first colored pigment is filled in the first micro-image-text groove 
to form a first micro-image-text; the second anti-counterfeiting composite layer comprises a second PET layer and a second 
micro-image-text layer which are sequentially stacked, a second micro-image-text groove is formed in the surface of the second 
micro-image-text layer, and a second colored pigment is filled in the second micro-image-text groove to form a second micro-
image-text; the first micro image-text layer and the second micro image-text layer are connected through an adhesive layer; the 
lens focus of the micro-lens array layer is positioned between the first micro-image and the second micro-image, so that a 
plurality of technical problems of the double-color dynamic anti-counterfeiting film in the prior art caused by unreasonable 
structural design are solved. 
 
CLAIM 1. A3D anti-counterfeiting film is characterized by comprising an 
adhesive layer, a first anti-counterfeiting composite layer and a second anti-
counterfeiting composite layer, the first anti-counterfeiting composite layer 
comprises a micro-lens array layer, a first PET layer and a first micro-image-
text layer which are sequentially stacked, wherein a first micro-image-text 
groove is formed in the surface of the first micro-image-text layer, and a first 
colored pigment is filled in the first micro-image-text groove to form a first 
micro-image-text; the second anti-counterfeiting composite layer comprises a second PET layer and a second micro-image-text 
layer which are sequentially stacked, a second micro-image-text groove is formed in the surface of the second micro-image-text 
layer, and a second colored pigment is filled in the second micro-image-text groove to form a second micro-image-text; the first 
micro image-text layer and the second micro image-text layer are connected through the adhesive layer; the lens focus of the 
micro-lens array layer is located between the first micro-image and the second micro-image. 
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P35321 PRINTING – MAGNETISM 

 

CN114701250 SHANDONG TAIBAO INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY GROUP 
Priority Date: 18/03/2022 
 
MAGNETIC 3D OPTICAL VARIABLE FIXED MAGNETIC EQUIPMENT 
The application provides magnetism 3D optical change magnetic equipment that decides, including the installation cabinet body, 
the internal portion of installation cabinet is equipped with the installation cavity, the delivery port has been seted up to the left 
and right sides of the installation cabinet body, and the conveyer belt runs through the installation cabinet body through the 
delivery port, and the installation cavity is provided with the laser dot matrix for conveyer belt upper portion, and the installation 
cavity is provided with magnetic field generation mechanism for the conveyer belt lower part, be provided with negative pressure 
adsorption apparatus between magnetic field generation mechanism and the conveyer belt, the anterior control cabinet that is 
provided with of the installation cabinet body. This application reaches stable, multi-level light of substrate pattern fast through 
the simultaneous movement of magnetic field, light field, substrate and becomes the effect to adsorb the substrate through 
negative pressure adsorption apparatus, avoid curling because of the partial position of substrate that multiple reasons such as 
anterior scribble printing process or substrate softness and thin, reduce the rejection rate, reduction in production cost. 
 
CLAIM 1. Magnetism 3D light becomes magnetism equipment of deciding, 
including the installation cabinet body (1), the installation cabinet body (1) 
inside is equipped with installation cavity, its characterized in that: the utility 
model discloses a magnetic field installation cabinet, including the installation 
cabinet body (1), the installation cabinet body (1) is provided with the laser dot 
matrix, the installation cabinet body (1) is seted up on the left and right sides 
both sides of the installation cabinet body (1), and conveyer belt (100) run 
through the installation cabinet body (1) through conveyer belt (103), and the 
installation cavity is provided with the laser dot matrix for conveyer belt (100) 
upper portion, and the installation cavity is provided with magnetic field 
generation mechanism for conveyer belt (100) lower part, be provided with 
negative pressure adsorption apparatus (6) between magnetic field generation mechanism and conveyer belt (100), installation 
cabinet body (1) front portion is provided with control cabinet (101), control cabinet (101) and laser dot matrix, negative pressure 
adsorption apparatus (6), magnetic field generation mechanism electrical connection. 
 

 
P35330 

 

CN114660682 INSTITUTE OF MICROELECTRONICS - CHINESE ACADEMY OF 
Priority Date: 29/03/2022 SCIENCES 
 
ANTI-COUNTERFEITING STRUCTURE AND PREPARATION METHOD THEREOF 
The invention relates to the technical field of structural color super surface 
technology and display, in particular to an anti-counterfeiting structure and 
a preparation method thereof, wherein the anti-counterfeiting structure 
comprises the following components: a single-layer substrate or a double-
layer substrate; the chiral structure arranged in an array is positioned on the 
single-layer substrate or the double-layer substrate, and the period of the 
array arrangement is as follows: the arrangement periods in the x direction 
and the y direction are both 500 nm-900 nm; when the cross polarization 
observation is adopted, the anti-counterfeiting information which cannot be 
observed by naked eyes can be observed, the anti-counterfeiting information 
is formed by chiral structures according to different arrangement periods, the anti-counterfeiting information is recorded by the 
chiral structures which are periodically arranged, the anti-counterfeiting information which cannot be observed by the naked 
eyes can be further seen under the cross polarization observation, and the anti-counterfeiting effect of structural colors is realized. 
 
CLAIM 1. A security feature, comprising: a single-layer substrate or a double-layer substrate; the chiral structure is arranged on 
the single-layer substrate or the double-layer substrate in an array arrangement mode, and the period of the array arrangement is 
as follows: the arrangement periods in the x direction and the y direction are both 500 nm-900 nm; when cross polarization 
observation is adopted, anti-counterfeiting information which cannot be observed by naked eyes can be observed, wherein the 
anti-counterfeiting information is formed by the chiral structure according to different arrangement periods. 
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N8791 
 

JP2022092362 DAI NIPPON PRINTING 
Priority Date: 10/12/2020 
 
MANUFACTURING METHOD FOR RECORDING MEDIA, UPHOLSTERY SHEETS, AND GARMENTS 
TOPIC: The task is to provide a recording medium capable of producing well-designed garments, to provide decorative sheets 
capable of producing well-designed garments, to provide this recording medium, and to provide a method for manufacturing 
garments using upholstery sheets. INVENTION: the recording medium for this disclosure has an image-forming layer 5 on one 
side of transparent substrate 1. The other side of transparent substrate 1 has a hologram pattern, and at least part of the hologram 
pattern on the other side of transparent substrate 1 is exposed. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A recording medium in which a layer for image formation is placed on one side of the transparent substrate, the other 
side of the transparent substrate has a hologram pattern, and at least part of the hologram pattern of the other side of the 
transparent substrate is exposed. 
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N8763 
 

WO2022146929 PRESIDENT & FELLOWS OF HARVARD COLLEGE 
Priority Date: 28/12/2020 
 
JONES MATRIX HOLOGRAPHY WITH METASURFACES 
An optical component can include a substrate. The optical component can include a metasurface disposed on the substrate. The 
metasurface can include one or more linearly birefringent elements. A spatially-varying Jones matrix and a far-field of the 
metasurface can define a transfer function of the metasurface configured to generate a controlled response in the far-field 
according to polarization of light incident on the metasurface. 
 
HOLOGRAPHIE À MATRICE DE JONES AVEC MÉTASURFACES 
Selon l'invention, un composant optique peut comprendre un substrat. Le composant optique peut comprendre une métasurface 
disposée sur le substrat. La métasurface peut comprendre un ou plusieurs éléments à biréfringence linéaire. Une matrice de Jones 
à variation spatiale et un champ lointain de la métasurface peuvent définir une fonction de transfert de la métasurface conçue 
pour générer une réponse commandée dans le champ lointain en fonction de la polarisation de la lumière incidente sur la 
métasurface. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. An optical component, comprising: a substrate; and a metasurface disposed on the substrate, the metasurface 
comprising one or more linearly birefringent elements; wherein a spatially-varying Jones matrix and a far-field of the metasurface 
define a transfer function of the metasurface configured to generate a controlled response in the far- field according to 
polarization of light incident on the metasurface. 
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N8782 

 

KR20220087856 GUMI ELECTRONICS & INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH 
Priority Date: 18/12/2020 INSTITUTE 
 

ELECTRONIC DEVICE FOR GENERATING HOGEL IMAGE USING RAY 
TRACING AND METHOD OF OPERATING THE SAME 
Setting a hologram plane having a plurality of hogels in a computer graphics space for 
generating a hogel image based on ray tracing, setting a target computer graphics 
object in the hologram plane, Set a virtual lens plane at a first distance away from the 
hologram plane in a first normal direction of the hologram plane, determine a plurality 
of reference rays based on a first angular intensity distribution from a center of the 
target hogel for any target hogel of the plurality of hogels, A target virtual lens in 
which a center of a target hogel and an optical axis of the lens coincide with each other 
is set on a computer space based on a virtual lens plane so that the target virtual lens 
can acquire all reference rays, Setting a target virtual camera at a position away from 
a center of the target virtual lens by a first distance in a first normal direction, and 
tracing a plurality of refracted light rays in which the plurality of reference light rays 
refracted through the target virtual lens to generate a target hogel image corresponding 
to the target hogel. 
 
CLAIM 1. A method for generating a hogel image based on ray tracing performed by an electronic device, comprising: setting 
a hologram plane having a plurality of hogels in a computer graphics space, and setting a target computer graphics object in the 
hologram plane; Setting a virtual lens plane a first distance away from the hologram plane in a first normal direction of the 
hologram plane; for any target hogel of the plurality of hogels, determining a plurality of reference rays based on a first angular 
intensity distribution from a center of the target hogel; Setting a target virtual lens on the computer graphic space based on the 
virtual lens plane in which a center of the target hogel and an optical axis of the lens coincide, so that the target virtual lens 
obtains all of the reference rays; setting a target virtual camera away from the center of the target virtual lens by the first distance 
in the first normal direction; And tracing a plurality of refracted rays from which the plurality of reference rays are refracted 
through the target virtual lens, thereby generating a target hogel image corresponding to the target hogel. 
 

 
N8783 

 

KR20220085679 KOREA UNIVERSITY INDUSTRIAL & ACADEMIC COLLABORATION 
Priority Date: 15/12/2020 FOUNDATION 
 

FULL-COLOR WIDE VIEWING ANGLE COMPUTER GENERATED HOLOGRAM SYNTHESIS METHOD AND 
APPARATUS 
Various embodiments propose a full-color wide viewing angle computer 
generated hologram synthesis algorithm, and an electronic device and a method 
thereof according to various embodiments can be implemented to calculate a 
computer generated hologram using the proposed algorithm. Specifically, the 
electronic device and the method thereof may include adjusting viewing windows 
of different colors to the same size to match the colors to the viewing window, 
applying filtering to the viewing window to remove noise generated as the colors 
match, dividing the viewing window in which a holographic image is viewed on 
a space into a plurality of regions, Calculate carrier waves for the holographic 
image from the regions, respectively, according to a plurality of viewing 
directions for the hologram plane, and calculate a computer-generated hologram 
for recording at the hologram plane by jointly applying the carrier waves to the 
hologram plane. According to various embodiments, the holographic image in 
the viewing window may be viewed differently, for each of the viewing directions relative to the hologram plane. 
 
CLAIM 1. A method of an electronic device for full-color light viewing angle computer generated hologram synthesis, 
comprising: dividing a viewing window in which a holographic image is viewed in space into a plurality of regions; calculating 
carriers for the holographic image from the regions, respectively, according to a plurality of viewing directions for a hologram 
plane; And calculating a computer-generated hologram for recording at the hologram plane by jointly applying the carrier waves 
to the hologram plane, wherein the holographic image in the viewing window is viewed differently for each of the viewing 
directions for the hologram plane. 
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CN114742945 UNIVERSITY BEIJING 
Priority Date: 30/03/2022 
 
METHOD FOR COMPRESSING COLOR COMPUTER HOLOGRAM BY QUANTUM NEURAL NETWORK 
BASED ON GRADIENT OPTIMIZATION 
The invention provides a method for compressing a color computer hologram by a quantum neural network based on gradient 
optimization, belonging to the technical field of compression and transmission of computer holograms. The present invention 
adopts the angular spectrum method of bandwidth limitation to calculate and adopts a double-phase coding mode to make colour 
computer hologram. A method for compressing color computer holograms by a gradient optimized quantum neural network in 
an RGB color space is provided, and corresponding network models are trained according to the characteristics of computer 
holograms with different wavelengths. The computer hologram decompressed by the method is reproduced by a bandwidth-
limited angular spectrum method and synthesized into a color reproduction image. The invention speeds up the compression of 
color computer holograms and achieves higher quality of decompressed color computer holograms and color reproduction 
images. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. a method for compressing color computer hologram by gradient optimized quantum neural network includes the 
following steps: 1) making computer hologram by calculating double-phase encoding mode by using bandwidth-limited angular 
spectrum method, and making training set of red, green and blue light computer hologram by using said method; 2) constructing 
quantum neurons by using a one-bit quantum phase shift gate and a two-bit quantum controlled NOT gate, and establishing three 
layers of quantum neural networks, wherein the neurons between each layer are connected in a full-connection mode; 3) in the 
process of quantum neural network back propagation calculation, a gradient descent optimization algorithm is adopted, namely 
in an RGB color channel, a model for compressing the computer hologram with the corresponding wavelength is trained in 
parallel by adopting a gradient optimized quantum neural network, and the model is used for compressing and decompressing 
the computer hologram with the corresponding wavelength; 4) and (3) reconstructing the RGB three-channel computer hologram 
decompressed by the quantum neural network by adopting a bandwidth-limited angle spectrum method, and synthesizing a color 
reconstructed image. 
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CN114675519 CHONGQING UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 31/03/2022 
 
COLOR HOLOGRAM DESIGN METHOD AND DEVICE BASED ON PB PHASE TYPE QUASI-CONTINUOUS 
SUPER SURFACE 
The invention discloses a PB phase type quasi-continuous super-surface-based color hologram design method, which comprises 
the steps of firstly determining an initial coordinate point of a nano stripe band and acquiring the phase requirement of the point 
under color laser illumination; calculating the phase corresponding to the hologram at the initial coordinate point according to 
the phase requirements of the lasers with different wavelengths; calculating the orientation angle of a tangent line on an initial 
coordinate point when various incident lasers are simultaneously illuminated; moving a preset step length along the positive and 
negative directions of the tangent to obtain a next point; and repeatedly circulating to obtain a series of coordinate points, 
connecting one coordinate point by one coordinate point to obtain a quasi-continuous nano stripe line, enabling the quasi-
continuous nano stripe line to have a certain width to obtain a nano stripe band, and finally manufacturing the super-surface 
device according to the method. The method adopts a point source algorithm to design the nano stripe, realizes the random 
control of the phase and improves the energy efficiency of the color holographic imaging. By utilizing a quasi-continuous 
structure and using red, green and blue three-color light illumination, high-efficiency three-dimensional color holographic 
imaging is realized. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. The design method of the color hologram based on the PB phase quasi-continuous super surface is characterized by 
comprising the following steps: the method comprises the following steps: s1: determining an initial coordinate point A of a 
nano-stripe1(x1,y1); S2: acquiring phase requirements of a plurality of different incident lasers at the point; s3: calculating an 
initial coordinate point A according to phase requirements of different incident lasers1(x1,y1) At the phase PH (x) corresponding 
to the hologram1,y1); S4: calculating the initial coordinate point A when different incident lasers are illuminated 
simultaneously1(x1,y1) Orientation angle  of upper tangent line1(x1,y1); S5: moving a preset step length along the tangential 
direction to obtain a next point A2(x2,y2); S6: calculating the next point A of different incident laser light according to the steps 
S2-S42(x2,y2) Phase requirement PH (x)2,y2) And orientation angle 2(x2,y2) Moving a preset step length along the tangential 
direction to obtain a next point A3(x3,y3) (ii) a Repeatedly circulating to obtain a series of coordinate points 
A4(x4,y4),A5(x5,y5)..An(xn,yn); S7: connecting the coordinate points obtained by calculation under different incident laser 
illumination one by one to obtain a corresponding quasi-continuous nano stripe line; s8: and setting the width of the nano-stripe 
line to obtain a quasi-continuous nano-stripe band. 
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CN114663419 KUNMING UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 07/04/2022 
 
INFRARED HOLOGRAPHIC NOISE SUPPRESSION METHOD BASED ON DEEP LEARNING 
The invention discloses an infrared holographic noise suppression method based on deep learning, which comprises the following 
steps: the method is applied to an infrared holographic light path, can effectively suppress the noise of the infrared hologram in 
real time, and can effectively and intelligently obtain the infrared holographic image with better noise reduction effect in real 
time through deep learning. 
 
CLAIM 1. An infrared holographic noise suppression method based on deep 
learning is characterized by specifically comprising the following steps: the step 
of the S1 acquisition training phase is as follows: s1.1 collecting infrared digital 
holograms of a sample using an infrared holographic recording light path, 
recording each hologram as UnWherein n is 1,2,3,4,5 . k, wherein k is a positive 
integer representing the number of holographic images; s1.2 recording the light 
intensity distribution B of the Infrared digital hologramnWherein n is 1,2,3,4,5 . 
k; s1.3, recording the complex amplitude of the object light and the reference light 
of the infrared digital hologram on a holographic recording plane as H; s1.4 
deriving the phase P from the image using a digital holographic 
algorithmnEstablishing a multilayer convolutional neural network by taking an 
original infrared hologram as a training sample and taking phase and light 
intensity distribution as the standard of the convolutional network, and training 
the multilayer convolutional neural network to obtain an infrared holographic 
image convolutional neural network model which is trained; the noise suppression 
stage of S2 includes the following steps: s2.1, extracting noise characteristics of 
the holographic image through a 5 multiplied by 5 noise characteristic extraction 
filter, performing convolution calculation on the basis of the light intensity 
distribution of the holographic image through a momentum random gradient descent method to extract the noise characteristics 
in each image layer on the light intensity distribution and mark the noise characteristics, establishing a convolution neural 
network taking the noise characteristics of the light intensity distribution as a sample to obtain various corresponding noise 
characteristics of the convolution neural network, performing corresponding noise reduction training on the convolution neural 
network to obtain an infrared holographic noise suppression convolution neural network model, and performing noise reduction 
on the corresponding noise characteristics through a Butterworth filter; s2.2, utilizing a holographic algorithm to obtain a 
corresponding light intensity distribution graph of the denoised image, and obtaining a noise characteristic suppression model of 
the light intensity distribution; the trained network can carry out real-time noise suppression on the unknown infrared hologram 
without retraining again to obtain a processed infrared hologram; the S3 reconstruction stage comprises the following steps: and 
(3) introducing the noise-reduced digital hologram into an deconvolution layer in a convolutional neural network, calculating 
through an algorithm to obtain the intensity and phase information of the holographic reproduction image, and reconstructing 
the hologram by using a digital holographic reconstruction algorithm to obtain the noise-suppressed infrared digital hologram. 
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CN114660917 CHINA UNIVERSITY OF GEOSCIENCES BEIJING 
Priority Date: 21/03/2022 
 
FREE-FIELD INFRARED DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING METHOD BASED ON TRANSFORMER MODEL 
The invention discloses a step one, constructing a real sample data set collection system; step two, collecting a real sample data 
set of the Transformer model; step three, generating a training set and constructing a Transformer model; fourthly, eliminating 
background noise based on a Transformer model and fusing and splicing images; and step five, dynamically recording the long 
time axis of the sample. The invention has the advantages that: the method can effectively improve the judgment accuracy of the 
focusing distance, eliminate obvious creases in the final synthesized main view field amplitude image and main view field phase 
image, and shoot the main view field amplitude image and the main view field phase image which have high resolution and do 
not have obvious creases in a period of continuous time. 
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WO2022145505 KOREA ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE 
Priority Date: 28/12/2020 
 
THREE-DIMENSIONAL IMAGE RENDERING METHOD FOR HOLOGRAPHIC PRINTER 
Provided is a three-dimensional image rendering method for a holographic printer. The three-dimensional image rendering 
method according to an embodiment of the present invention comprises the steps of: rendering rear frustums in rendering 
volumes to be rendered by each hogel; rendering front frustums in the rendering volumes to be rendered by each hogel; and 
overlaying the rendered rear frustums and the rendered front frustums. Accordingly, a hologram can be generated and printed so 
that three-dimensional images intended to be shown can be continuously disposed from the rear side to the front side of a 
hologram film, thus making it possible to maximize the three-dimensionality and realism of the hologram being played back. 
 
PROCÉDÉ DE RENDU D'IMAGE TRIDIMENSIONNELLE POUR IMPRIMANTE HOLOGRAPHIQUE 
L'invention concerne un procédé de rendu d'image tridimensionnelle pour une imprimante holographique. Le procédé de rendu 
d'image tridimensionnelle selon un mode de réalisation de la présente invention comprend les étapes suivantes : rendre les troncs 
arrière dans des volumes de rendu devant être rendus par chaque hogel ; rendre les troncs avant dans les volumes de rendu devant 
être rendus par chaque hogel ; et superposer les troncs arrière rendus et les troncs avant rendus. En conséquence, un hologramme 
peut être généré et imprimé de telle sorte que des images tridimensionnelles qu'on souhaite présenter peuvent être disposées en 
continu à partir du côté arrière vers le côté avant d'un film d'hologramme, ce qui permet de maximiser l'aspect tridimensionnel 
et le réalisme de l'hologramme lu. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. Rendering back frustum of rendering volumes that each hogel is to be rendered; Rendering front frustum of rendering 
volumes that each hogel is to be rendered; Overlaying the rendered rear frustum and front frustum. 
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CN216885727U SHANGHAI SHUNHO NEW MAT TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 22/12/2021 
 
COMPOSITE FILM FOR MANUFACTURING HOLOGRAPHIC DIE PRESSING NICKEL PLATE 
The utility model discloses a composite film for manufacturing a holographic die pressing nickel plate, which comprises a plate 
making base film, a UV coating layer and a photoetching information layer. The plate-making base film is a PET film with the 
thickness of 200 mu m; the UV coating layer is coated on the upper surface of the plate-making base film; the photoetching 
information layer is arranged on the upper surface of the UV curing coating layer. The composite film for manufacturing the 
holographic die pressing nickel plate can be repeatedly used for 5-8 times, and has the characteristics of good formability, rich 
and various patterns and the like. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A composite film for manufacturing a holographic die pressing nickel plate comprises a plate making base film, a 
UV coating layer and a photoetching information layer; it is characterized in that the preparation method is characterized in that, 
the plate-making base film is a PET film with the thickness of 200 mu m; the UV coating layer is coated on the upper surface of 
the plate-making base film; the photoetching information layer is arranged on the upper surface of the UV coating layer. 
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CN114722985 GANSU TOBACCO INDUSTRY 
Priority Date: 20/04/2022 
 
MPS-ASSISTED HOLOGRAM RFID POSITIONING METHOD AND DEVICE 
The embodiment of the specification provides a hologram RFID positioning method and device based on MPS assistance, 
wherein the method comprises the following steps: the method comprises the steps that the whole indoor plane is divided into 
grids in advance, and the phase value of an RFID label reflected by the grids is obtained through a specific number of RFID 
reader antennas; using MPS to assist in eliminating phase errors caused by environmental noise in the phase values of the RFID 
tags, and obtaining the pixel values of the grids; expressing the probability value of the grid through the pixel value, and 
constructing a hologram for each RFID reader-writer antenna in the specific number of RFID reader-writer antennas according 
to the probability value of the grid; obtaining a total hologram by performing hologram superposition on the hologram of each 
RFID reader-writer antenna; and acquiring the position of the RFID label according to the total hologram. Phase errors caused 
by environmental noise are eliminated through MPS assistance, and the positioning accuracy is further improved. 
 
CLAIM 1. An MPS-assisted hologram RFID positioning method is characterized by comprising the following steps: the method 
comprises the steps that the whole indoor plane is divided into grids in advance, and the phase value of an RFID label reflected 
by the grids is obtained through a specific number of RFID reader antennas; using MPS to assist in eliminating phase errors 
caused by environmental noise in the phase values of the RFID tags, and obtaining pixel values of a grid; expressing the 
probability value of the grid through the pixel value, and constructing a hologram for each RFID reader-writer antenna in the 
specific number of RFID reader-writer antennas according to the probability value of the grid; obtaining a total hologram by 
performing hologram superposition on the hologram of each RFID reader-writer antenna; and acquiring the position of the RFID 
label according to the total hologram. 
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WO2022153617 SONY GROUP 
Priority Date: 13/01/2021 
 
HOLOGRAM RECORDING MEDIUM, HOLOGRAM OPTICAL ELEMENT, OPTICAL DEVICE, OPTICAL 
COMPONENT, AND METHOD FOR FORMING HOLOGRAM DIFFRACTION GRATING 
Provided is a hologram recording medium which enables a decrease in storage stability to be suppressed in an unexposed state. 
The hologram recording medium is provided with a base material and a photosensitive layer. The oxygen permeability of the 
base material measured in an environment of 23°C and 0% RH is greater than 0.1 cm3(m2·day·atm) -1 and less than 10000 
cm3·(m2·day·atm) -1. The photosensitive layer contains a polymerizable compound, and the polymerizable compound contains 
a compound represented by a specific general formula. 
 
SUPPORT D'ENREGISTREMENT D'HOLOGRAMME, ÉLÉMENT OPTIQUE D'HOLOGRAMME, DISPOSITIF 
OPTIQUE, COMPOSANT OPTIQUE ET PROCÉDÉ DE FORMATION DE RÉSEAU DE DIFFRACTION 
D'HOLOGRAMME 
L'invention concerne un support d'enregistrement d'hologramme qui permet de supprimer une diminution de la stabilité de 
stockage dans un état non exposé. Le support d'enregistrement d'hologramme est pourvu d'un matériau de base et d'une couche 
photosensible. La perméabilité à l'oxygène du matériau de base mesurée dans un environnement de 23 °C et 0 % d'humidité 
relative est supérieure à 0,1 cm3(m2 · jour · atm) -1 et inférieure à 10 000 cm3·(m2 · jour · atm) -1. La couche photosensible 
contient un composé polymérisable, et le composé polymérisable contient un composé représenté par une formule générale 
spécifique. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A substrate and a photosensitive layer, wherein an oxygen permeability of the substrate measured in an environment 
at 23 Ć and 0% RH is greater than 0.1 cm3 . (m2 . day . atm)-1 10000 cm3 . (m2 . day . atm)-1 or less, the photosensitive layer 
contains a polymerizable compound, and the polymerizable compound contains a compound represented by general formula (1) 
below: In general formula (1), X1 is an oxygen atom, nitrogen atom, phosphorus atom, carbon atom, or silicon atom. When X1 
is an oxygen atom, a is 0, when X1 is a nitrogen atom or a phosphorus atom, a is 1, and when X1 is a carbon atom or a silicon 
atom, a is 2. Y1 and Y2 are each a benzene ring or a naphthalene ring. When Y1 and/or Y2 is a benzene ring, b or c corresponding 
to the benzene ring Y1 and/or Y2 is 4. When Y1 and/or Y2 is a naphthalene ring, b and/or c corresponding to the naphthalene 
ring Y1 and/or Y2 is 6. Each R1~ R3 is hydrogen or a substituent represented by*-Z1 (R4) d (* represents a bond position). 
When a plurality of R1~ R3 moieties are present, the plurality of R1~ R3 moieties may be the same as or different from each 
other, but not all of the R1~ R3 moieties in general formula (1) are simultaneously hydrogen. Z1 represents a single bond, a 
saturated hydrocarbon group of divalent or higher valency, or an unsaturated hydrocarbon group of divalent or higher valency,  
wherein the saturated hydrocarbon group or unsaturated hydrocarbon group may contain an ether bond and/or a thioether bond. 
When Z1 is a single bond, d is 1, and when Z1 is a saturated hydrocarbon group or an unsaturated hydrocarbon group, d is an 
integer of 1 or greater. R4 represents hydrogen or a polymerizable substituent. When a plurality of R4 moieties are present, the 
plurality of R4 moieties may be the same as or different from each other, but not all of the R4 moieties in general formula (1) 
are simultaneously hydrogen. 
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WO2022153616 SONY GROUP 
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HOLOGRAM RECORDING MEDIUM, HOLOGRAM OPTICAL ELEMENT, OPTICAL DEVICE, OPTICAL 
COMPONENT, AND METHOD FOR FORMING HOLOGRAM DIFFRACTION GRATING 
Provided is a hologram recording medium which has high in-plane uniformity of a diffraction peak wavelength and which can 
be peeled off from a peeling layer after exposure. The hologram recording medium is provided with a protective layer and a 
photosensitive layer. The initial maximum load of the protective layer as measured by a tensile test is 3-1000 N. The 
photosensitive layer contains a polymerizable compound and a polymerization initiator, and the polymerization initiator contains 
an electron-donating initiator and an electron-accepting initiator. 
 
SUPPORT D'ENREGISTREMENT D'HOLOGRAMME, ÉLÉMENT OPTIQUE D'HOLOGRAMME, DISPOSITIF 
OPTIQUE, COMPOSANT OPTIQUE ET PROCÉDÉ DE FORMATION DE RÉSEAU DE DIFFRACTION 
D'HOLOGRAMME 
L'invention concerne un support d'enregistrement d'hologramme qui présente une uniformité dans le plan élevée d'une longueur 
d'onde de pic de diffraction et qui peut être décollé d'une couche de pelage après exposition. Le support d'enregistrement 
d'hologramme est pourvu d'une couche de protection et d'une couche photosensible. La charge maximale initiale de la couche 
de protection telle que mesurée par un test de traction est de 3 à 1000 N. La couche photosensible contient un composé 
polymérisable et un initiateur de polymérisation, et l'initiateur de polymérisation contient un initiateur donneur d'électrons et un 
initiateur accepteur d'électrons. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A hologram recording medium comprising: a protective layer; and a photosensitive layer, wherein an initial maximum 
load of the protective layer measured by a tensile test is 3 N or greater and 1000 N or less, and the photosensitive layer contains 
a polymerizable compound and a polymerization initiator, and the polymerization initiator contains an electron-donating initiator 
and an electron-accepting initiator. 
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WO2022145504 KOREA ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE 
Priority Date: 28/12/2020 
 
METHOD FOR PRINTING HOLOGRAPHIC OPTICAL ELEMENT USING DEFORMABLE MIRROR 
Provided is a method for printing a holographic optical element using a deformable mirror. A holographic printer according to 
an embodiment of the present invention comprises: a light source for emitting light; an optical engine phase-modulating a part 
of the light emitted from the light source by means of a deformable mirror to make an object beam incident to a holographic 
material; and an optical system making the rest of the light emitted from the light source incident, as a reference beam, to the 
holographic material. Therefore, the present invention can greatly reduce recording time and enhance the quality of the 
holographic optical element. 
 
PROCÉDÉ D'IMPRESSION D'UN ÉLÉMENT OPTIQUE HOLOGRAPHIQUE À L'AIDE D'UN MIROIR 
DÉFORMABLE 
L'invention concerne un procédé d'impression d'un élément optique holographique à l'aide d'un miroir déformable. Une 
imprimante holographique selon un mode de réalisation de la présente invention comprend : une source de lumière pour émettre 
de la lumière ; un moteur optique modulant en phase une partie de la lumière émise par la source de lumière au moyen d'un 
miroir déformable pour rendre un faisceau d'objet incident à un matériau holographique ; et un système optique rendant le reste 
de la lumière émise à partir de la source de lumière incidente, en tant que faisceau de référence, au matériau holographique. Par 
conséquent, la présente invention peut réduire considérablement le temps d'enregistrement et améliorer la qualité de l'élément 
optique holographique. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A light source emitting light; An optical engine that phase modulates some of the light exiting the light source into a 
deformable mirror to incident on the holographic medium with an object beam; and And optics to cause the remainder of the 
light exiting the light source to enter the holographic material as a reference beam. 
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CN114721081 HANGZHOU GUANGLI TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 21/04/2022 
 
LOW-ADHESION HOLOGRAPHIC FILM, PREPARATION METHOD THEREOF AND APPLICATION OF LOW-
ADHESION HOLOGRAPHIC FILM IN PREPARATION OF AR (AUGMENTED REALITY) DISPLAY ELEMENT 
The invention provides a low-adhesion holographic film for preparing an AR display element, which comprises the following 
components in sequence: the holographic optical film comprises a substrate, a low-bonding-force layer, an optical film layer, a 
holographic exposed photopolymer thin layer and a protective film layer. Compared with the prior art, the low-bonding-force 
holographic film provided by the invention adopts a structure of the low-bonding-force layer and the holographic film layer, so 
that the exposure uniformity of the holographic film can be ensured, and the holographic film has the advantages of low viscosity, 
easiness in tearing, no adhesive residue and the like after holographic exposure treatment. The invention also provides a 
holographic film preparation method which is friendly in process and strong in universality, and particularly meets the application 
of the holographic film on novel curved surface display devices such as AR glasses, AR-HUDs and the like. 
 
CLAIM 1. Use of a low adhesion holographic film for the manufacture of an AR display element, the low adhesion holographic 
film comprising, stacked in sequence: the film comprises a substrate, a low-adhesion layer, an optical film layer, a holographic 
exposed photopolymer film layer and a protective film layer. 
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CN114694692 GUANGDONG ZIJING INFORMATION STORAGE TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 30/12/2020 
 
MULTIPLEX RECORDING AND REPRODUCING METHOD, RECORDING AND REPRODUCING APPARATUS 
The invention provides a multiplex recording and reproducing method, a recording and reproducing apparatus, wherein the 
multiplex recording method includes: on the same track, holograms are recorded by multiplexing by linearly moving the storage 
medium and simultaneously changing the wavelengths of the signal light and the reference light at each shifted position. The 
reproduction method includes: the medium is linearly moved on the same track of the storage medium, reference light is made 
incident on the medium at the positions where the holograms are recorded, and any one of the holograms at the same position is 
reproduced at the position of each hologram by changing the incident angle of the reference light. The method combines two 
multiplexing recording methods of spherical reference light displacement multiplexing recording hologram and wavelength 
multiplexing recording hologram, the capacity of the hologram stored on the same track is increased by multiple times, and the 
storage capacity of the storage medium is improved; and the hologram recorded by wavelength multiplexing is reproduced at a 
high speed by continuously changing the incident angle of the reference light within a certain range, thereby realizing high-speed 
and high-efficiency reproduction of the hologram. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A multiplex recording method, comprising: holograms are multiplexed recorded by linearly moving the medium and 
simultaneously changing the wavelengths of the signal light and the reference light at each shifted position on the same track of 
the storage medium. 
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WO2022157082 CARL ZEISS JENA 
Priority Date: 21/01/2021 
 
MINIATURIZED HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY 
The invention relates to a holographic lighting device for generating at least two holographic lighting functions. The lighting 
device has at least two channels for the respectively associated lighting function. Each channel comprises an edge-lit arrangement 
with a coupling-in surface for coupling light from a light source into the arrangement and a coupling-out surface and a light 
source. The edge-lit arrangements of the channels are all included in a monolithic component with a common coupling-out 
surface and each channel is arranged rotated along an azimuthal arrangement angle about a surface normal of the coupling-out 
surface. The component has at least one holographic structure for generating the illumination function of the respective channel 
when it is illuminated by the light source of the channel. The invention also relates to a vehicle comprising a corresponding 
lighting device and to the use of said lighting device as a display in a vehicle. Use of the lighting device as an LED collimator is 
also included. 
 
INDICATEUR HOLOGRAPHIQUE MINIATURISÉ 
L'invention concerne un dispositif d'éclairage holographique destiné à produire 
au moins deux fonctions d'éclairage holographique. Le dispositif d'éclairage 
comporte au moins deux canaux pour la fonction d'éclairage respectivement 
associée. Chaque canal comprend les composants suivants : un ensemble 
lumineux pourvu d'une surface d'injection destinée à l'injection dans cet 
ensemble de la lumière issue d'une source lumineuse, et d'une surface de 
prélèvement, ainsi qu'une source lumineuse. Les ensembles lumineux des 
canaux sont tous disposés dans un élément monolithique doté d'une surface de 
prélèvement commune et chaque canal est disposé rotatif autour d'une normale 
de la surface de prélèvement le long de l'angle azimutal de l'ensemble. Le 
composant présente au moins une structure holographique destinée à produire 
la fonction d'éclairage du canal respectif lorsqu'elle est éclairée par la source de 
lumière du canal. L'invention concerne en outre un véhicule équipé d'un 
dispositif d'éclairage correspondant ainsi qu'une utilisation du dispositif 
d'éclairage comme indicateur dans un véhicule. L'invention concerne également 
une utilisation du dispositif d'éclairage comme collimateur à LED. 
 
CLAIM 1. Holographic lighting device (1) for generating at least two holographic lighting functions, having at least two 
channels for the respectively assigned lighting function, wherein each channel comprises the following components: - an edge-
lit arrangement (11), comprising the following elements:-a coupling-in surface (5) for coupling light of a light source (3) into 
the edge-lit arrangement (11) and - a coupling-out surface (9) - the light source (3) arranged for irradiation into the coupling-in 
surface (5) characterized in that In that the edge-lit arrangements (11) of the channels are comprised in a monolithic component 
(13) and the coupling-out surface (9) is a common coupling-out surface, wherein each channel is arranged along an azimuthal 
arrangement angle (18) around a surface normal of the coupling-out surface (12), and wherein the monolithic component (13) 
has at least one holographic structure (10) which is predominantly parallel to the coupling-out surface, which is set up for 
generating the lighting function of the respective channel under illumination by the light source (3) of the channel. 
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WO2022153104 O'CONNELL, IAN 
Priority Date: 15/01/2021 
 
SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PEPPERS GHOST FILMING AND DISPLAY 
A system and method for filming and displaying a 3D image is provided, including acquisition of one or more video images at 
one or more capture locations of one or more subjects, the images being recorded as a data film for storage and playback, or 
transmission over a network, to a watching audience. The video images at the display venue are projected onto or through semi-
transparent screens arranged to appear in front of a backdrop to a stage. The images may be displayed alongside or on the same 
stage as live performing talent, the projection perceived by the viewing audience as a virtual image. The semi-transparent screen 
is invisible to the watching audience or the cameras during the performance. The video image viewed by an online audience is 
perceived as bearing a close likeness to subject(s), providing a real presence of a virtual subject performing on a stage. 
 
SYSTÈME ET PROCÉDÉ POUR FILMER ET AFFICHER DES ILLUSIONS DE TYPE SPECTRE DE PEPPER 
L'invention concerne un système et un procédé pour filmer et afficher une image 3D, comprenant l'acquisition d'une ou de 
plusieurs images vidéo au niveau d'un ou plusieurs emplacements de capture d'un ou de plusieurs sujets, les images étant 
enregistrées sous la forme d'un film de données pour le stockage et la lecture, ou la transmission sur un réseau, à un public de 
visualisation. Les images vidéo au niveau du lieu d'affichage sont projetées sur ou à travers des écrans semi-transparents agencés 
pour apparaître devant une toile de fond d'une scène. Les images peuvent être affichées le long ou sur la même scène que les 
talents en cours de performance, la projection étant perçue par le public de visualisation sous la forme d'une image virtuelle. 
L'écran semi-transparent est invisible au public de visualisation ou aux caméras pendant les performances. L'image vidéo 
visualisée par un public en ligne est perçue comme ayant une ressemblance étroite avec le ou les sujets, fournissant une présence 
réelle d'un sujet virtuel performant sur une scène. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A video acquisition and display system, comprising a display system including: a video wall for generating and 
projecting an image, wherein the video wall comprises at least one LED panel including a clear, smooth surface coating to diffuse 
light from the at least one LED panel to minimize the incidence of moire on the image generated by the video wall; and a foil 
screen tensioned in a frame, the foil screen reflecting the image generated by the LED Panels, the reflected image forming a 
hologram superimposed onto a stage backdrop located behind or upstage of the foil screen. 
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WO2022152437 ROBERT BOSCH 
Priority Date: 13/01/2021 
 
METHOD FOR DETERMINING A DIFFRACTION CHARACTERISTIC OF A HOLOGRAM ELEMENT FOR 
DATA SPECTACLES 
The invention relates to a method for determining a diffraction characteristic of a hologram element (105) for data spectacles 
(100), wherein the method comprises a step of outputting a light beam (125) onto an observation position (130) on the hologram 
element (105) using a light source (180), wherein the light beam (125) comprises at least one predetermined wavelength and at 
least one transmission parameter associated with the wavelength. Also a step of detecting at least one reflection beam (135) 
reflected at the observation position (130) and/or transmission beam (140) of the light beam (125) with the predetermined 
wavelength transmitted through the hologram element (105) at the observation position (130) using at least one detector (145), 
wherein a detection parameter of the reflection beam (135) and/or the transmission beam (140) is detected at the predetermined 
wavelength, and a step of comparing the transmission parameter with the detection parameter in order to determine the diffraction 
characteristic of the hologram element (105) at the observation position (130). 
 
PROCÉDÉ DE DÉTERMINATION D'UNE CARACTÉRISTIQUE DE DIFFRACTION D'UN ÉLÉMENT 
D'HOLOGRAMME POUR LUNETTES DE RÉALITÉ AUGMENTÉE 
L'invention concerne un procédé de détermination d'une caractéristique de diffraction d'un élément d'hologramme (105) pour 
des lunettes de réalité augmentée (100). Le procédé comprend une étape d'émission d'un faisceau lumineux (125) vers une 
position d'observation (130) sur l'élément d'hologramme (105) au moyen d'une source lumineuse (180), le faisceau lumineux 
(125) présentant au moins une longueur d'onde prédéfinie et au moins un paramètre d'émission associé à la longueur d'onde. Le 
procédé comprend également une étape de détection, au moyen d'au moins un détecteur (145), d'au moins un faisceau de réflexion 
(135) et/ou faisceau d'émission (140) du faisceau lumineux (125) ayant la longueur d'onde prédéfinie, ledit faisceau de réflexion 
étant réfléchi au niveau de la position d'observation (130) et ledit faisceau d'émission étant émis à travers l'élément d'hologramme 
(105) au niveau de la position d'observation (130), un paramètre de détection du faisceau de réflexion (135) et/ou du faisceau 
d'émission (140) étant détecté à la longueur d'onde prédéfinie, et une étape de comparaison du paramètre d'émission avec le 
paramètre de détection afin de déterminer la caractéristique de diffraction de l'élément d'hologramme (105) à la position 
d'observation (130). 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. Method (500) for determining a diffraction characteristic of a hologram element (105) for data glasses (100), wherein 
the method (500) comprises the following steps: - outputting (505) a light beam (125) onto an observation position (130) on the 
hologram element (105) using a light source (180), wherein the light beam (125) comprises at least one predetermined 
wavelength (720) and at least one transmission parameter (735) assigned to the wavelength (720); - detecting (510) at least one 
reflection beam (135) diffracted at the observation position (130) and/or at the observation position (130) by the hologram 
element (105) transmitted transmission beam (140) of the light beam (125) with the predetermined wavelength using at least one 
detector (145), wherein a detection parameter (755) of the reflection beam (135) and/or of the transmission beam (140) is detected 
at the predetermined wavelength (720); and - comparing (515) the transmission parameter (735) with the detection parameter 
(755) in order to determine the diffraction characteristic of the hologram element (105) at the observation position (130). 
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WO2022134941 TENCENT TECHNOLOGY SHENZHEN 
Priority Date: 24/12/2020 
 
DEVICE, METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR GENERATING HOLOGRAPHIC STEREOSCOPIC IMAGES, AND 
MEDIUM 
The present application relates to the field of holographic projections, and discloses a device, method, and apparatus for 
generating holographic stereoscopic images, and a medium. The device comprises: a machine body, a three-dimensional display 
screen, and a negative refractive index plate. The interior of the machine body comprises a first cavity and a second cavity the 
central axes of which have folded angles, wherein a second end of the first cavity is connected to a first end of the second cavity, 
and a second end of the second cavity is formed with an opening on a side wall of the machine body. The three-dimensional 
display screen is arranged at the first end of the first cavity, and the negative refractive index plate is arranged between the second 
end of the first cavity and the first end of the second cavity. The display direction of the three-dimensional display screen faces 
the negative refractive index plate, and the refraction direction of the negative refractive index plate faces the opening. In the 
present application, a three-dimensional display screen is combined with a negative refractive index plate, so that a stereoscopic 
image that has a three-dimensional visual effect may still be obtained from a side view of a displayed holographic stereoscopic 
image. 
 
DISPOSITIF, PROCÉDÉ ET APPAREIL DE GÉNÉRATION D'IMAGES STÉRÉOSCOPIQUES 
HOLOGRAPHIQUES, ET SUPPORT 
La présente demande se rapporte au domaine des projections holographiques et concerne un dispositif, un procédé et un appareil 
de génération d'images stéréoscopiques holographiques, ainsi qu'un support. Le dispositif comprend : un corps de machine, un 
écran d'affichage tridimensionnel et une plaque à indice de réfraction négatif. L'intérieur du corps de machine comprend une 
première cavité et une seconde cavité dont les axes centraux ont des angles pliés, une seconde extrémité de la première cavité 
étant reliée à une première extrémité de la seconde cavité, et une seconde extrémité de la seconde cavité étant formée avec une 
ouverture sur une paroi latérale du corps de machine. L'écran d'affichage tridimensionnel est disposé au niveau de la première 
extrémité de la première cavité, et la plaque à indice de réfraction négatif est disposée entre la seconde extrémité de la première 
cavité et la première extrémité de la seconde cavité. La direction d'affichage de l'écran d'affichage tridimensionnel fait face à la 
plaque à indice de réfraction négatif, et la direction de réfraction de la plaque à indice de réfraction négatif fait face à l'ouverture. 
Dans la présente demande, un écran d'affichage tridimensionnel est combiné à une plaque à indice de réfraction négatif, de telle 
sorte qu'une image stéréoscopique qui présente un effet visuel tridimensionnel peut tout de même être obtenue à partir d'une vue 
latérale d'une image stéréoscopique holographique affichée. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. An apparatus (100) for generating a holographic stereoscopic image, characterized in that the apparatus (100) 
comprises: a body (101), a three-dimensional display screen (102) and a negative refractive index plate (103); The interior of the 
body (101) includes a first cavity (105) and a second cavity (106); There is a fold angle between the central axis of the first cavity 
(105) and the central axis of the second cavity (106); A second end (302) of the first cavity (105) communicating with a first end 
(303) of the second cavity (106), the second end (304) of the second cavity (106) being formed with an opening in a side wall of 
the body (101); The three-dimensional display screen (102) is disposed at a first end (301) of the first cavity (105), the negative 
refractive index plate (103) is disposed between a second end (302) of the first cavity (105) and a first end (303) of the second 
cavity (106); The display direction of the three-dimensional display screen (102) faces the negative refractive index plate (103), 
and the refractive direction of the negative refractive index plate (103) faces the opening. 
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US20220229953 ELECTRONICS & TELECOMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
Priority Date: 20/01/2021 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY SIMULATION DEVICE AND METHOD 
A holographic display simulation device and a holographic display simulation method are provided. A holographic display 
simulation device includes a processor; and a memory including one or more instructions, wherein the one or more instructions 
are executed by the processor, and a holographic display is simulated by using at least one of a light source part model, a spatial 
light modulator model, and a display optical system model that respectively model a light source part, a spatial light modulator, 
and a display optical system of the holographic display. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A holographic display simulation device, comprising: a processor; and a memory including one or more instructions, 
wherein the one or more instructions are executed by the processor, and a holographic display is simulated by using at least one 
of a light source part model, a spatial light modulator model, and a display optical system model that respectively model a light 
source part, a spatial light modulator, and a display optical system of the holographic display. 
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US20220214646 ELECTRONICS & TELECOMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
Priority Date: 04/01/2021 
 
MODULE CONTROLLING VIEWING WINDOW, DEVICE FOR HOLOGRAM DISPLAY AND METHOD FOR 
DISPLAYING HOLOGRAM 
Disclosed herein a module controlling viewing window, a device for hologram display and a method for displaying hologram. 
The module controlling viewing window includes: a viewing window forming unit having a first reflective optical system that 
receives an incident light and forms a viewing window in a user's viewing region; and a viewing angle expanding unit having a 
second reflective optical system that is arranged in one direction on the viewing window forming unit and expands a viewing 
angle of the viewing window. 
 
CLAIM 1. A viewing window control module applied to a hologram 
display device, the viewing window control module comprising: a 
viewing window forming unit having a first reflective optical system 
that receives an incident light and forms a viewing window in a user's 
viewing region; and a viewing angle expanding unit having a second 
reflective optical system that is arranged in one direction on the 
viewing window forming unit and expands a viewing angle of the 
viewing window. 
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RU2774734 SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS 
Priority Date: 29/07/2021 
 
METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SIMULTANEOUS RECORDING OF SUPERIMPOSED HOLOGRAPHIC ARRAYS 
FOR AUGMENTED REALITY DEVICES (VARIANTS) 
FIELD: computer technology. 
SUBSTANCE: invention relates to the field of computer technology for recording superimposed holographic arrays for 
augmented reality devices. The method includes the following steps: forming the initial radiation beam, directing the initial 
radiation beam to the interference elimination unit, ensuring the formation of two recording radiation beams by the interference 
elimination unit, forming two recording channels in the interference elimination unit, illuminating a layer of recording material 
and one master diffraction optical element /master holographic optical element (master DOE/HOE) containing at least one 
preformed diffraction/holographic array, at least two non-interfering recording radiation beams indicated, ensuring the 
simultaneous formation of at least two superimposed holographic arrays from the specified one master DOE/HOE on/in the 
recording material layer, while the formed superimposed holographic arrays have the same surface period, but a different spatial 
period. The systems implementing the specified method are also presented. 
EFFECT: providing high-quality virtual image output while simplifying the process of recording superimposed holograms in 
AR devices. 
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KR20220096559 MOKPO NATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 31/12/2020 
 
OUTDOOR STANDALONE 3 D HOLOGRAM PROJECTION SYSTEM 
The present invention relates to a 3 D hologram projection system. the 3 D hologram projection system includes an image 
collection unit which captures an image, collects the captured image and wirelessly transmits the collected image, an image 
reception unit which receives the image wirelessly transmitted from the image collection unit, A hologram fan including a 
plurality of led elements, the hologram fan rotating and developing a 3 D image into the air, a control unit receiving an image 
from the image receiving unit and controlling light emission of the led elements and rotation driving of the hologram fan, And a 
power supply unit which has a plurality of solar modules and supplies power to the image collection unit, the image reception 
unit, and the hologram pan. the image collection unit, the image reception unit, and the hologram pan can be freely movably 
installed outdoors in order to expand a range of most hologram application markets localized in the room. an image of a remote 
terminal is collected, image information can be transmitted, and the received image information can be converted into 3 D and 
displayed as a hologram. 
 
CLAIM 1. An image processing apparatus comprising: an image 
collection unit configured to capture an image, collect the captured 
image, and wirelessly transmit the captured image; an image reception 
unit configured to receive the image wirelessly transmitted from the 
image collection unit; a hologram fan configured to rotate and develop a 
3 D image in the air; and a control unit configured to receive the image 
from the image reception unit, A control unit that controls light emission 
of the led element and rotation driving of the hologram fan; and a power 
supply unit that has a plurality of solar modules and supplies power to 
the image collection unit, the image reception unit, and the hologram fan. 
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KR20220095863 KOREA INSTITUTE OF LIGHTING ＆ ICT 
Priority Date: 30/12/2020 
 
OPTICAL FIBER COUPLED LEDLIGHT SOURCE ASSEMBLY FOR HOLOGRAPHIC IMPLEMENTATION 
The present invention relates to an optical fiber coupled LEDlight source assembly for hologram implementation, which is 
capable of obtaining light in a band in which a hologram image is to be acquired using an LEDpackage that is relatively 
inexpensive than a laser diode. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. An optical fiber coupled LEDlight source assembly for hologram implementation, comprising: an LEDpackage 
emitting light of multiple wavelength bands; an optical fiber coupled to the LEDpackage; and an optical resonance filter installed 
on an exit surface of the optical fiber to pass only light of short wavelength bands. 
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KR20220095862 KOREA INSTITUTE OF LIGHTING ＆ ICT 
Priority Date: 30/12/2020 
 
LUMINANCE UNIFORMITY APPARATUS FOR MULTI-LASER BEAM FOR HOLOGRAM DISPLAY 
The present invention relates to an apparatus for luminance uniformity of a multi-laser beam for hologram display in which 
luminance uniformity of the entire screen area is evenly distributed by 80% or more when the emitted multi-laser beam is 
diffusely irradiated to a hologram optical element (hoe) screen. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A multi-laser light source comprising: a multi-laser light source; a filter installed at a portion emitted from the multi-
laser light source to pass only light of a specific wavelength; a parabolic mirror configured to reflectively converge a laser beam 
passed through the filter; a parabolic mirror configured to reflectively converge a laser beam irradiated from the multi-laser light 
source; a diffusion sheet configured to primarily diffuse the laser beam reflectively converged by the parabolic mirror; And an 
aspherical lens for secondarily diffusing the laser beam diffused from the diffusion sheet to irradiate the hologram optical element 
(hoe) screen, wherein scratches are formed on the surface of the aspherical lens to diffusely irradiate the hologram optical element 
screen with uniform brightness. 
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KR20220092297 ACTUALVIEW 
Priority Date: 24/12/2020 
 
HOLOGRAM SCREEN IMAGE DISPLAY DEVICE AND HOLOGRAM SCREEN IMAGE DISPLAY SYSTEM 
CAPABLE OF MOVING INSTALLATION 
The present invention relates to a hologram screen image display device and a hologram screen image display system capable 
of moving installation. According to the present invention, a control bar (200) can be further formed to physically divide one 
ultrafine screen (100) into a first ultrafine screen (110) and a second ultrafine screen (120) as a hologram screen suspension 
membrane. Accordingly, the hologram output unit and the control unit are combined and operated on the ultrafine screen, thereby 
overcoming a cumbersome limit of having to separately install the hologram output unit outside separately from the control unit. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. Wherein a control bar (200) is further formed to divide one ultrafine screen (100) physically into a first ultrafine 
screen (110) and a second ultrafine screen (120) as a hologram screen suspension membrane. 
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KR20220091815 QMIIX 
Priority Date: 24/12/2020 
 
5 G INTERWORKING HOLOGRAM IMAGE REPRODUCTION SYSTEM BASED ON FLOATING LIGHT FIELD 
The present invention relates to a system for reproducing a 5 g interworking hologram image based on a floating lightfield, 
comprising: a floating lightfield 3 D display light source 20 inside a case 100 in which the floating lightfield 3 D hologram 
system is embedded; and a control unit installed in the floating lightfield 3 D display light source 20, A straight line connecting 
a center of a floating lightfield three-dimensional display light source (20) and a center of a special optical element (10) for 
floating lightfield reproduction is provided so as to be 90 ° vertically upward in a horizontal plane, Floating lightfield holographic 
image content having a three-dimensional depth sensation is presented to a front surface of a system, The present invention has 
an excellent effect of obtaining a clearer floating lightfield 3 D hologram image by 
optimizing a 3 D floating lightfield hologram content viewing angle (viewing range) by 
using a calibration of floating lightfield hologram content having a 3 D depth by a 
floating lightfield 3 D display light source (20) and a simple structure of kiosk type. In 
addition, it is possible to provide a user with images such as floating lightfield 3 D 
hologram content and images that are more realistic, to have a kiosk shape, and to have 
a quality greater than or equal to an existing 3 D image because of a wide viewing angle. 
There is an excellent effect that the presentation of the content is free and intuitive in 
controlling interactive content by a user as one system and product, such as existing 
pseudo-holographic equipment. 
 
CLAIM 1. A floating lightfield 3 D display light source 20 is provided inside a case 
100 in which a floating lightfield 3 D hologram system is housed, and an optical element 
10 for floating lightfield reproduction so as to correspond to the floating lightfield 3 D 
display light source 20, Wherein a floatyl light field three-dimensional hologram image 
appears in the special optical element (10) for floating light field reproduction. 
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KR20220091210 HOLOLAB 
Priority Date: 23/12/2020 
 
CYAN ENHANCEMENT AND COLOR SIMILARITY MEASUREMENT METHOD OF HOLOGRAPHIC HUDS 
The present invention relates to a method for improving visibility and color similarity of holographic HUDs by changing and 
analyzing information display colors of HUDs and measuring similarity of background colors. the method is characterized by 
improving visibility of holographic HUDs to enable accurate information transmission to a driver to assist in safe driving. In 
addition, the system for measuring improved visibility and color similarity of the holographic HUDs includes an image detection 
unit, an image correction unit, a color analysis unit, a holographic HUDimage display unit, and a control unit. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A method of improving visibility and color similarity measurement of holographic HUDs, and measuring similarity 
of background colors, thereby improving visibility of holographic HUDs, enabling accurate information transmission to a driver, 
thereby assisting safe driving. 
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KR102415316 JEONGWAN 
Priority Date: 04/11/2021 
 
HOLOGRAM DISPLAY SYSTEM 
A hologram viewing system according to an embodiment of the present invention includes: a photographing unit that photographs 
an object used to output a hologram and transmits image data derived from the object; a receiving unit that receives the image 
data from the photographing unit in order to output the object photographed through 
the photographing unit in the form of a hologram, A hologram conversion unit 
configured to convert the received image data into hologram data and transmit the 
converted image data, and a hologram visibility unit configured to receive and output 
the hologram data transmitted through the hologram conversion unit, A portable 
electronic device comprising: a housing having an opening in a front surface thereof; 
a sliding fixing frame provided in the opening and configured to slide forward of the 
housing to open or close the housing; a sealing frame provided in the sliding fixing 
frame, A display module configured to receive hologram data transmitted through the 
hologram conversion unit and output a hologram, and an led diffusion module 
provided inside the housing and configured to irradiate light toward an inside of the 
housing, Wherein the housing is provided below the housing so as to slide forward of 
the housing opened by sliding of the sliding fixing frame, and the hologram output of 
the display module, A component mounting box having a space in which a control unit 
including a printed circuit board (PCB), an analog to digital board (ad) and a switching 
mode power supply (SMPS) used for control and control of the led spreading module 
is accommodated, Together with increasing usability of a user using the present 
invention, a viewer experiencing the present invention can receive a hologram image of high quality. 
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KR102418600 DONGYANG ELEVATOR 
Priority Date: 25/11/2021 
 
NON-CONTACT HOLOGRAM ELEVATOR 
There is provided a hologram elevator in a non-contact manner, including: a hologram touch display unit configured to sense a 
touch position of a user on a keypad hologram by projecting a keypad hologram including a plurality of key buttons on the air; 
A digital button unit installed near the hologram touch display unit and providing an operation keypad screen capable of 
performing the same function as the hologram touch display unit to a smart device and transmitting an operation signal obtained 
by operation of the operation keypad screen to an elevator control unit; A smart device held by a user and capable of short-range 
wireless communication; a short-range wireless communication unit connected to and installed with the digital button unit, 
providing digital button screen information provided by the digital button unit to the smart device by short-range wireless 
communication and transmitting an operation signal obtained by operating the smart device to the digital button unit; And an 
elevator control unit configured to control the elevator by an operation of the hologram touch display unit or the digital button 
unit. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. An elevator apparatus, comprising: a hologram touch display unit configured to sense a touch position of a user on a 
keypad hologram by projecting a keypad hologram including a plurality of key buttons on an air, the keypad hologram including 
the plurality of key buttons on the air; a display unit configured to be adjacent to the hologram touch display unit, A digital 
button unit configured to provide an operation keypad screen capable of performing the same function as the hologram touch 
display unit to a smart device and transmit an operation signal obtained by an operation of the operation keypad screen to an 
elevator control unit; a smart device carried by a user and capable of short-range wireless communication; a control unit 
configured to be connected to the digital button unit, A short-range wireless communication unit that provides digital button 
screen information provided by the digital button unit to the smart device by a short-range wireless communication method and 
transmits an operation signal obtained by operating the smart device to the digital button unit; and an elevator control unit that 
controls the elevator by operation of the holographic touch display unit or the digital button unit, The hologram touch display 
unit includes: a space projector configured to project a keypad hologram having a plurality of key buttons on the air; a controller 
configured to emit light to the keypad hologram and receive light reflected from the keypad hologram by a touch operation of 
the user to sense a touch position of the user with respect to the keypad hologram, A user's hand moves in a first direction on a 
keypad hologram side to perform a first touch operation at a specific point in a second area, A touch recognition unit configured 
to sense a key button corresponding to the specific point as the keypad touch information when a second touch operation of the 
specific point is performed by moving the user's hand in a second direction opposite to the first direction; and a touch controller 
configured to control an external device connected through a network to operate based on the keypad touch information; And a 
housing part for installing the space projection part, the touch recognition part, and the touch control part, the housing part 
comprising: a main panel for placing the space projection part, the touch recognition part, and the touch control part therein; a 
dark panel installed inside the main panel to keep the inside of the main panel in a dark room state; And a reflective panel 
installed at one side of the main panel to reflect and show the keypad hologram to the user, wherein the touch recognition unit 
includes: a light emitting module configured to emit incident light perpendicularly to the keypad hologram; A receiving module 
configured to receive reflected light reflected from the keypad hologram side by a touch operation of a user; a sensing module 
configured to sense a touch position of the user based on the incident light and the reflected light, And a calculation module for 
calculating keypad touch information, wherein the light emitting module comprises a plurality of light emitters, the light 
receiving module comprises a plurality of light receivers, and a unit sensor module comprising one light emitter and one light 
receiver comprises a sensor array arranged corresponding to a plurality of key buttons. 
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KR102418599 DONGYANG ELEVATOR 
Priority Date: 25/11/2021 
 
HOLOGRAM ELEVATOR 
The hologram elevator according to the present invention includes: a hologram touch display unit configured to sense a touch 
position of a user on a keypad hologram provided with a plurality of key buttons on a air by projecting a keypad hologram 
provided on the inside of the elevator; A motion sensing sensor unit installed in the elevator and configured to recognize a 
position of an occupant occupant in the elevator; and a touch controller installed in the hologram touch display unit and 
configured to operate the hologram touch display unit closest to the position of the occupant when the motion sensing sensor 
unit senses the motion of the occupant. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. An elevator comprising: a hologram touch display unit configured to sense a touch position of a user with respect to 
a keypad hologram by projecting a keypad hologram provided with a plurality of key buttons on the air; a motion sensing sensor 
unit configured to be installed in the elevator and recognize a position of an occupant occupant inside the elevator; And a touch 
control unit installed in the hologram touch display unit and configured to operate the hologram touch display unit closest to the 
occupant position when the movement of the occupant is sensed by the movement sensing sensor unit, wherein the hologram 
touch display unit includes: a space projecting unit configured to project a keypad hologram having a plurality of key buttons on 
the air; Emitting light to the keypad hologram and receiving light reflected by the user's touch operation at the keypad hologram 
to sense a touch position of the user with respect to the keypad hologram, moving a hand of the user in a first direction on a side 
of the keypad hologram to perform a first touch operation at a specific point in a second area, A touch recognition unit configured 
to sense a keybutton corresponding to the specific point as the keypad touch information when a second touch operation of the 
specific point is performed by moving the hand of the user in a second direction opposite to the first direction; And an external 
device connected through a network based on the keypad touch information; and a housing unit configured to install the space 
projection unit, the touch recognition unit, and the touch control unit, wherein the housing unit includes the space projection 
unit, the touch recognition unit, A main panel for placing the touch control unit therein; a dark panel installed inside the main 
panel to keep the inside of the main panel in a dark room state; and a reflective panel installed at one side of the main panel to 
reflect and show the keypad hologram to the user, The touch recognition unit includes a light emitting module configured to emit 
incident light perpendicularly to a keypad hologram, a light receiving module configured to receive reflected light reflected from 
a side of the keypad hologram by a touch operation of a user, and a calculation module configured to sense a touch position of 
the user based on the incident light and the reflected light and calculate keypad touch information, Wherein the light emitting 
module comprises a plurality of light emitters, the light receiving module comprises a plurality of light receivers, and a unit 
sensor module comprising one light emitter and one light receiver comprises a sensor array arranged corresponding to a plurality 
of key buttons. 
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KR102414796 YOON, JIN HEE 
Priority Date: 02/06/2021 
 
HOLOGRAM PICTURE FRAME AND MANUFACTURING THEREFOR 
The present invention relates to a functional holographic picture element. There is provided a functional hologram pixel 
including: a hologram board including a mainboard made of a dampable material, and a hologram film unit disposed on one 
surface of the mainboard and integrated with the mainboard; a first slot in which the hologram board is detachably coupled, A 
board frame including a second slot disposed in front of the first slot; and a functional front board coupled to the second slot of 
the board frame and forming a front surface of the hologram board, A printed layer on which a predetermined printed pattern is 
formed; a board attaching layer formed on one surface of the printed layer and attaching the printed layer to the other surface of 
the mainboard; a transparent hologram film layer formed by thermal transfer to the other surface of the printed layer, the 
transparent hologram film layer providing a hologram effect on the printed pattern of the printed layer; And a diffraction and 
reflection layer disposed between the printing layer and the board adhesion layer, the diffraction and reflection layer providing 
a function for increasing diffraction and reflection effects of the hologram. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A hologram device comprising: a hologram board including a mainboard made of a dampable material, and a 
hologram film portion disposed on one surface of the mainboard and integrated with the mainboard; a first slot in which the 
hologram board is detachably coupled, A board frame including a second slot disposed in front of the first slot; and a functional 
front board coupled to the second slot of the board frame and forming a front surface of the hologram board, A printed layer on 
which a predetermined printed pattern is formed; a board attaching layer formed on one surface of the printed layer and attaching 
the printed layer to the other surface of the mainboard; a transparent hologram film layer formed by thermal transfer to the other 
surface of the printed layer, the transparent hologram film layer providing a hologram effect on the printed pattern of the printed 
layer; And a diffraction and reflection layer disposed between the printing layer and the board adhesion layer, the diffraction and 
reflection layer providing a function for increasing diffraction and reflection effects of a hologram, Wherein the board frame 
comprises a main frame part and a subframe part capable of being disassembled and assembled with each other, the main frame 
part and the subframe part form a mating structure, one side of the main frame part is provided with an led lamp, Wherein the 
led lamp is electrically connected to a PCB board having a battery, a reflective sheet is attached to the other side of the main 
frame portion opposite to the led lamp, and the led lamp includes a board support supporting the hologram board, A board 
rotation driving unit configured to generate power for rotating the hologram board, the board rotation driving unit including a 
motor shaft connected to the board support, the board rotation driving unit being provided in the subframe unit and connected to 
the hologram board to rotate the hologram board; A switch as input means for operating the board rotation drive unit; and a 
controller for controlling operation and speed of a motor of the board rotation drive unit based on an input signal of the switch. 
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CN217007874U HONGLU BEIJING TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 22/11/2021 
 
INTELLIGENT INTERACTIVE HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY DEVICE 
The utility model relates to the technical field of display devices and discloses an 
intelligent interactive holographic display device which comprises an L-shaped plate, 
wherein a fixing groove is formed in the upper surface of the L-shaped plate, a 
connecting piece is fixedly mounted on one side of the fixing groove through a screw, 
a fixing frame is fixedly connected to one side of the connecting piece, a heat 
dissipation fan is arranged inside the fixing frame, and a round hole is formed in one 
side of the L-shaped plate. The utility model has the following advantages and effects: 
the setting of cooperation spring can also strengthen holographic display device main 
part and receive the buffer capacity of external impact, and then can reduce the 
damage when holographic display device main part receives external impact, when 
the long-time operating temperature of holographic display device main part is too 
high, start the heat dissipation fan, the inside and outside circulation of air speed of 
holographic display device main part can be accelerated to the heat dissipation fan, 
avoid the high condition that leads to the inside electron component of holographic 
display device main part to damage of high temperature to take place, the life of 
holographic display device main part has been improved. 
 

 
N8793 

 

CN217007863U SUNNY OPTICAL ZHEJIANG RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
Priority Date: 20/04/2022 
 
NEAR-TO-EYE HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY OPTICAL MACHINE AND NEAR-TO-EYE HOLOGRAPHIC 
DISPLAY EQUIPMENT 
The utility model provides a near-eye holographic display optical machine and near-eye holographic display equipment, which 
can fully utilize an optical path, shorten the length of the optical path after the light is emitted from a spatial light modulator, 
contribute to reducing the optical volume and meet the miniaturization requirement of the near-eye holographic display 
equipment. The near-eye holographic display light machine comprises a polarized illumination component for emitting polarized 
illumination light, a light splitting modulation component and a lens component. The lens component is correspondingly arranged 
in the light path between the polarized illumination component and the light splitting and modulating component. The beam 
splitting modulation component comprises a spatial light modulator and a beam splitting prism which is correspondingly 
arranged in a light path between the lens component and the spatial light modulator, the beam splitting prism is used for 
transmitting the polarized illumination light to the spatial light modulator, the spatial light modulator is used for modulating the 
polarized illumination light into converged holographic image light to be reflected back to the beam splitting prism, and the 
beam splitting prism is further used for transmitting the converged holographic image light to an eyepiece display component. 
 
CLAIM 1. Near-to-eye holographic display ray apparatus for projection 
holographic image light shows the subassembly in order to carry out 
holographic display to the eyepiece, its characterized in that, near-to-eye 
holographic display ray apparatus includes: a polarized illumination 
assembly for emitting polarized illumination light; a spectral modulation 
component; and the lens assembly is correspondingly arranged in the optical 
path between the polarized illumination assembly and the light splitting 
modulation assembly and is used for enabling the polarized illumination 
light from the polarized illumination assembly to be transmitted to the light 
splitting modulation assembly after passing through the lens assembly; the 
beam splitting modulation component comprises a spatial light modulator 
and a beam splitting prism which is correspondingly arranged in an optical 
path between the lens component and the spatial light modulator, the beam splitting prism is used for transmitting the polarized 
illumination light which penetrates through the lens component to the spatial light modulator, the spatial light modulator is used 
for modulating the polarized illumination light which is transmitted through the beam splitting prism into converged holographic 
image light to be reflected back to the beam splitting prism, and the beam splitting prism is further used for transmitting the 
converged holographic image light which is modulated through the spatial light modulator to the eyepiece display component. 
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CN216956691U HEFEI GUOYUAN EXHIBITION 
Priority Date: 02/12/2021 
 
3D HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION DISPLAY DEVICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY EXHIBITION HALL 
The utility model relates to the technical field of holographic projection display devices, in particular to a 3D holographic 
projection display device for a science and technology exhibition hall, which comprises a device main body, wherein the device 
main body comprises a control box main body, standing legs are arranged at four corners of the bottom of the control box main 
body and fixedly connected with the bottom of the control box main body, a plurality of air holes are formed in the periphery of 
the outer side of the control box main body, a control switch is arranged at the front end of the control box main body and above 
the air holes, a clamping groove is formed in the surface of the top of the control box main body, a glass cover is arranged at the 
outer side of the top of the control box main body, a holographic projection screen positioned at the inner side of the glass cover 
is arranged at the top of the control box main body, a rotating structure for the projection device to change the display angle is 
arranged at the bottom of the holographic projection screen, the display angle of the projection screen can be freely changed 
according to the requirements of viewers through the arranged rotating structure, and the 3D holographic projection display 
device brings convenience to the viewers, thereby improving the viewing experience of the viewer. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a 3D holographically projected display device of science and technology exhibition hall, 
includes device main part (1), its characterized in that: the device main body (1) comprises a control box main body (2), four 
corners at the bottom of the control box main body (2) are respectively provided with a standing foot (8), the standing feet (8) 
are fixedly connected with the bottom of the control box main body (2), the inner side of the bottom of the control box main 
body (2) is provided with a groove (11), the inner side of the groove (11) is provided with a moving structure (23) which can be 
moved by the device, fans (10) are respectively arranged at two sides inside the control box main body (2), one side inside the 
control box main body (2) is provided with a motor (16), one side of the motor (16) is provided with a motor bearing (17), one 
side of the motor bearing (17) is provided with a conical driving gear (15), a plurality of air holes (12) are respectively arranged 
at the periphery of the outer side of the control box main body (2), the front end of the control box main body (2) is positioned 
above the air holes (12) and is provided with a control switch (3), the display device is characterized in that a clamping groove 
(6) is formed in the surface of the top of the control box main body (2), a glass cover (4) is arranged on the outer side of the top 
of the control box main body (2), a holographic projection screen (5) located on the inner side of the glass cover (4) is arranged 
on the top of the control box main body (2), and a rotating structure (22) for the projection device to change the display angle is 
arranged at the bottom of the holographic projection screen (5). 
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CN216907454U SHANGHAI HOLOGRAPHIC DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 21/02/2022 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC SHOW CUPBOARD IN FUTURE CITY 
The utility model belongs to the field of future urban propaganda, and particularly discloses a future urban holographic display 
cabinet which comprises a cabinet body, wherein a transparent display screen is embedded in a region, corresponding to a display 
space, on the front surface of the cabinet body; a display platform is arranged at the bottom of the display space in the cabinet 
body, a plurality of models are magnetically attracted and arranged on the display platform, a holographic projector is arranged 
on the inner wall of the top of the cabinet body, and height adjusting components for driving the display platform to lift are 
symmetrically arranged on two sides of the cabinet body; the front of the lower part of the cabinet body is reserved with notches 
for dismounting and replacing each model on the display table, a cover plate with a turnover structure is arranged on each notch, 
the upper edge of the cover plate is rotatably connected with the inner wall of each notch, an outward extending positioning plate 
is arranged at the middle part of the lower edge of the cover plate, a positioning groove for embedding the positioning plate is 
correspondingly arranged at the bottom of each notch, and the positioning plate and the positioning groove are magnetically 
attracted and connected. The utility model can create the atmosphere which is also unreal and true, has peculiar effect and rich 
scientific and technological sense; meanwhile, the position of the model is adjusted, the model is convenient to disassemble, 
assemble and replace, and the flexibility is strong. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A future urban holographic display cabinet is characterized by comprising a cabinet body (1), wherein a display 
space (2) is arranged at the upper part of the cabinet body (1), and a transparent display screen (3) is embedded in the region of 
the front surface of the cabinet body (1) corresponding to the display space (2); a display table (4) is installed at the bottom of 
the display space (2) in the cabinet body (1), a plurality of models (5) are magnetically attracted and installed on the display table 
(4), a holographic projector (8) is installed on the inner wall of the top of the cabinet body (1), and height adjusting components 
for driving the display table (4) to ascend and descend are symmetrically installed on two sides of the cabinet body (1); the utility 
model discloses a cabinet body, including cabinet body (1), cabinet body, cover plate (15), apron (15), locating plate (16) that 
outside extends is provided with along being connected with notch (14) inner wall rotation on cover plate (15), notch (14) bottom 
correspondence is provided with constant head tank (17) that supply locating plate (16) embedding, and locating plate (16) and 
constant head tank (17) magnetism are inhaled and are connected, the notch (14) that supply each model (5) dismouting change 
on show stand (4) is reserved in the front of cabinet body (1) lower part. 
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CN216901308U TIMES CHINA TELEVISION TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT 
Priority Date: 10/01/2022 
 
MULTIFUNCTIONAL ULTRATHIN TRANSPARENT PROJECTION HOLOGRAPHIC FILM 
The utility model discloses a multifunctional ultrathin transparent projection holographic film, 
which comprises a protective film, a first dimming layer and an image display layer, wherein a 
tearing paste is arranged on one side of the protective film, a hard film is connected to one side 
of the protective film, a PET (polyethylene terephthalate) film is connected to one side of the 
hard film, a PET composite adhesive is connected to one side of the PET film, the first dimming 
layer is connected to one side of the PET composite adhesive, and the image display layer is 
connected to one side of the first dimming layer; the device is provided with two dimming 
layers, each dimming layer is composed of a plurality of isosceles trapezoid-shaped polished 
surfaces and a plurality of frosted surfaces, diffuse reflection is formed through multiple 
refractions when incident light rays penetrate into the frosted surfaces, and the purpose of 
reducing reflectivity can be achieved when sunlight is strong. 
 
CLAIM 1. A multifunctional ultrathin transparent projection holographic film comprises a 
protective film (2), a first light modulation layer (6) and an image display layer (7), and is 
characterized in that a tearing sticker (1) is arranged on one side of the protective film (2), a 
hard film (3) is connected to one side of the protective film (2), a PET film (4) is connected to 
one layer of the hard film (3), a PET composite adhesive (5) is connected to one layer of the 
PET film (4), a first light modulation layer (6) is connected to one layer of the PET composite adhesive (5), the image display 
layer (7) is connected to one layer of the first light modulation layer (6), a first reflection surface (12) is arranged on one side of 
the inside of the image display layer (7), a second reflection surface (13) is arranged on one layer of the first reflection surface 
(12), and a second light modulation layer (8) is connected to one layer of the image display layer (7), one layer of the second 
light adjusting layer (8) is connected with a pressure-sensitive adhesive (9), one layer of the pressure-sensitive adhesive (9) is 
connected with a release film (10), and one layer of the release film (10) is connected with a diaphragm film (11). 
 

 
N8798 

 

CN216901022U SHIHU TECHNOLOGY NANJING 
Priority Date: 28/02/2022 
 
AR OPTICAL WAVEGUIDE USING HOLOGRAPHIC EMBOSSED GRATING 
The utility model discloses an AR optical waveguide adopting holographic relief grating, which comprises a grating structure, 
wherein the thickness of the grating structure is periodically changed in a two-dimensional plane vertical to the normal line of 
the grating, and the thickness distribution function is continuously conductive. The thickness of the grating structure of the AR 
optical waveguide adopting the holographic relief grating is changed periodically and continuously, the grating with the 
continuously changed thickness is easy to manufacture by adopting an imprinting process, the problem of poor imprinting 
precision of the grating is avoided, and the surface type precision of the grating with the continuously changed thickness is easy 
to measure. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. An AR optical waveguide adopting holographic relief grating comprises a grating structure and is characterized in 
that: the thickness of the grating structure is periodically transformed in a two-dimensional plane perpendicular to the grating 
normal, and the thickness distribution function is continuously derivable. 
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CN114758107 LENOVO 
Priority Date: 21/03/2022 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC THREE-DIMENSIONAL IMAGE PROCESSING METHOD, DEVICE AND EQUIPMENT AND 
STORAGE MEDIUM 
The present disclosure provides a holographic three-dimensional image processing 
method, apparatus, device and storage medium, the method comprising: performing 
component selection operation on a basic model to obtain at least one first component 
combination, wherein the basic model is formed by connecting m components, the 
first component combination comprises n components, and n is more than 1 and less 
than or equal to m; screening the first component combination according to the 
relation among the components in the first component combination; and obtaining a 
target model based on the screening result. The method of the embodiment of the 
disclosure is directed at three-dimensional image data change, and interface 
arrangement can be rapidly and flexibly adjusted. 
 
CLAIM 1. A holographic three-dimensional image processing method, characterized 
in that the method comprises: performing component selection operation on a basic 
model to obtain at least one first component combination, wherein the basic model is 
formed by connecting m components, the first component combination comprises n 
components, and n is more than 1 and less than or equal to m; screening the first 
component combination according to the relation among the components in the first 
component combination; and obtaining a target model based on the screening result. 
 

 
 

N8804 

 

CN114740679 CHEN CANYUAN 
Priority Date: 15/04/2022 
 
REAL-TIME INTERACTIVE 3D HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION EQUIPMENT 
The invention discloses real-time interactive 3D holographic projection equipment, 
and relates to the technical field of 3D holographic projection equipment. The 
projector comprises a device main body, wherein a projection equipment main body 
is arranged at the top of the device main body, a cooling device is arranged at the 
bottom of the device main body, the cooling device comprises a J-shaped pipe, a J-
shaped pipe fixing frame plate is fixed at the bottom of the device main body, the 
left side of the J-shaped pipe is communicated with the inside of the device main 
body, a compressor is fixed at the bottom of the J-shaped pipe, a wave-shaped 
condenser pipe is fixed at the top of the compressor and positioned in the J-shaped 
pipe, and a dust screen is fixed at the right side of the J-shaped pipe. According to 
the invention, through the arrangement of the wave-shaped condensation pipe, water 
vapor in the air flow generated by the cooling fan set is liquefied when meeting cold, 
so that the problem that the water vapor enters the main body of the projection 
equipment and corrodes the main body of the projection equipment is avoided, and 
the service life of the main body of the projection equipment is further prolonged. 
 
CLAIM 1. A real-time interactive 3D holographic projection apparatus, comprising a device body (1), characterized in that: the 
top of the device main body (1) is provided with a projection equipment main body (2), the bottom of the device main body (1) 
is provided with a cooling device (3), the cooling device (3) comprises a J-shaped pipe (31), the J-shaped pipe (31) fixing frame 
plate is fixed at the bottom of the device main body (1), the left side of the J-shaped pipe (31) is communicated with the inside 
of the device main body (1), the bottom of the J-shaped pipe (31) is fixed with a compressor (32), a wave-shaped condensation 
pipe (33) is fixed at the top of the compressor (32), the wave-shaped condensation pipe (33) is positioned inside the J-shaped 
pipe (31), a dustproof net (35) is fixed on the right side of the J-shaped pipe (31), a radiating fan set (34) is rotatably installed on 
one side of the dustproof net (35) close to the J-shaped pipe (31), an L-shaped contact rod (36) is fixed on one side of the heat 
radiation fan set (34) far away from the dust screen (35). 
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CN114740613 NANJING VOCATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF INDUSTRY TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 12/05/2022 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC VISION ENHANCED AIMING DISPLAY DEVICE AND DISPLAY METHOD 
The invention discloses a holographic vision enhancement aiming display device and a display method, wherein the holographic 
vision enhancement aiming display device constructs a holographic image and an aiming position point through a light source, 
a transmission type collimating mirror, a reflection type holographic grating, a transmission type RGB (red, green and blue) 
hologram and an optical glass observation window, the light source adopts three primary colors of red, green and blue to realize 
the adjustment of the color of the aiming point, the invention also provides a display method for realizing the adjustment of the 
color coordinate based on the calculation of the luminance ratio of the three primary colors to realize the calculation of the 
position coordinate and the calculation process of the aiming point in the hologram displayed by the device, thereby solving the 
problems of unclear aiming point and visual fatigue easily caused in the hologram, realizing the continuous adjustment of the 
color of the aiming point, improving the luminance range and greatly improving the human-computer work efficiency. 
 
CLAIM 1. A holographic vision enhanced aiming display device comprising a 
housing, characterized in that: a light source, a collimating mirror, a holographic 
grating, an RGB hologram and an optical glass observation window are arranged 
in the shell; the light source generates light beams with three colors of red, green 
and blue, and is provided with a light beam brightness adjusting control panel, 
the light beam emitted by the light source reaches the holographic grating after 
passing through the collimating mirror, then is transmitted to the RGB hologram, 
forms an imaging light beam through diffraction of the RGB hologram, and 
finally displays an aiming point through the optical glass observation window, 
and the optical glass observation window receives a holographic image for 
constructing a target scene; the device is also provided with a controller and a calculating unit, wherein the calculating unit 
calculates the tristimulus values of the mixed colors through the single-color tristimulus values according to a tristimulus 
algorithm of the three primary colors, further obtains the color coordinate values of the colors, determines the relation of the 
ratio of the brightness of the three primary colors and outputs the adjustment information of the brightness of the light beams. 
 

 
N8810 

 

CN114706220 HEFEI UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 21/03/2022 
 
VEHICLE-MOUNTED HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY DEVICE 
The invention provides a vehicle-mounted holographic display device, which comprises an image projection device, a 
holographic display device and a control device, wherein the image projection device is used for generating a real image and 
generating a laser beam; the processing module is positioned on one side of the image projection device and comprises a light 
splitting unit, and the light splitting unit is used for splitting the laser beam and generating 
a first light path and a second light path; the reflecting unit is positioned on one side of the 
processing module and receives the first light path; the imaging lens is positioned on the 
propagation paths of the first light path and the second light path and converts the real image 
into an amplified virtual image; the lengths of the optical paths of the first optical path and 
the second optical path are the same, and the first optical path and the second optical path 
contain the same wavefront information. The invention can effectively solve the problem 
that the prior head-up display has small visual range. 
 
CLAIM 1. An on-vehicle holographic display device, comprising: an image projection 
device for generating a real image and generating a laser beam; the processing module is 
positioned on one side of the image projection device and comprises a light splitting unit, 
and the light splitting unit is used for splitting the laser beam and generating a first light 
path and a second light path; the reflecting unit is positioned on one side of the processing 
module and receives the first light path; and the imaging lens is positioned on the 
propagation paths of the first light path and the second light path and converts the real image 
into an amplified virtual image; the lengths of the optical paths of the first optical path and 
the second optical path are the same, and the first optical path and the second optical path contain the same wavefront information. 
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CN114675517 SOUTHEAST UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 29/03/2022 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY SYSTEM AND METHOD BASED ON OPTICAL FREQUENCY COMB 
The invention discloses a holographic display system and a method based on an optical frequency comb. Meanwhile, a plurality 
of hologram calculation methods are selected to calculate the holograms, the hologram generating unit outputs light waves, and 
the light waves pass through the relay optical system corresponding to the selected hologram calculation method, and finally the 
reconstructed target image is received on a preset imaging plane. The optical frequency comb is used for unfolding the coherent 
light source with single frequency, and frequency difference exists among all wavelengths in the broadened frequency band, so 
that speckle noise caused by the coherent light source in the reconstructed target image is weakened, and meanwhile, the 
limitation of unfolding the frequency band width also enables the definition of the reconstructed target image to be basically 
consistent with that of the coherent light source with single wavelength. 
 
CLAIM 1. A holographic display system based on an optical frequency 
comb is characterized by comprising a holographic generating unit, a 
relay optical system and a receiving screen which are sequentially 
arranged and arranged on a straight line, a computer, a coherent light 
source and the optical frequency comb, wherein, the coherent light 
source is used for emitting monochromatic light; the optical frequency 
comb is connected with the coherent light source, widens the coherent 
light source and then projects the broadened coherent light source to the 
relay optical system, and the relay optical system projects 
monochromatic light transmitted by the optical frequency comb into the 
hologram generating unit; the computer is used for calculating a 
hologram of a result to be reconstructed; the hologram generating unit is 
connected with the computer, receives the hologram obtained by the computer and receives monochromatic light projected by 
the optical relay system, loads the hologram, and then sequentially transmits the hologram into the relay optical system. 
 

 
N8817 

 

CN114660916 LI JIE 
Priority Date: 16/03/2022 
 
MULTI-ANGLE HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGE DISPLAY SYSTEM AND METHOD 
The invention discloses a multi-angle holographic image display system and a method in the technical field of holographic image 
display, and the system comprises the following steps: sending a data extraction request to the data model; receiving data result 
codes fed back by the data model; and controlling each display unit on the display surface to project towards each direction of 
the space based on the data result codes, wherein the display information projected by each display unit is not identical. The 
invention can lead a plurality of observers at different positions to simultaneously form stereoscopic vision without other media, 
thereby carrying out multi-angle holographic image display. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A multi-angle holographic image display method is executed by a display controller, and is characterized by 
comprising the following steps: sending a data extraction request to the data model; receiving data result codes fed back by the 
data model; and controlling each display unit on the display surface to project towards each direction of the space based on the 
data result codes, wherein the display information projected by each display unit is not identical. 
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CN114660695 FUYAO GLASS INDUSTRY 
Priority Date: 15/03/2022 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY GLASS, PROCESSING METHOD THEREOF AND VEHICLE 
The invention relates to a holographic display glassGlass, a processing method thereof and a vehicle comprise the following 
steps: the holographic film comprises a first glass, a second glass and a holographic film. The holographic film, the first glass 
and the second glass are arranged in a laminated mode, and the holographic film is located between the first glass and the second 
glass. A first bonding layer is arranged between the holographic film and the first glass, and a second bonding layer is arranged 
between the holographic film and the second glass; the thickness of the holographic film sheet is t, the thickness of the first 
adhesive layer is t1, and the thickness of the second adhesive layer is t 2. And t, t1 and t2 satisfyThereby reducing the wrinkle 
condition of the holographic film and improving the imaging effect. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A holographic display glass, comprising: a first glass; a second glass; the holographic film, the first glass and the 
second glass are arranged in a laminated mode, the holographic film is located between the first glass and the second glass, a 
first bonding layer is arranged between the holographic film and the first glass, and a second bonding layer is arranged between 
the holographic film and the second glass; the thickness of the holographic film sheet is t, the thickness of the first adhesive layer 
is t1, the thickness of the second adhesive layer is t2, and the t, the t1 and the t2 satisfy the relation: 
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US20220206432 KOREA PHOTONICS TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE 
Priority Date: 28/12/2020 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC MICROSCOPE 
According to an embodiment, a holographic microscope comprises a light source, an optical system splitting light emitted from 
the light source into an object and a reflective mirror and inducing interference between light reflected by the object or transmitted 
through the object and light reflected by the reflective mirror, a first image sensor receiving the interference light and sensing 
interference information for the interference light, a second image sensor receiving the light reflected by the object or transmitted 
through the object and sensing information for the received light, and an image processor deriving a shape of the object based 
on the interference information sensed by the first image sensor and the information sensed by the second image sensor. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A holographic microscope, comprising: a light source; an optical system splitting light emitted from the light source 
into an object and a reflective mirror and inducing interference between light reflected by the object or transmitted through the 
object and light reflected by the reflective mirror; a first image sensor receiving the interference light and sensing interference 
information for the interference light; a second image sensor receiving the light reflected by the object or transmitted through 
the object and sensing information for the received light; and an image processor deriving a shape of the object based on the 
interference information sensed by the first image sensor and the information sensed by the second image sensor. 
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KR20220093300 PRINTECH 
Priority Date: 27/12/2020 
 
PARTIALLY COHERENT WAVELENGTH-TUNABLE IN-LINE DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC MICROSCOPE 
USING POLARIZED CAMERA FOR BUMP HEIGHT MEASUREMENT 
The present invention relates to a partially coherent wavelength tunable in-line digital holographic microscope using a 
polarization camera for measuring bump height, using a partially coherent light source, photographing a hologram of bumps 
having surface roughness at two wavelengths each, numerically reproducing the hologram to measure bump height. A partially 
coherent wavelength tunable in-line digital holographic microscope includes a light source unit for making a partially coherent 
light source, and a measurement unit for measuring a sample using light generated by the light source unit, wherein the light 
source unit is configured to cause light from a laser light source to enter through a coherent adjusting lens to expand the light, 
an electrically rotating diffuser through which light emitted from the expanding lens enters through the first focus lens and is 
rotated and scattered; and a second condensing lens through which the light scattered from the surface of the electrically rotating 
diffuser is condensed and incident in parallel to the second focus lens. The measurement unit includes: a linear polarizer in which 
light spread out from an end of an optical fiber transmitting the light emitted from the second focus lens is focused on the second 
focus lens and incident on the third focus lens, and is vertically polarized; a quarter wave plate in which light emitted from the 
linear polarizer is incident on the half wave plate in which light emitted from the linear polarizer is polarized 45 degrees; A 
polarization beamsplitter in which light converted to 45 degree polarization in a quarter wave plate is incident through the 
unpolarization beamsplitter, and is split into two beams, one of the two beams being a reference light that is transmitted and 
polarized direction, and the other being an object light that is reflected and polarized direction, and 90 degree; And the object 
light from the polarized beam splitter is incident on the measurement sample after being condensed to become parallel light, and 
the object light reflected from the measurement sample is again incident and transmitted to the unpolarized beam splitter through 
the polarized beam splitter, And a second objective lens that collects the reference light from the polarization beamsplitter to 
become parallel light and then focuses on a surface of a variable neural density (nd) filter through a fourth focus lens, and the 
light reflected from the variable nd filter surface enters through the fourth focus lens and transmits the light to the non-polarization 
beamsplitter through the polarization beamsplitter. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A partially coherent tunable in-line digital holographic microscope, comprising: a light source unit for making a 
partially coherent light source; and a measurement unit for measuring a sample using light generated by the light source unit, 
wherein the light source unit includes: an expansion lens through which light from a laser light source enters through a coherent 
adjustment lens to expand the light; An electrically rotating diffuser through which light emitted from the expanding lens enters 
through the first focusing lens and is rotated and scattered; and a second focusing lens through which light scattered from the 
surface of the electrically rotating diffuser is focused and incident parallel to the second focusing lens. 
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KR20220093035 PRINTECH 
Priority Date: 26/12/2020 
 
SPATIAL COHERENCE ADJUSTMENT METHOD AND REFLECTIVE SPATIAL COHERENCE VARIABLE 
DEFLATED DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC MICROSCOPE 
The present invention relates to a spatial coherence adjusting method and a reflective spatial coherence variable off-axis digital 
holographic microscope applying the same. The present invention relates to a reflection-type spatially coherent variable 
deodorant digital holographic microscope, comprising: a light source unit for making a partially coherent light source; and a 
measuring unit for measuring a sample using light generated by the light source unit, wherein the light source unit is configured 
such that light from a laser light source is incident through a shutter and linearly polarized, A plasma display device comprising: 
a linear polarizer; a quarter wavelength plate on which light emitted from the linear polarizer is incident to have an optical path 
difference of 1 ⁄ 2 wavelength; a first variable neural density (nd) filter on which light passed through the quarter wavelength 
plate is incident to adjust an intensity value; An expanding lens that expands the light reflected by the mirror portion after passing 
through the first variable nd filter; a first collimating lens that makes the light expanded by the expanding lens into parallel light; 
An electrically rotating diffuser through which the parallel light from the first condensing lens is incident through the first 
focusing lens and is rotated and scattered; and a second condensing lens through which the light scattered from the surface of 
the electrically rotating diffuser is focused and incident parallel to the second focusing lens. The measurement unit divides light 
spread from an end of the optical fiber transmitting the light emitted from the second focus lens into reference light and object 
light collected by a third light collecting lens, reflected from the mirror, and incident through the third focus lens, wherein the 
light passing through the first unpolarized beam splitting is reference light, Wherein the reflected light from the first unpolarizing 
beamsplitter is object light; a first unpolarizing beamsplitter, wherein reference light from the first unpolarizing beamsplitter is 
incident through the first objective lens and the reflected reference light is transmitted through the first objective lens to the first 
unpolarizing beamsplitter, A second variable nd filter; a second objective lens illuminating the measurement sample with object 
light from the first unpolarized beamsplitter and delivering object light reflected and scattered from the measurement sample to 
the first unpolarized beamsplitter; a second objective lens reflecting object light transmitted from the first unpolarized 
beamsplitter to the tube lens, A second unpolarized beam splitter that reflects the reference light reflected by the first unpolarized 
beam splitter to the tube lens; and an image pickup device in which the object light and the reference light reflected by the second 
unpolarized beam splitter are imaged onto the tube lens to form a hologram. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A reflection-type, spatially coherent variable off-axis digital holographic microscope comprising: a light source unit 
for making a partially coherent light source; and a measuring unit for measuring a sample using light generated by the light 
source unit, wherein the light source unit is configured such that light from a laser light source is incident through a shutter and 
linearly polarized, A plasma display device comprising: a linear polarizer; a quarter wavelength plate on which light emitted 
from the linear polarizer is incident to have an optical path difference of 1  2 wavelength; a first variable neural density (nd) filter 
on which light passed through the quarter wavelength plate is incident to adjust an intensity value; An expanding lens that 
expands the light reflected by the mirror portion after passing through the first variable nd filter; a first collimating lens that 
makes the light expanded by the expanding lens into parallel light; a second focusing lens that makes the parallel light from the 
first collimating lens enter through the first focusing lens, A reflective spatially coherent variable off-axis digital holographic 
microscope, comprising: a rotationally scattered electrically rotating diffuser; a second focusing lens, wherein the scattered light 
from the electrically rotating diffuser surface is focused and incident parallel to the second focusing lens. 
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CN114689544 CHANGZHOU INSTITUTE OF MECHATRONIC TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 08/04/2022 
 
WHITE BLOOD CELL STRUCTURE AND SUBSTRUCTURE SIMULTANEOUS IMAGING METHOD BASED ON 
DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHY 
The invention relates to the technical field of image processing, in particular to a white blood cell structure and substructure 
simultaneous imaging method based on digital holography, which comprises the steps of S1, collecting off-axis interferograms 
under different media, extracting object wave complex amplitude, and recovering a white blood cell coupling phase from the 
object wave complex amplitude; s2, constructing a leukocyte coupling phase expression; and S3, imaging the structure height 
and the substructure height of the white blood cells. The invention only needs to collect off-axis interferograms under two 
different media, can quickly recover the coupling phase thereof, and realizes the simultaneous imaging of the structure and the 
substructure of the white blood cells; the used object parameter common optical path shearing digital holography has stable and 
reliable interference and repeated experiments. 
 
CLAIM 1. A leukocyte structure and substructure simultaneous imaging method based on digital holography is characterized 
by comprising the following steps: s1, collecting off-axis interferograms under different media, extracting object wave complex 
amplitude, and recovering a leukocyte coupling phase from the object wave complex amplitude; s2, constructing a leukocyte 
coupling phase expression; and S3, imaging the structure height and the substructure height of the white blood cells. 
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WO2022146395 ORTA DOGU TEKNIK UNIVERSITESI 
Priority Date: 31/12/2020 
 
COMPACT HOLOGRAPHIC SLM SPECTROMETER 
The invention relates to a compact holographic SLM spectrometer without an optical diffraction element. The invention performs 
the basic spectrometer function using a spatial light modulator (SLM). 
 
SPECTROMÈTRE MSL HOLOGRAPHIQUE COMPACT 
L'invention concerne un spectromètre MSL holographique compact sans élément de diffraction optique. L'invention exécute la 
fonction de spectromètre de base à l'aide d'un modulateur spatial de lumière (MSL). 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A compact holographic SLM spectrometer, characterized in that it comprises  
 • A light source with spectrum,  
 • An input element (12) that will allow the light to enter the system,  
 • A collimator (16) for aligning the light linearly,  
 • A spatial light modulator (20) for shaping light in space,  
 • An analysis and detection optics (24) that focuses the radiation whose wavefront is disrupted after the spatial light modulator 
(20),  
 • At least one detector (28) for taking an image,  
 • A digital and/or analog control device (30) for controlling the devices used in the system. 
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WO2022136538 FONDATION B COM | FOUNDATION B COM 
Priority Date: 23/12/2020 
 
METHOD AND DEVICE FOR TRANSMITTING DATA REPRESENTING A DIGITAL HOLOGRAM, METHOD 
AND DEVICE FOR CONSTRUCTING A DIGITAL HOLOGRAM AND SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING AND 
CONSTRUCTING A DIGITAL HOLOGRAM 
A method for transmitting data representing a digital hologram (H) comprising the following steps: - determining (E3) raw values 
of a group of parameters, the raw values being determined so that a first scalar product between the hologram (H) and a first 
decomposition wavelet (gyc) characterised by the raw values is the maximum; - computing (E4), for each parameter of the group, 
a refinement value as a function of a derivation scalar product determined on the basis of a scalar product between the hologram 
(H) and a derivative of the first wavelet (gyc) relative to the parameter; - determining (E6) a coefficient on the basis of a second 
scalar product between the hologram (H) and a second decomposition wavelet (gyf) characterised by the refinement values; - 
transmitting (E10): i) data representing the refinement values; ii) of the coefficient (cK). 
 
PROCÉDÉ ET DISPOSITIF DE TRANSMISSION DE DONNÉES REPRÉSENTATIVES D'UN HOLOGRAMME 
NUMÉRIQUE, PROCÉDÉ ET DISPOSITIF DE CONSTRUCTION D'UN HOLOGRAMME NUMÉRIQUE ET 
SYSTÈME DE TRANSMISSION ET DE CONSTRUCTION D'UN HOLOGRAMME NUMÉRIQUE 
Un procédé de transmission de données représentatives d'un hologramme numérique (H) comprenant les étapes suivantes : - 
détermination (E3) de valeurs brutes d'un groupe de paramètres, lesdites valeurs brutes étant déterminées de telle sorte qu'un 
premier produit scalaire entre ledit hologramme (H) et une première ondelette de décomposition (gγc) caractérisée par lesdites 
valeurs brutes soit maximum; - pour chaque paramètre dudit groupe, calcul (E4) d'une valeur de raffinement en fonction d'un 
produit scalaire de dérivation déterminé sur la base d'un produit scalaire entre ledit hologramme (H) et une dérivée de ladite 
première ondelette (gγc) par rapport audit paramètre; - détermination (E6) d'un coefficient sur la base d'un deuxième produit 
scalaire entre ledit hologramme (H) et une seconde ondelette de décomposition (gγf) caractérisée par lesdites valeurs de 
raffinement; - transmission (E10) : i) de données représentatives desdites valeurs de raffinement; ii) dudit coefficient (cK). 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. a method of transmitting data representative of a digital hologram (H) comprising the steps of: - determining (E3) 
raw values of a group of parameters, each raw value being determined from a discrete set of predetermined values, said raw 
values being determined such that a first scalar product between said hologram (H) and a first decomposition wavelet (gYC) 
characterized by said raw values is maximum; - for each parameter of said group, calculating (E4) a refinement value as a 
function of a derivative dot product determined on the basis of a dot product between said hologram (H) and a derivative of said 
first wavelet (gYC) with respect to said parameter; - determining (E6) a coefficient on the basis of a second scalar product 
between said hologram (H) and a second decomposition wavelet (gYf) characterized by fine values obtained by a combination 
of said raw values and said refinement values; - transmitting (E10): i) data representative of said refinement values; ii) said 
coefficient (CK). 
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US20220206433 KOREA ADVANCED INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 30/12/2020 
 
3D HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR PROJECTING MULTIPLE POINT LIGHT 
SOURCES TO ONE PLANE 
The present invention relates to a 3D holographic imaging apparatus and method for projecting multiple point light sources to 
one plane such that qubits can be detected at rapid rate by allowing a 3D qubit model arranged in three dimensions to be 
simultaneously photographed in two dimensions. For this, the present invention provides a 3D holographic imaging apparatus 
comprising: a fluorescent unit configured to cause each qubit composing a 3D qubit model to emit qubit fluorescent beams; a 
lens unit configured to change the qubit fluorescent beams to a desired route; a light modulator configured to modulate each 
phase of the qubit fluorescent beams for each predetermined position, and control a position of a focal point; and an imaging 
unit configured to image the qubit fluorescent beams modulated by the light modulator in a two-dimensional (2D) image. 
Therefore, according to the present invention, it is possible to greatly reduce the preparation and detection time of the 3D qubit 
model and increase the number of detectable qubits. 
 
CLAIM 1. A 3D holographic imaging apparatus comprising: a 
fluorescent unit configured to cause each qubit composing a 3D qubit 
model to emit qubit fluorescent beams by applying an imaging beam; a 
lens unit configured to change the qubit fluorescent beams to a desired 
route; a light modulator configured to modulate each phase of the qubit 
fluorescent beams for each predetermined position, and control a 
position of a focal point; and an imaging unit configured to image the 
qubit fluorescent beams modulated by the light modulator in a 2D image. 
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KR20220085627 INHA INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIP INSTITUTE 
Priority Date: 15/12/2020 
 
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR GENERATING DISTORTION-FREE HOLOGRAM USING LIGHTFIELD 
DATA TRANSFORMATION 
A method and apparatus for generating distortion-free holograms using lightfield data transformation is provided. The method 
for generating a distortion-free hologram using lightfield data transformation proposed in the present invention includes 
extracting lightfield data from a hologram by applying bandpass filtering to the hologram, representing the extracted lightfield 
as orthogonal views of a 3 D scene observed in different directions, Applying a Denoise Convolutional Neural Network 
(DnCNN) to reduce speckle noise in the Cartesian view; Performing size transformation on orthogonal views of the 3 D scene 
observed in different directions to generate scaled orthogonal views, and synthesizing a new hologram from the scaled orthogonal 
views via a Non-hogel-based CGH technique. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. Extracting light field data from the hologram by applying bandpass filtering to the hologram; applying a Denoise 
Convolutional Neural Network (DnCNN) to reduce speckle noise in the orthogonal view of the 3 D scene observed in different 
directions; A method of generating holograms using lightfield data transformation, comprising: performing size transformation 
on orthogonal views of 3 D scenes observed in different directions to generate scaled orthogonal views; and synthesizing new 
holograms from the scaled orthogonal views via a Non-hogel based CGH technique. 
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KR20220085626 INHA INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIP INSTITUTE 
Priority Date: 15/12/2020 
 
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR IMPROVING QUALITY OF BINARIZED HOLOGRAM USING ERROR 
DIFFUSION METHOD 
A method and apparatus for improving the quality of a binarized hologram using an error diffusion method are provided. The 
method for improving the quality of a binarized hologram using the error diffusion method proposed in the present invention 
comprises the steps of: synthesizing a hologram into a planar carrier waveform; binarizing the synthesized hologram by applying 
an error diffusion algorithm having diffusion weights; and passing only a spatial frequency band for reducing binarized noise of 
the binarized hologram using a physical stop on the Fourier plane. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A method of improving the quality of a binarized hologram, comprising: synthesizing a hologram into a planar carrier 
waveform; binarizing the synthesized hologram by applying an error diffusion algorithm having diffusion weights; and passing 
only a spatial frequency band for reducing binarized noise of the binarized hologram using a physical stop in the Fourier plane. 
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JP2022097130 JAPAN BROADCASTING 
Priority Date: 18/12/2020 
 
LIGHT MODULATION ELEMENT, HOLOGRAM IMAGING DEVICE, AND IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION 
DEVICE 
TOPIC: To provide a light modulation element, a hologram imaging device, and an image reconstruction device capable of 
capturing an image of a hologram having high light utilization efficiency and good image quality, and reconstructing three-
dimensional information with high accuracy. INVENTION: a hologram imaging device that splits an incoherent light wave into 
first split beams and second split beams, imparts mutually different spherical phases to complex amplitude distributions of the 
two light waves, and causes the first split beams and the second split beams to interfere with each other to form a hologram and 
image the hologram imaging device comprising: A phase distribution of two gray scales that varies periodically in a first direction 
and is constant in a second direction orthogonal to the first direction is applied to each of the first split beams and the second 
split beams, diffracted light generated due to the periodic phase distribution is utilized to form three holograms on an imaging 
surface of an imaging element, and the three holograms are acquired simultaneously. 
 
CLAIM 1. A hologram imaging device that splits an incoherent light 
wave into first split beams and second split beams, imparts spherical 
phases that are different from each other to complex amplitude 
distributions of the two light waves, and causes the first split beams and 
the second split beams to interfere with each other to form a hologram 
and image the hologram imaging device, the hologram imaging device 
comprising: A phase distribution of two gray scales being constant in a 
second direction orthogonal to a first direction is applied to each of the 
first split beams and the second split beams, three holograms are formed 
on an imaging surface of an imaging element using diffracted light 
generated due to the periodic phase distribution, and the three holograms 
are simultaneously acquired. 
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CN216956085U ZHEJIANG UNIVERSITY | ZHEJIANG ZHENENG CHANGXING POWER 
Priority Date: 09/11/2021 GENERATION 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC PARTICLE SPEED MEASURING DEVICE ADOPTING CONTINUOUS LIGHT SOURCE AND 
LOW-FRAME-RATE SINGLE CAMERA 
The utility model discloses a holographic particle speed measuring device 
adopting a continuous light source and a low frame rate single camera, which 
comprises the following steps: the device comprises a continuous light source, 
a filtering beam expanding collimation system, a reflector and a low frame rate 
camera, wherein light beams emitted by the continuous light source pass 
through the filtering beam expanding collimation system to form parallel light, 
and the parallel light is irradiated to moving particles after being segmented by 
the reflector; the camera records successive frames of particle holograms. The 
utility model uses continuous laser and common low frame rate camera, the 
measuring system has simple structure, low cost and easy realization; the 
parallel light segmentation mode provided by the utility model greatly improves 
the upper limit of speed measurement, has strong adjustability and can change 
the number of parallel light segments of the system according to the actual measurement requirement. 
 
CLAIM 1. A holographic particle velocity measurement apparatus using a continuous light source and a low frame rate single 
camera, the holographic particle velocity measurement apparatus comprising: the holographic particle speed measuring device 
is characterized by comprising a reflector, wherein light beams emitted by the continuous light source pass through the filtering 
and beam expanding collimation system to form parallel light, and the parallel light is segmented by the reflector and then 
irradiates moving particles; a low frame rate camera records successive frames of particle holograms. 
 

 
N8800 

 

CN216850339U AIR FORCE ENGINEERING UNIVERSITY OF PLA 
Priority Date: 25/01/2022 
 
CIRCULAR DICHROISM MULTIPLE HOLOGRAPHIC SUPER SURFACE STRUCTURE 
The utility model relates to an artifical electromagnetic material technical field especially relates to a circular dichroism multiple 
holography super surface structure. The utility model discloses a medium base plate layer, medium base plate layer's one side 
surface is provided with metal backing plate layer, and opposite side surface is provided with metallic structure layer, metallic 
structure layer comprises a plurality of neatly arranged's resonance ring, the resonance ring has four kinds of coding structure, 
does not set up chip resistor on the resonance ring of first kind of coding structure, and the left side of the resonance ring of 
second kind of coding structure is provided with chip resistor, and the right side of the resonance ring of third kind of coding 
structure is provided with chip resistor, and the left side and the right side of the resonance ring of fourth kind of coding structure 
all are provided with chip resistor, resonance ring has seted up the resonance ring opening on the resonance ring. The problems 
that the microwave generates circular dichroism difficultly, the realization of complex electromagnetic function by regulating 
and controlling the circular dichroism is limited and the like in the prior art are solved, and the microwave laser has the 
characteristic of simple structure and is convenient for batch processing and integration. 
 
CLAIM 1. A circular dichroic multiple holographic super surface structure comprising 
a dielectric substrate layer (1), characterized in that: the utility model discloses a 
medium base plate layer, including medium base plate layer (1), dielectric substrate 
layer (1), one side surface is provided with metal backboard layer (2), and the opposite 
side surface is provided with metallic structure layer, metallic structure layer comprises 
a plurality of neatly arranged's resonance ring (3), resonance ring (3) have four kinds of 
coding structures, do not set up chip resistor (4) on resonance ring (3) of first kind of 
coding structure, and the left side of resonance ring (3) of second kind of coding 
structure is provided with chip resistor (4), and the right side of resonance ring (3) of 
third kind of coding structure is provided with chip resistor (4), and the left side and the 
right side of resonance ring (3) of fourth kind of coding structure all are provided with 
chip resistor (4), resonance ring opening (6) have been seted up on resonance ring (3). 
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CN114764220 SICHUAN UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 13/01/2021 
 
METHOD FOR IMPROVING SPECKLE AUTOCORRELATION RECONSTRUCTION EFFECT BASED ON OFF-
AXIS DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHY 
The invention provides a method for improving speckle autocorrelation reconstruction effect based on off-axis digital 
holography, and belongs to the field of optical scattering medium imaging. In the conventional research scheme aiming at the 
condition that an imaging target is in the range of the optical memory effect of a scattering medium, although the imaging method 
based on the speckle autocorrelation is simple, convenient and easy to implement, due to the existence of imaging environment 
noise and instrument thermal noise, a more serious noise phenomenon occurs when the imaging target is reconstructed by using 
a single-frame speckle autocorrelation operation and a phase recovery algorithm, and the reconstruction effect is influenced. The 
invention provides a speckle self-correlation imaging method for reducing the influence of static noise in the process of 
reconstructing an image based on digital off-axis holography. Firstly, a speckle light field of an imaging object beam is separated 
by utilizing off-axis holographic diffraction reconstruction, then the speckle light field before and after phase shift is calculated 
by utilizing a phase shift method and a difference value so as to effectively eliminate a noise item of the speckle light field of 
the imaging object beam, and finally an imaging target is reconstructed by utilizing a speckle autocorrelation and phase recovery 
algorithm. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A method for improving speckle autocorrelation reconstruction effect based on off-axis digital holography is 
characterized in that: in the imaging process of the scattering medium, static noise of a reconstructed image obtained by 
performing autocorrelation operation on a speckle image is eliminated by introducing a phase shift method in off-axis holography 
and combining autocorrelation operation and a phase recovery algorithm, so that a target image with a better effect is obtained. 
 

 
N8806 

 

CN114739317 INSTITUTE OF OPTICS & ELECTRONICS - CHINESE ACADEMY OF 
Priority Date: 01/04/2022 SCIENCES 
 
SELF-CALIBRATION-BASED CALCULATION HOLOGRAM 
AND ASPHERIC SURFACE ADJUSTMENT METHOD 
The invention discloses a self-calibration-based calculation hologram 
and an aspheric surface adjusting method, which is characterized in that 
the calculation hologram is adjusted firstly, then the aspheric surface to 
be measured is adjusted, the adjusting error of the calculation hologram 
is introduced into the whole process, the adjusting precision of the 
calculation hologram can be continuously optimized, the aspheric 
surface to be measured is finely adjusted on the basis, and the measuring 
precision of the whole process is improved. The optimal adjustment 
coordinate is solved by adopting a least square method to fit an 
adjustment coordinate equation, the error is reduced through iterative operation, self calibration of the adjustment method is 
realized, adjustment is carried out based on relative change of coordinate values in the whole process, the precision of coarse 
adjustment of the optical path is not required, and the measurement efficiency is improved while the measurement precision is 
ensured. The self-calibration adjustment of the computer generated hologram and the aspheric surface is realized through multi-
parameter adjustment equation fitting and multi-target optimization calculation. 
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CN114710597 UNIVERSITY OF SHANGHAI FOR SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 21/12/2021 
 
RANDOM LIGHT INTENSITY MODULATION-BASED HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY MULTI-IMAGE 
ENCRYPTION METHOD 
The invention discloses an encryption method for holographically displaying multiple images based on random light intensity 
modulation, which comprises the following steps: s1, generating N normal Gaussian random distribution matrixesAs a key 1, 
extracting M random modulation matrixes which accord with the image characteristics from the image to be encrypted according 
to the characteristics of the image to be encrypted, compressing and encrypting the M random modulation matrixes and M target 
images into a holographic encryption map through a Gerchberg-Saxton (G-S) iterative algorithm, and finishing the first 
encryption by taking the distance of Fresnel diffraction selected according to the image characteristics and reducing crosstalk 
noise as far as possible as a key 2, wherein M is M<N; s2, carrying out calculation correlation imaging encryption on the 
holographic encryption map through a secret key 1; s3, receiving the ciphertext for multiple times through a barrel detector to 
obtain information to be reconstructed; s4, carrying out first decryption reconstruction on the information to be reconstructed in 
the step S3 and the secret key 1 by using a calculation correlation imaging algorithm; s5, pair extraction from key 1. According 
to the invention, potential safety hazards caused by a single algorithm are reduced, the rate of a secondary encryption algorithm 
is improved, large-capacity and safe information encryption is realized, and the resource utilization rate of optical encryption is 
improved. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A holographic display multi-image encryption method based on random light intensity modulation is characterized 
by comprising the following steps: s1, generating N normal Gaussian random distribution matrixes As a key 1, extracting M 
random modulation matrixes which accord with the image characteristics from the image to be encrypted according to the 
characteristics of the image to be encrypted, compressing and encrypting the M random modulation matrixes and M target images 
into a whole information encryption map through a Gerchberg-Saxton (G-S) iterative algorithm, and finishing the first encryption 
by taking the distance of Fresnel diffraction in the whole information encryption map as a key 2, wherein M is the distance of 
Fresnel diffraction in the whole information encryption map<N, wherein the Fresnel diffraction distance is selected according to 
image characteristics and reduction of crosstalk noise; s2, carrying out calculation correlation imaging encryption on the 
holographic encryption map through a secret key 1; s3, receiving the ciphertext for multiple times through a barrel detector to 
obtain information to be reconstructed; s4, carrying out first decryption reconstruction on the information to be reconstructed in 
the step S3 and the secret key 1 by using a calculation correlation imaging algorithm; and S5, extracting M corresponding 
matrixes from the key 1, and secondarily decrypting the reconstructed hologram by the key 2 and the M matrixes. 
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CN 11/01/2022 CN2022000068823 CN216969112U ELECTRIC ALUMINUM CAPABLE OF HIGH-SPEED GOLD STAMPING

P35280 CN 216917018 08/07/2022
SHANDONG TAIBAO 

PACKAGING PRODUCT
CN 30/03/2022 CN2022000736787 CN216917018U MULTIPLE ANTI-FAKE FRAME PAPER AND FRAME BOX MADE OF SAME

P35283 CN 216915162 08/07/2022

ANHUI ZIJIANG ALUMINIUM SPRAY 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROT MATERIAL | 

SHANGHAI ZIJIANG METALLIZATION 

ENV PROT MAT

CN 24/01/2022 CN2022000194398 CN216915162U NOVEL MANY RADIUSES TRANSFER SPOUTS ALUMINIUM PAPER OVD

P35286 CN 216885949 05/07/2022
ZHEJIANG RONGYIN NEW 

MATERIAL TECHNOLOGY
CN 09/11/2021 CN2021002762204 CN216885949U PEARLESCENT HOLOGRAPHIC ANTI-COUNTERFEITING BINDING PAPER

P35294 CN 216849098 28/06/2022
SHANDONG TAIBAO INFORMATION 

TECHNOLOGY GROUP
CN 28/01/2022 CN2022000236891 CN216849098U HOLOGRAPHIC POSITIONING PRINTING ANTI-COUNTERFEITING MARK

P35313 CN 114708788 05/07/2022 ZHAO LEI | WANG FEIYA CN 30/03/2022 CN2022000326348 CN114708788
TEXTURE SHEET, LABEL/PACKAGING MATERIAL CONTAINING TEXTURE SHEET AND 

MANUFACTURING METHOD OF LABEL/PACKAGING MATERIAL

P35318 CN 114701288 05/07/2022 LAI ZHANGJIA CN 07/04/2022 CN2022000360877 CN114701288 PRODUCTION PROCESS OF COLOR BRONZING FILM

P35319 CN 114701281 05/07/2022
GUANGDONG RUIXIANG 

SHANGCAI TECHNOLOGY
CN 24/12/2021 CN2021001603863 CN114701281

LASER HOLOGRAPHIC ANTI-COUNTERFEITING HOT STAMPING FILM AND 

PREPARATION METHOD THEREOF

P35323 CN 114690304 01/07/2022
ZHEJIANG UNIVERSITY OF 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 31/03/2022 CN2022000334315 CN114690304

NEAR-FAR FIELD DUAL-CHANNEL IMAGE DISPLAY METHOD BASED ON SUPER 

SURFACE MATERIAL

P35325 CN 114675518 28/06/2022
NANJING VOCATIONAL UNIVERSITY 

OF INDUSTRY TECHNOLOGY
CN 31/03/2022 CN2022000337326 CN114675518 HIDDEN ANTI-COUNTERFEIT LABEL EXPOSURE DEVICE AND PREPARATION METHOD

P35328 CN 114670564 28/06/2022
SHENZHEN XINHONGZE 

PACKAGING
CN 28/03/2022 CN2022000312143 CN114670564

INTELLIGENT PRINTING METHOD FOR PACKING BOX WITH ANTI-COUNTERFEITING 

HOLOGRAM

P35331 CN 114654917 24/06/2022
WUHAN HUAGONG IMAGE 

TECHNOLOGY & DEVELOPMENT
CN 02/03/2022 CN2022000200503 CN114654917

HOLOGRAPHIC MULTICOLOR OPTICALLY VARIABLE ANTI-COUNTERFEITING FILM, 

PREPARATION METHOD THEREOF AND ANTI-COUNTERFEITING PRODUCT

PUBLICATION 

DATE
PRIORITY DATE KEY

Day-Month-Year Day-Month-Year WORDS

P35233 WO 2022152978 21/07/2022 IMPRIMERIE NATIONALE FR 31/12/2020 FR2020000014305 FR3118515 WO2022152978 SMART CARD WITH INCREASED TRANSPARENT EDGE Passport

P35234 WO 2022148977 14/07/2022 DE LA RUE INTERNATIONAL GB 11/01/2021 GB2021000000327 WO2022148977 GB202100327 GB2602796 OPTICAL DEVICES AND METHODS OF MANUFACTURE THEREOF

P35237 WO 2022146165 07/07/2022
SKOLTECH - SKOLKOVO INSTITUTE 

OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
WO 30/12/2020 WO2020000000784 WO2022146165 METHOD OF LABELLING AND IDENTIFICATION OF GOODS

P35239 WO 2022144258 07/07/2022 EPTAINKS IT 29/12/2020 IT2020000032564 WO2022144258
SECURITY ELEMENT FOR DOCUMENTS, PARTICULARLY BANKNOTES, AND METHOD 

FOR ITS PRODUCTION

P35243 WO 2022136283 30/06/2022 LEONHARD KURZ STIFTUNG DE 23/12/2020 DE202010134833 WO2022136283
TRANSFER FILM, USE OF A TRANSFER FILM, METHOD FOR PRODUCING A TRANSFER 

FILM, METHOD FOR DECORATING A PLASTIC ARTICLE, AND PLASTIC ARTICLE

Antimicrobial 

treatment
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P35247 RU 212103 06/07/2022
SOCIETY WITH LIABILITY 

COMPUTER HOLOGRAPHY CENTER
RU 09/12/2021 RU2021000136372 RU-212103 MICROOPTICAL IMAGING IMAGING DEVICE Microlens

P35249 KR 20220090093 29/06/2022
KRICT KOREA RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

OF CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY
KR 22/12/2020 KR2020000180939 KR20220090093

MONOLITHIC, MULTI-SIDED METASURFACE STRUCTURES AND METHODS OF MAKING 

THE SAME USING THREE-DIMENSIONAL PHOTO-INGRAVES

P35255 JP 2022102699 07/07/2022 DAI NIPPON PRINTING JP 25/12/2020 JP2020000217580 JP2022102699
COMPUTER PROGRAM, AUTHENTICITY DETERMINATION METHOD, AUTHENTICITY 

DETERMINATION APPARATUS, AND ANTI-COUNTERFEITING MEDIUM

P35265 IN 202021056600 01/07/2022
PATEL SHILPAN 

PRAVINCHANDRA
IN 28/12/2020 IN2020021056600 IN202021056600

THINNER MONO-STRUCTURE SECURITY THREAD FOR INSERTION INTO HIGH 

SECURITY PAPER AND METHOD OF MANUFACTURING THEREOF

P35271 EP 4019270 29/06/2022 THALES DIS EP 23/12/2020 EP2020000306689 EP4019270 WO2022136241 A SECURITY ASSEMBLY AND METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING THE SAME
Passport - 

Microlens

P35283 CN 216915162 08/07/2022

ANHUI ZIJIANG ALUMINIUM SPRAY 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROT MATERIAL | 

SHANGHAI ZIJIANG METALLIZATION 

ENV PROT MAT

CN 24/01/2022 CN2022000194398 CN216915162U NOVEL MANY RADIUSES TRANSFER SPOUTS ALUMINIUM PAPER Hologram

P35288 CN 216885922 05/07/2022 SVG TECHNOLOGY CN 18/01/2022 CN2022000131780 CN216885922U MOULD AND PRODUCT WITH CONCENTRIC RING CONSTITUTIONAL UNIT

P35289 CN 216885632 05/07/2022
SHANGHAI SHUNHO NEW MAT 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 22/12/2021 CN2021003243618 CN216885632U HIGH-BARRIER ENVIRONMENT-FRIENDLY FULL PACKAGING FILM

P35290 CN 216871473 01/07/2022
WUXI YIXIN LABEL 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 25/03/2022 CN2022000658573 CN216871473U LIGHT-VARIABLE EMBOSSED INK ANTI-COUNTERFEITING LABEL

P35314 CN 114708787 05/07/2022
WUHAN HUAGONG IMAGE 

TECHNOLOGY & DEVELOPMENT
CN 14/03/2022 CN2022000247874 CN114708787

3D ANTI-COUNTERFEITING FILM, MANUFACTURING METHOD OF 3D ANTI-

COUNTERFEITING FILM AND 3D ANTI-COUNTERFEITING LABEL
Microlens

P35321 CN 114701250 05/07/2022
SHANDONG TAIBAO INFORMATION 

TECHNOLOGY GROUP
CN 18/03/2022 CN2022000272579 CN114701250 MAGNETIC 3D OPTICAL VARIABLE FIXED MAGNETIC EQUIPMENT

P35330 CN 114660682 24/06/2022
INSTITUTE OF MICROELECTRONICS - 

CHINESE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
CN 29/03/2022 CN2022000320654 CN114660682 ANTI-COUNTERFEITING STRUCTURE AND PREPARATION METHOD THEREOF

PUBLICATION 

DATE
PRIORITY DATE KEY

Day-Month-Year Day-Month-Year WORDS

N8758 WO 2022157082 28/07/2022 CARL ZEISS JENA DE 21/01/2021 DE202110200543 DE102021200543 WO2022157082 MINIATURIZED HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY

N8759 WO 2022153617 21/07/2022 SONY GROUP JP 13/01/2021 JP2021000003831 WO2022153617

HOLOGRAM RECORDING MEDIUM, HOLOGRAM OPTICAL ELEMENT, OPTICAL DEVICE, 

OPTICAL COMPONENT, AND METHOD FOR FORMING HOLOGRAM DIFFRACTION 

GRATING

N8760 WO 2022153616 21/07/2022 SONY GROUP JP 13/01/2021 JP2021000003830 WO2022153616

HOLOGRAM RECORDING MEDIUM, HOLOGRAM OPTICAL ELEMENT, OPTICAL DEVICE, 

OPTICAL COMPONENT, AND METHOD FOR FORMING HOLOGRAM DIFFRACTION 

GRATING

N8761 WO 2022153104 21/07/2022 O'CONNELL, IAN US 15/01/2021 US2021063138060 WO2022153104 SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PEPPERS GHOST FILMING AND DISPLAY

N8762 WO 2022152437 21/07/2022 ROBERT BOSCH DE 13/01/2021 DE202110200231 DE102021200231 WO2022152437
METHOD FOR DETERMINING A DIFFRACTION CHARACTERISTIC OF A HOLOGRAM 

ELEMENT FOR DATA SPECTACLES

N8763 WO 2022146929 07/07/2022
PRESIDENT & FELLOWS OF 

HARVARD COLLEGE
US 28/12/2020 US2020063131227 WO2022146929 JONES MATRIX HOLOGRAPHY WITH METASURFACES

N8764 WO 2022146395 07/07/2022
ORTA DOGU TEKNIK 

UNIVERSITESI
TR 31/12/2020 TR2020000022701 WO2022146395 COMPACT HOLOGRAPHIC SLM SPECTROMETER

N8765 WO 2022145505 07/07/2022
KOREA ELECTRONICS 

TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE
KR 28/12/2020 KR2020000184204 WO2022145505 KR20220093472 THREE-DIMENSIONAL IMAGE RENDERING METHOD FOR HOLOGRAPHIC PRINTER
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N8766 WO 2022145504 07/07/2022
KOREA ELECTRONICS 

TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE
KR 28/12/2020 KR2020000184199 WO2022145504 KR20220093469

METHOD FOR PRINTING HOLOGRAPHIC OPTICAL ELEMENT USING DEFORMABLE 

MIRROR

N8767 WO 2022136538 30/06/2022
FONDATION B COM | 

FOUNDATION B COM
FR 23/12/2020 FR2020000014050 WO2022136538 FR3118211

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR TRANSMITTING DATA REPRESENTING A DIGITAL 

HOLOGRAM, METHOD AND DEVICE FOR CONSTRUCTING A DIGITAL HOLOGRAM AND 

SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING AND CONSTRUCTING A DIGITAL HOLOGRAM

N8768 WO 2022134941 30/06/2022
TENCENT TECHNOLOGY 

SHENZHEN
CN 24/12/2020 CN2020001552968 WO2022134941 CN114660918

DEVICE, METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR GENERATING HOLOGRAPHIC STEREOSCOPIC 

IMAGES, AND MEDIUM

N8769 US 20220229953 21/07/2022

ELECTRONICS & 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH 

INSTITUTE

KR 20/01/2021 KR2021000008124 US20220229953 KR20220105432 HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY SIMULATION DEVICE AND METHOD

N8770 US 20220214646 07/07/2022

ELECTRONICS & 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH 

INSTITUTE

KR 04/01/2021 KR2021000000308 US20220214646
MODULE CONTROLLING VIEWING WINDOW, DEVICE FOR HOLOGRAM DISPLAY AND 

METHOD FOR DISPLAYING HOLOGRAM

N8771 US 20220206433 30/06/2022
KOREA ADVANCED INSTITUTE 

OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
KR 30/12/2020 KR2020000187475 US20220206433 KR20220095703

3D HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR PROJECTING MULTIPLE 

POINT LIGHT SOURCES TO ONE PLANE

N8772 US 20220206432 30/06/2022
KOREA PHOTONICS 

TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE
KR 28/12/2020 KR2020000184484 US20220206432 HOLOGRAPHIC MICROSCOPE

N8773 RU 2774734 22/06/2022 SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS RU 29/07/2021 RU2021000122709 RU2774734
METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SIMULTANEOUS RECORDING OF SUPERIMPOSED 

HOLOGRAPHIC ARRAYS FOR AUGMENTED REALITY DEVICES (VARIANTS)

N8774 KR 20220096559 07/07/2022
MOKPO NATIONAL 

UNIVERSITY
KR 31/12/2020 KR2020000189123 KR20220096559 OUTDOOR STANDALONE 3 D HOLOGRAM PROJECTION SYSTEM

N8775 KR 20220095863 07/07/2022
KOREA INSTITUTE OF 

LIGHTING ＆ ICT
KR 30/12/2020 KR2020000187821 KR20220095863

OPTICAL FIBER COUPLED LEDLIGHT SOURCE ASSEMBLY FOR HOLOGRAPHIC 

IMPLEMENTATION

N8776 KR 20220095862 07/07/2022
KOREA INSTITUTE OF 

LIGHTING ＆ ICT
KR 30/12/2020 KR2020000187820 KR20220095862

LUMINANCE UNIFORMITY APPARATUS FOR MULTI-LASER BEAM FOR HOLOGRAM 

DISPLAY

N8777 KR 20220093300 05/07/2022 PRINTECH KR 27/12/2020 KR2020000184035 KR20220093300
PARTIALLY COHERENT WAVELENGTH-TUNABLE IN-LINE DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC 

MICROSCOPE USING POLARIZED CAMERA FOR BUMP HEIGHT MEASUREMENT

N8778 KR 20220093035 05/07/2022 PRINTECH KR 26/12/2020 KR2020000184012 KR20220093035
SPATIAL COHERENCE ADJUSTMENT METHOD AND REFLECTIVE SPATIAL COHERENCE 

VARIABLE DEFLATED DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC MICROSCOPE

N8779 KR 20220092297 01/07/2022 ACTUALVIEW KR 24/12/2020 KR2020000183931 KR20220092297
HOLOGRAM SCREEN IMAGE DISPLAY DEVICE AND HOLOGRAM SCREEN IMAGE 

DISPLAY SYSTEM CAPABLE OF MOVING INSTALLATION

N8780 KR 20220091815 01/07/2022 QMIIX KR 24/12/2020 KR2020000182896 KR20220091815
5 G INTERWORKING HOLOGRAM IMAGE REPRODUCTION SYSTEM BASED ON 

FLOATING LIGHT FIELD

N8781 KR 20220091210 30/06/2022 HOLOLAB KR 23/12/2020 KR2020000182495 KR20220091210
CYAN ENHANCEMENT AND COLOR SIMILARITY MEASUREMENT METHOD OF 

HOLOGRAPHIC HUDS

N8782 KR 20220087856 27/06/2022

GUMI ELECTRONICS & 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

RESEARCH INSTITUTE

KR 18/12/2020 KR2020000178288 KR20220087856
ELECTRONIC DEVICE FOR GENERATING HOGEL IMAGE USING RAY TRACING AND 

METHOD OF OPERATING THE SAME

N8783 KR 20220085679 22/06/2022

KOREA UNIVERSITY INDUSTRIAL & 

ACADEMIC COLLABORATION 

FOUNDATION

KR 15/12/2020 KR2020000175401 KR20220085679
FULL-COLOR WIDE VIEWING ANGLE COMPUTER GENERATED HOLOGRAM SYNTHESIS 

METHOD AND APPARATUS

N8784 KR 20220085627 22/06/2022
INHA INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIP 

INSTITUTE
KR 15/12/2020 KR2020000175847 KR20220085627

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR GENERATING DISTORTION-FREE HOLOGRAM USING 

LIGHTFIELD DATA TRANSFORMATION

N8785 KR 20220085626 22/06/2022
INHA INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIP 

INSTITUTE
KR 15/12/2020 KR2020000175846 KR20220085626

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR IMPROVING QUALITY OF BINARIZED HOLOGRAM 

USING ERROR DIFFUSION METHOD

N8786 KR 102418600 08/07/2022 DONGYANG ELEVATOR KR 25/11/2021 KR2021000164283 KR102418600 NON-CONTACT HOLOGRAM ELEVATOR

N8787 KR 102418599 08/07/2022 DONGYANG ELEVATOR KR 25/11/2021 KR2021000164282 KR102418599 HOLOGRAM ELEVATOR

N8788 KR 102415316 30/06/2022 JEONGWAN KR 04/11/2021 KR2021000150699 KR102415316 HOLOGRAM DISPLAY SYSTEM
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N8789 KR 102414796 30/06/2022 YOON, JIN HEE KR 02/06/2021 KR2021000071381 KR102414796 HOLOGRAM PICTURE FRAME AND MANUFACTURING THEREFOR

N8790 JP 2022097130 30/06/2022 JAPAN BROADCASTING JP 18/12/2020 JP2020000210531 JP2022097130
LIGHT MODULATION ELEMENT, HOLOGRAM IMAGING DEVICE, AND IMAGE 

RECONSTRUCTION DEVICE

N8791 JP 2022092362 22/06/2022 DAI NIPPON PRINTING JP 10/12/2020 JP2020000205134 JP2022092362
MANUFACTURING METHOD FOR RECORDING MEDIA, UPHOLSTERY SHEETS, AND 

GARMENTS

N8792 CN 217007874 19/07/2022
HONGLU BEIJING 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 22/11/2021 CN2021002842018 CN217007874U INTELLIGENT INTERACTIVE HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY DEVICE

N8793 CN 217007863 19/07/2022
SUNNY OPTICAL ZHEJIANG 

RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CN 20/04/2022 CN2022000914551 CN217007863U

NEAR-TO-EYE HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY OPTICAL MACHINE AND NEAR-TO-EYE 

HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY EQUIPMENT

N8794 CN 216956691 12/07/2022 HEFEI GUOYUAN EXHIBITION CN 02/12/2021 CN2021003010760 CN216956691U
3D HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION DISPLAY DEVICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

EXHIBITION HALL

N8795 CN 216956085 12/07/2022

ZHEJIANG UNIVERSITY | ZHEJIANG 

ZHENENG CHANGXING POWER 

GENERATION

CN 09/11/2021 CN2021002727087 CN216956085U
HOLOGRAPHIC PARTICLE SPEED MEASURING DEVICE ADOPTING CONTINUOUS LIGHT 

SOURCE AND LOW-FRAME-RATE SINGLE CAMERA

N8796 CN 216907454 08/07/2022
SHANGHAI HOLOGRAPHIC 

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
CN 21/02/2022 CN2022000344931 CN216907454U HOLOGRAPHIC SHOW CUPBOARD IN FUTURE CITY

N8797 CN 216901308 05/07/2022
TIMES CHINA TELEVISION 

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
CN 10/01/2022 CN2022000050958 CN216901308U MULTIFUNCTIONAL ULTRATHIN TRANSPARENT PROJECTION HOLOGRAPHIC FILM

N8798 CN 216901022 05/07/2022 SHIHU TECHNOLOGY NANJING CN 28/02/2022 CN2022000408932 CN216901022U AR OPTICAL WAVEGUIDE USING HOLOGRAPHIC EMBOSSED GRATING

N8799 CN 216885727 05/07/2022
SHANGHAI SHUNHO NEW MAT 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 22/12/2021 CN2021003300596 CN216885727U COMPOSITE FILM FOR MANUFACTURING HOLOGRAPHIC DIE PRESSING NICKEL PLATE

N8800 CN 216850339 28/06/2022
AIR FORCE ENGINEERING 

UNIVERSITY OF PLA
CN 25/01/2022 CN2022000191061 CN216850339U CIRCULAR DICHROISM MULTIPLE HOLOGRAPHIC SUPER SURFACE STRUCTURE

N8801 CN 114764220 19/07/2022 SICHUAN UNIVERSITY CN 13/01/2021 CN2021000043978 CN114764220
METHOD FOR IMPROVING SPECKLE AUTOCORRELATION RECONSTRUCTION EFFECT 

BASED ON OFF-AXIS DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHY

N8802 CN 114758107 15/07/2022 LENOVO CN 21/03/2022 CN2022000280201 CN114758107
HOLOGRAPHIC THREE-DIMENSIONAL IMAGE PROCESSING METHOD, DEVICE AND 

EQUIPMENT AND STORAGE MEDIUM

N8803 CN 114742945 12/07/2022 UNIVERSITY BEIJING CN 30/03/2022 CN2022000324765 CN114742945
METHOD FOR COMPRESSING COLOR COMPUTER HOLOGRAM BY QUANTUM NEURAL 

NETWORK BASED ON GRADIENT OPTIMIZATION

N8804 CN 114740679 12/07/2022 CHEN CANYUAN CN 15/04/2022 CN2022000398985 CN114740679 REAL-TIME INTERACTIVE 3D HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

N8805 CN 114740613 12/07/2022
NANJING VOCATIONAL UNIVERSITY 

OF INDUSTRY TECHNOLOGY
CN 12/05/2022 CN2022000512610 CN114740613 HOLOGRAPHIC VISION ENHANCED AIMING DISPLAY DEVICE AND DISPLAY METHOD

N8806 CN 114739317 12/07/2022

INSTITUTE OF OPTICS & 

ELECTRONICS - CHINESE ACADEMY 

OF SCIENCES

CN 01/04/2022 CN2022000338472 CN114739317
SELF-CALIBRATION-BASED CALCULATION HOLOGRAM AND ASPHERIC SURFACE 

ADJUSTMENT METHOD

N8807 CN 114722985 08/07/2022 GANSU TOBACCO INDUSTRY CN 20/04/2022 CN2022000420747 CN114722985 MPS-ASSISTED HOLOGRAM RFID POSITIONING METHOD AND DEVICE

N8808 CN 114721081 08/07/2022
HANGZHOU GUANGLI 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 21/04/2022 CN2022000422005 CN114721081

LOW-ADHESION HOLOGRAPHIC FILM, PREPARATION METHOD THEREOF AND 

APPLICATION OF LOW-ADHESION HOLOGRAPHIC FILM IN PREPARATION OF AR 

(AUGMENTED REALITY) DISPLAY ELEMENT

N8809 CN 114710597 05/07/2022
UNIVERSITY OF SHANGHAI 

FOR SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
CN 21/12/2021 CN2021001569245 CN114710597

RANDOM LIGHT INTENSITY MODULATION-BASED HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY MULTI-

IMAGE ENCRYPTION METHOD

N8810 CN 114706220 05/07/2022
HEFEI UNIVERSITY OF 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 21/03/2022 CN2022000278700 CN114706220 VEHICLE-MOUNTED HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY DEVICE

N8811 CN 114694692 01/07/2022
GUANGDONG ZIJING INFORMATION 

STORAGE TECHNOLOGY
CN 30/12/2020 CN2020001612428 CN114694692

MULTIPLEX RECORDING AND REPRODUCING METHOD, RECORDING AND 

REPRODUCING APPARATUS

N8812 CN 114689544 01/07/2022
CHANGZHOU INSTITUTE OF 

MECHATRONIC TECHNOLOGY
CN 08/04/2022 CN2022000364280 CN114689544

WHITE BLOOD CELL STRUCTURE AND SUBSTRUCTURE SIMULTANEOUS IMAGING 

METHOD BASED ON DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHY
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N8813 CN 114675519 28/06/2022 CHONGQING UNIVERSITY CN 31/03/2022 CN2022000332555 CN114675519
COLOR HOLOGRAM DESIGN METHOD AND DEVICE BASED ON PB PHASE TYPE QUASI-

CONTINUOUS SUPER SURFACE

N8814 CN 114675517 28/06/2022 SOUTHEAST UNIVERSITY CN 29/03/2022 CN2022000319952 CN114675517
HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY SYSTEM AND METHOD BASED ON OPTICAL FREQUENCY 

COMB

N8815 CN 114663419 24/06/2022
KUNMING UNIVERSITY OF 

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
CN 07/04/2022 CN2022000358737 CN114663419 INFRARED HOLOGRAPHIC NOISE SUPPRESSION METHOD BASED ON DEEP LEARNING

N8816 CN 114660917 24/06/2022
CHINA UNIVERSITY OF 

GEOSCIENCES BEIJING
CN 21/03/2022 CN2022000276569 CN114660917

FREE-FIELD INFRARED DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING METHOD BASED ON 

TRANSFORMER MODEL

N8817 CN 114660916 24/06/2022 LI JIE CN 16/03/2022 CN2022000257067 CN114660916 MULTI-ANGLE HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGE DISPLAY SYSTEM AND METHOD

N8818 CN 114660695 24/06/2022 FUYAO GLASS INDUSTRY CN 15/03/2022 CN2022000251754 CN114660695 HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY GLASS, PROCESSING METHOD THEREOF AND VEHICLE
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